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PRESIDENT’S PAGE

COMMENTARY BY DANIEL J. CURRAN
PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON

‘Dr. Dan’
As I walk across campus, I’m often greeted by a friendly student voice, “Hey, Dr. Dan. What’s up?”

I appreciate that students casually seek me out for a chat between classes. That kind of comfortable rapport keeps

the lines of communication open and helps us learn from one another. During a recent “Dialogue with the President”

town hall meeting in Sears Recital Hall, I chatted with students for more than two hours on issues as wide ranging as
housing and curriculum to academic reputation and the faith life of campus.
How

will

campus

change in the next five
years?

Are you going to

tear down our houses?

What are the plans for
Brown Street? These were
just a few of the questions

they peppered over a lively
and candid exchange.
the

Students

informal

promoted

gather-

ing in a way that made

me laugh. It’s certainly

an odd feeling walking
across

Kennedy

Union

Plaza and coming face to

face with a nearly life-size
cardboard cutout photo of
yourself.

It’s even more star-

tling to glance over at the

rowdy Red Scare student

section in UD Arena and spot your giant face bobbing up and down with the likes of the Wright brothers and Flyers
basketball coach Archie Miller.

I realize it’s all in good fun.

Like most college presidents, I spend much of my day moving the strategic plan forward, participating in alumni

gatherings and fundraising. The job is energizing, but the moments I interact with our students are very special to
me.

In my presidency, we’ve built more houses than we’ve torn down. And while we’re committed to modernizing

Founders Hall, the oldest residence hall on campus, I assured students at the town hall meeting that we’re also turning our attention to academic buildings. The places where they learn and study — the Science Center, Roesch Library

and Chaminade Hall — are all due for upgrades. We’ll be introducing new majors, such as a proposed master of physician assistant practice, and opening an academic and research center in China. The renaissance of Brown Street will
continue with bike lanes connecting the campus to downtown.

Claire and I love having students over to our house for meals. I attend Flyer basketball games, but I’m just as

likely to cheer students at a volleyball match or a soccer game. I feel such a sense of pride when I listen to students

share their research projects at the annual Stander Symposium on campus that celebrates undergraduate research
and creativity.

I’ve driven into the heart of Appalachia to visit students running a summer day camp for children in Salyersville,

Ky., a campus ministry service project now extending into its 49th year. Another time, I found our students camped
outside a Biloxi, Miss., church held together by wooden beams, its walls blown out by a hurricane. They had traveled
there over their fall midterm break to aid the relief effort.

Our students help me see life through their eyes, remind me of the power of life’s possibilities. Their curiosity,

intellect and compassion never cease to amaze me.

Not to mention their ability to make me laugh when I least expect it.
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As a Flyer alumna, I’m thoroughly

impressed by the quality. I was so inspired
Adèle” Spring 2012] that I wrote a letter

to the wayside and embrace every oppor-

great work!

journal daily and feel it’s a pathway to

by the article about Jeremy Vinluan [“Dear

I also feel the art of the letter has fallen

to him. I’m mailing it today. Keep up the

tunity to handwrite a personal letter. I

—DEBORAH SHULER ’01

the soul.

—CYNDI SCARPELLI ’88

OAKWOOD, OHIO

DAYTON

Please

send

me

Jeremy

Vinluan’s

mailing address. The article in the Dayton

I’m nearly on the verge of tears read-

Magazine has inspired me to make

ing this. In all hon-

Charger class. I am a Beavercreek

mind. I still remem-

in my 27th year as an educator. I

lost his hearing. I

having my students write letters to

God I would rather

he is an inspiration to many, many

is a reason for every-

—MARILEA SMITH ’97

has to be one of my

this a “topic of discussion” in my

esty this blows my

City Schools [Ohio] music teacher

ber the day Jeremy

plan to follow up the discussion by

was so mad, I told

Jeremy. Thanks to you and Jeremy;

it be me, but there

people.

thing.

This

article

most favorite articles

DAYTON

that I have ever read

I so enjoyed the “Dear Adèle” article.

in my entire life. Not just because it’s

(Pun intended!) In a day where social me-

ing my brother to glorify His Kingdom.

I’d like to give it my “stamp” of approval.
dia is taking over (and yes, I am emailing
in my letter) it was so refreshing to read
about a young man who took a yearlong
commitment to handwriting a letter to a

about my brother, but because God is usLetter writing is definitely a family

thing. Keep it up, bro! Thank you, Matthew Dewald.

—JAKE GARCIA VINLUAN
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA.

different person each day. My hat is off to

Jeremy Garcia Vinluan. If I had his mailing

address, I would write him a letter of congratulations.

—LYNN AKERHIELM
CARMEL, IND.

I am Jeremy’s very proud mother. ...

Mr. Dewald, you have given Jeremy and
our family a priceless gift to treasure forever. Thank you.

—CHERRIE GARCIA VINLUAN
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA.

We received more notes lauding Jeremy’s letter

writing than we have room to print. If you, too, would
like to mail him a note, see Page 55 for his class note
and address. And see Page 13 for a excerpt of his last
letter.—Ed.

›››

What an amazing story! I hope he

goes on to publish his letters in a book.
It will be an inspiration for all to enjoy.

—UYEN LE-JENKINS
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA.

from facebook.com/udmagazine
I read Jeremy’s story and was touched

by it. To sit down and put pen to paper
every single day for a year seems like a

monumental task. Good for him and

what a nice way to “complete the circle”
for you. Congratulations to you both!

—ANGIE FAETH MCAULIFFE
CINCINNATI
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from magazine.udayton.edu

inspired by his letter-writing campaign.

Newsletter: Subscribe to the email newsletter New from
   UDQuickly by going to alumni.udayton.edu and clicking
   on “My UD.”
Twitter: twitter.com/daymag

›››

The story is at magazine.udayton.edu, where

you can read more comments and leave one of
your own. —Ed.

THANK YOU, BROTHER
Dear Brother Fitz: I just read [“Our

Brother at the Table” Spring 2012] with avid
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outlook on life and of your efforts and devo-

such a historical event accordingly.

—CYNTHIA DAUGHERTY ’10

tion to the causes of many. It made me reflect

CINCINNATI

Philips and his work with you and the Uni-

I often say that my faith survived my

back to a long time ago. I fondly recall Jesse

versity and your work in helping get Sinclair

Catholic college education. To see UD stu-

of those I trod along with have departed. ...

Chief is disgusting. I see that the Marianists

the next time I will try and see if you might be

life arena. Your magazine makes me sick.

under way. I am now going on 97 and most
I don’t get to Dayton very often anymore, but
open for a bite to eat. It would be a treasure.

dents yucking it up with the Abortionist in

at UD haven’t made any progress in the pro-

BRADENTON, FLA.

PERSPECTIVE OF TIME

been working in the oil patch. Chuck was a big
part of that, along with George Springer, Kay

Gray, et al. I received a master’s degree from
TCU in Fort Worth, Texas, and even there I no-

Father Marty Solma, S.M. ’71, serves as provincial for the Marianist Province of the United States. For more answers from Father Solma to questions

students. Howdy to Chuck for me.

A provincial seems like an admirable but

ticed I was way ahead of my fellow graduate
—ED MELLOR ’75
HOUSTON

—ANN CANO

MY OLD STREET
I enjoyed the picture on Page 58 [“No Time

For Tears” Spring 2012]. As I turned the page

is now the empty space in the background.
Many more memories than I can recount

Love you, Brother Ray! I’m sure many

Brother Ray played a key role in taking

the University of Dayton to the next level
and set the stage for the rapid growth the
campus is experiencing today.

—JIM CROTTY ’89

HILTON HEAD ISLAND, S.C.

Outstanding story on an outstanding

man. I, too, am proud that I was able to
shake his hand [at graduation].

—JIM MCDEVITT ’96
BETHLEHEM, PA.

PRESIDENTIAL VISIT
Although I normally enjoy receiving and

reading the University of Dayton Magazine, I’m

extremely disappointed with the limited cov-

experience with the geology of the

Rocky Mountains [“The Long View”

Spring 2012]. Having lived in Denver
for most of the past 40-plus years, your
article resonated with me. Both you
[Michelle Tedford] and Matt [Dewald]
bring out the emotions of the UD story

wonderfully in each edition of the UD
Magazine.

I have attached a photo of the So-

noran Desert and the Santa Catalinas
Mountains 25 miles north of Tucson.
The geology of the Catalinas dates back

2 to 4 billion years, according to local
geologists.

erage of the president’s visit to UD [“Welcome

—BILL BRENNAN ’60

›››

Obama becomes the “first sitting president to

visit the University of Dayton,” the front cover and/or the coverage within should reflect

Right, try a Ford Taurus and Crane

As a member of the UD graduating class

of 1968 and
one

so we live with faith and hope. Of

in educating them. It’s the same
with this responsibility: walking
with people, leading, trying to
make wise decisions for the future,

who

has

that nothing of lasting value can be

raising their children, and teachers

from magazine.udayton.edu

relying on the help and insight of

been

involved

others. There are so many glim-

ba’s

who witness extraordinary gener-

with Lalm-

mers of grace in this job: Brothers

in

osity and self-sacrifice; experiences

for

work

Africa

years,
proud

of forgiveness; goals reached

many

and differences made; work-

I’m

ing with some incredibly

and

good people; walking with

grateful for

the involvement that my “schoolmates” are

Brothers during their final

the Shores of Lake Victoria” Spring 2012].

to my mind, than a Jaguar or

making to help the people of Africa [“On

journey to God. Much better,

God bless you, and see you when you get

superb wines.

back.

TUCSON, ARIZ.

—ALBERT ANDZIK ’68
MONUMENT, COLO.

to Our House, Mr. President” Spring 2012].
It would seem that when President Barack

—BRIAN DOYLE
Editor, Portland Magazine

course, parents also know this in

SO PROUD

I enjoyed your article about your

Jaguar and the superb wines.

accomplished in a single lifetime,

WESTCHESTER, ILL.

MACOMB, ILL.

of being provincial? And I don’t mean the

—RAY LEMMING ’75

Thanks for all that you are and everything
—BRANDON MEYER ’11

are the subtle, gentle rewards and kicks

Lake wine! Reinhold Niebuhr said

profound impact on my experience at UD.
you do. God bless you.

your work must not provide much instant

in an email, but all brought back by the
picture.

others share similar sentiments. You had a

often rather thankless task; so much of

often be the measurement of years. What

born and raised at 22 Evanston Ave., which

from facebook.com/udmagazine

on the Church, the University and the Marianists, see udquickly.udayton.edu/?p=7550.

gratification, and to even see results must

and saw it, a smile came to my face. I was

ARCANUM, OHIO

›››

I have realized that over the years that I have

—FRANCIS M. SWEENEY ’87

SEA ISLAND, GA.

article on Brother Ray Fitz.

education I received at UD was second to none;

Please remove me from the mailing list.

—J. W. MCSWINEY ’80

Great issue — really enjoyed reading the

geochemistry, economic geology. My geology

What message do you
wish to give to the thousands of UD alumni?

I enjoyed the Chuck Ritter story. I gradu-

ated in 1975 with a bachelor’s in geology and
had many of Chuck’s classes — mineralogy,

Great story, great pix, great work and a

great couple.

—FATHER
NORBERT BURNS,

—MICKIE MURPHY
CHESTERLAND, OHIO

S.M. ’45
Dayton
The school has

Have thoughts about what you read this issue?
PLEASE SEND YOUR LETTERS TO:
University of Dayton Magazine
300 College Park
Dayton, OH 45469-2963
magazine-letters@udayton.edu
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BIG QUESTIONS

interest the reflection of many regarding your

RESPONSIBILITY, JUSTICE
AND GLIMMERS OF GRACE ...
ASK A MARIANIST

Please include your city and state. Indicate whether you wish
your email address printed. Letters should not exceed 300
words. University of Dayton Magazine may edit for clarity and
brevity. Opinions expressed are those of the letter writers
and not necessarily of this publication nor the University of
Dayton.

grown to national prominence,
but it’s the “feel”

of the campus

that is most enduring. Our found-

gineers in the ETHOS program,

whole person and touches every

nade, spoke about “family spirit,”

means keeping a wide perspective

isterial teaching is important and

er, Blessed William Joseph Chamiand that is very much in evidence

on the campus. It is rooted in our

Catholic faith, in the Marianist
charism and the Marianist characteristics of education and in the
person of Mary who stands at the
very center of our Marianist life.

as interns with the Fitz Center. It
on the world, on issues of peace
and justice, and on the policies
and laws that either promote or
hinder a world that is more peaceful and just. Marianist education is
holistic.

Do the Marianists, and does the University,

part of the university culture. Mag-

has its place, obviously. But that
teaching needs to be understood,

explored and appropriated in a hu-

man and deeply religious manner.

The university is a place where
the deepest human questions can
be met by the wisdom that comes
from the Catholic tradition.

What is the definition of social justice to a

have a responsibility to share their honest

Marianist and how does it fit into the Mari-

assessment of how to make Christ present

How will the order keep the Marianist

anist mission?

to all people in this time and this place?

charism alive with no or very few vowed

—JERRY WALSH ’87

Or is our responsibility simply to com-

Marianists staffing the high schools?

Alexandria, Va.

municate what the pope and the bishops

Rooted in Catholic social teaching

present as essential Catholic teaching? In

an individual concern but a social

sibility for the current life and future pros-

cused on the good of the individual

—DAVID O’BRIEN
O’Brien recently completed a threeyear term as University Professor of
Faith and Culture.

is the notion that justice is not just

short, do we or do we not share respon-

one as well. We are not simply fo-

pects of the Church in the United States?

but on the common good. Our vision must include both fair wages

and humane working conditions.
It means that we are committed

to respect for the
environment.

It

means providing

opportunities
for students to
serve

in

palachia

Ap-

with

UDSAP, as en-

Grounded in the teaching of

the Second Vatican Council, Lu-

men Gentium and its “Universal Call

to Holiness,” we are all called to a
vibrant living of the Christian life

and to a sharing in the building
up of the Body of Christ. That is

our pledge and our responsibility
by baptism. But, as St. Paul says,

each part of the body must contribute what it can. There are roles of

teaching and leading, but there

—MYRON ACHBACH ’58
Dayton
The province is developing a spon-

sorship model for these schools
that would entail certain benefits
and obligations on the part of these

institutions in the Marianist edu-

cational tradition. On our side,
we need to determine what is re-

quired in order to put the name
“Marianist” on a school: in spirit,

in governance, in commitment. It
will require the Marianist Province
of the USA to devote considerable
time and resources to the process of

“formation,” sharing with lay partners the meaning and dynamism

of the Marianist charism. The Marianist spirit in schools will hopefully continue for a long time.

are also prophets, preachers, heal-

ers, those who care for the needy,
and many other roles of service.
The university community has

a special place in all of this. It

is the arena where faith and
culture meet, where science

and theology together seek
truth, where the Catholic

faith forms the bedrock
for the education of the

For our next issue ask CAROL RAMEY
’68, director of the North
American Center for Marianist Studies, about what the
Marianist founders offer today’s world, about Mary as
inspiration and role model,
about community, about
what Marianists bring to the
table today. EMAIL YOUR QUESTION
TO MAGAZINE@UDAYTON.EDU.
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CONVERSATION PIECES

DARYLL COLLINS

Pick it up

‘Upon the ground of
merit’

The card game that helped students procrastinate in college brought
Chicago alumni to Finley Dunne’s this spring to relax during the
workweek. The alumni chapter’s euchre league drew players of all skill
levels and class years. Between picking up tricks and calling trump,
they quizzed one another about their time on campus, reminisced about
learning the game in the dorms and went home with some great prizes.
The league will be back from summer vacation in September; to join,
email UDeuchre@gmail.com.

Bit by the fire bug

Bold steps

We all scream

Queen of names

Plush piety

Peddle pushers

KETTERING LABS BASEMENT

LILLIAN SHEERAN REILING

10 SCOOPS OF GALLEY GOODNESS

MARYPAGE.ORG

UD BOOKSTORE

RECBIKES

Alexander Morgan sets things
on fire: “If I could burn stuff day
in and day out, I’d be happy as a
clam in mud.” The UD Research
Institute organic chemist and
materials scientist has a threeyear, $300,000 grant from the U.S.
National Institute of Standards and
Technology to assess the impact of
new fire retardant chemicals used
in consumer goods from laptops
to mattresses, which contain
foam that, if allowed to burn, can
destroy your house in minutes. The
burning in his basement lab will
leave us all breathing easier.

Fun, sassy, beautiful, chic and
smart — those words described
95-year-old Lillian Sheeran Reiling, who died March 20. But they
could also be used for the young
woman who entered with 28 others in 1935 in the first class of UD’s
College of Women. She was the
College’s first class president and
the University’s first homecoming
queen. At UD, she fell in love with
the grad student teaching her
physics class, Vic Reiling ’34, and
married before she could graduate. Their family, full of UD grads,
asked friends to honor strong,
smart, bold women through gifts
to Girls Inc.

Down by the falling pins in the KU
bowling alley, The Galley — run by
Flyer Enterprises — is satisfying
the sweet tooth of students with
its new concoction, the Galleygantuan. Groups are invited to delve
into this delicacy: 10 scoops of ice
cream smothered in five toppings
with a splash of whipped cream
and sprinkles. More than 30 teams
completed the challenge spring
semester, earning themselves a
photo on the Wall of Fame. With
every flavor possible combined in
one bowl, the only choice students
will have to make come fall is “Flex
or Flyer?”

Mary, the Mother of God, is
a woman for all seasons and
petitions. She is Consoler Rare,
according to One Thousand Titles of
Our Lady, and Queen Most Sweet,
from Our Lady’s Praise in Poetry. The
Marian Library and International
Marian Research Institute at the
University of Dayton has cataloged
6,000 titles assigned to Mary from
daughter to defender to exemplar.
In May — Mary’s month — the
National Catholic Register reported on
the list (bit.ly/marysnames). Dare
I add Succor of Magazine Editors?

Credit Spanish whimsy for the
doll of Blessed William Joseph
Chaminade, who founded the
Society of Mary. In a Marianist
version of Flat Stanley, a little
Chaminade doll from Spain was
being photographed around
the world when he landed in
the hands of Joan McGuinness
Wagner, director of Marianist
strategies. She thought the little
guy was cute and worked with
the campus bookstore to get him
on the shelves. New times, new
methods, as Father Chaminade
said.

On a gorgeous spring day, first-year students Nikki Hinkbin and Catherine St. John hopped on RecBikes and headed to Walmart to fill their
backpack with food. Why drive on such a nice day, they asked. No reason;
with RecBikes, students can check out one of 20 bicycles or a tandem for
free. The River Stewards, who founded RecBikes to
promote recreation, have found short trips — like
to Walmart — are the most popular. But students
are pushing even farther, including 25-mile trips
along the river corridor.

CATHOLICS AND RACE
American Catholic Tribune, with its
10,000 subscribers, was one of the
most successful African-American
newspapers in the country in the
years after the Civil War. Its editor,
Daniel Rudd, then the country’s
best-known black Catholic, argued
a basic principle — equality before
the altar should extend to everyday
life — and urged Catholic citizens
of all races to take up the work
of equality. Gary Agee ’08 has
made an important contribution
to American religious history by
writing A Cry for Justice, the first
biography of Rudd.

ALUMNI EUCHRE LEAGUE

“When I talk to students ... I always have a slide in there about
the cherry trees.”

“I love when writers get together — it’s like a celebration
of words. And words are what we do.”

—FORMER OHIO GOV. BOB TAFT, UD DISTINGUISHED RESEARCH ASSOCIATE,
ABOUT HIS PRESIDENTIAL GREAT-GRANDFATHER WHO 100 YEARS AGO ACCEPTED
THE ORIGINAL CHERRY TREES AS A SYMBOL OF FRIENDSHIP FROM JAPAN.

—ALAN ZWEIBEL, ORIGINAL SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE WRITER, IN
HIS KEYNOTE ADDRESS TO 350 HUMOR WRITERS AT UD’S ERMA
BOMBECK WRITERS’ WORKSHOP APRIL 19.

“You’re a Flyer, but you’re also a citizen
of Dayton.”
—EMILY KLEIN MCFADDEN ’09 ON THE LESSON
LEARNED BY STUDENTS WHO SERVE IN UD’S FITZ
CENTER, CELEBRATING 10 YEARS OF SERVICE.

“Right now, we are leaving our world radically diminished in the name of
economic growth. We have the power to change the human-created things such as
the economy and place value on the things that are really important to us.”
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—DAVID SUZUKI, 2012 STANDER SYMPOSIUM KEYNOTE SPEAKER, AS REPORTED IN
THE FLYER NEWS.

“Erma was not up here — fancy pants — and she was not down
here — ‘Real Housewives’ and insulting us. She was us, we were
her, as you are me and I am you.”

“I am proud to join the ranks of UD alumni, and
I believe I am well prepared to begin the next chapter
in my life.”

—ADRIANA TRIGIANI, TELEVISION WRITER, AUTHOR AND KEYNOTE SPEAKER,
AT UD’S 2012 ERMA BOMBECK WRITERS’ WORSHOP APRIL 20.

— CHRISTINE FARMER ’12, STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT,
AT MAY COMMENCEMENT.

CONVERSATION PIECES
Fire and ice (cream)
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News from campus and beyond

MICKEY SHUEY ’14

Tim Kelley ’12 and Hugh Quill
’12 are Foursquare mayors of
nine campus locations, including
RecPlex, Humanities Plaza, Kettering Labs and Milano’s. Before
graduation, Quill even presided
over their Stonemill house, nicknamed “The Graduate Hotel.”
To become a mayor, the students “check in” to a location via
the Foursquare mobile app. The
more check-ins, the greater your
status. It’s easy if you have a class
in a building, Kelley said, but they
realize that by earning their diplomas they may be losing their
crowns to the next crop of Four-

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

He’ll have mustard with that

UD’s strong commitment to
sustainability in its academic offerings, campus infrastructure,
activities and career preparation put it on the Princeton Review’s first Guide to 322 Green
Colleges.
“College-bound

students

are increasingly interested in
sustainability issues,” said Robert Franek, senior vice president
and publisher of The Princeton
Review.

It

found in a
recent survey

that

nearly seven out of
10 college
applicants
reported
that having information about a
school’s commitment to the environment would influence their
decision to apply to or attend the
school.

$32.50 worth of hot dogs and a splash of mustard net thousands of dollars
of free publicity and millions seeing the name “University of Dayton.”
An Associated Press story about University of Dayton students eating dinner with the leader of the free world hit The
New York Times, the Anchorage Daily News, all points in between, and even the blog Today Dogs Online. About 20
students received invites from the NCAA to sit
near President Barack Obama and British Prime
Minister David Cameron when they took in the
first game of the men’s Division I basketball
tournament First Four March 13 at UD Arena.
Not only did the president want to share
a great American treat — the hot dog — with
Cameron, he asked some students if they wanted one, too. According to the Associated Press
article, “We all kind of looked at each other like,
‘Are we allowed to say yes?’” senior Rachel
Krabacher said. “He was like, ‘You’re college
students. Who turns down free food?’ He called
somebody over and said, ‘I’ll take 10 hot dogs.’
So we got hot dogs from the president.”
When President Barack Obama and British Prime Minister
The most talked-about hot dog feast since
David Cameron shared hot dogs with UD students, the world
the
annual Nathan’s July Fourth International
watched.
Hot Dog Eating Contest netted at least $56,000
in free publicity and had the potential to be read by at least 75.6 million people. All told, First Four coverage made at
least 2.1 billion impressions for UD and had an estimated publicity value of at least $1.1 million, according to the mediatracking service Cision.
So how does the president like his hot dog? “He uses mustard,” Krabacher said.
—Shawn Robinson
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Easy being green

square kings.
Some businesses offer special discounts or other perks to
their mayors, but not on campus.
Joked Kelley, “In Humanities Plaza, I get extra sun.”
—Maggie Malach ’11

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

FLIGHT DECK

Foursquare royalty

No brain drain
Zach Babbe, a marketing and
leadership major, came to a spring
career fair in search of a summer internship; two weeks later, he scheduled an interview with a global packaging firm he met there.
It’s part of the Southwestern
Ohio Council for
Higher

Educa-

tion’s 20 by ’20
Challenge, which
seeks to increase
the

number

of

internships in the
Dayton area from
8,000 to 20,000
by 2020. Internships are good
for area businesses and college
students.
“Internships give you experience, not just in strategies and techniques, but in the working environWander among the sea of posters filling the RecPlex gym

ment,” Babbe says. “You need that

and you could learn about the bioeffects of nanomaterials on

when you graduate.”

humans or teaching strategies in low-achieving math classes.

And businesses will need him,

During the 23rd annual Stander Symposium April 17-18, 994

too. If everything works out, Babbe

students presented their research, class projects and artistry

hopes he’ll have “no reason to go

while hundreds more learned from them.

anywhere else.”
—Maggie Malach ’11

Good news for English majors
It wasn’t a red-out or a white-out,

of UD’s Davis Center for Portfolio Management,

even a bit of gold at the UD Arena

with Bloomberg Radio’s Kathleen Hays about the

but there was plenty of green and

reached a worldwide audience in a live interview

March 29 for the first day of the 12th

University’s increasing global reach and research

annual R.I.S.E. investment forum.

prowess and the Davis Center’s investment success.

Awash in black-suited finance

Throughout the forum, advice was plentiful:

students, professionals and faculty

n China: “Own what they buy, not what they

from around the country, the annual

sell.”

moolah, Benjamins, dough — how to

mean up, just not down.”

economic trends are doing to it.

stock market do not constitute a bull market.”

forum focused on green — as in cash,

n The housing market: “Bottoming does not

invest it, where to invest it and what
About 1,600 participants heard

spirited exchanges from Wall Street
bulls and bears, networked with fi-

n Economic outlook: “Recent upticks in the

During the 12th annual R.I.S.E. investment forum,
Greg Castell and President Daniel J. Curran
appeared on Bloomberg Radio.

n Most surprising: Get a degree in English.

History or philosophy would also be good. “The
most valuable thing I have ever studied in my life

nancial industry reps and sat rapt for a rousing, revival-like talk that

was my degree in philosophy,” said Hugh Johnson, who manages nearly

aging director David Darst.

“I think it was more valuable than an MBA.”

nearly brought down the house from Morgan Stanley Smith Barney manPresident Daniel J. Curran and Greg Castell ’12, student manager

a billion dollars for investors as chairman of Hugh Johnson Advisors LLC.
—Cilla Shindell
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More success
for DECA

The right direction

dent, believes when you take something, you
should give something back to balance the equa-

On the University of Day-

tion. Call it the math version of the Bible’s lesson

ton campus sits one of Amer-

that to whom much is given, much is required.

ica’s most innovative high

Serving others is a driving force in Patton’s

schools. The Dayton Early

life and now has netted her a $40,000 scholarship,

College Academy received a

awarded as $10,000 over four years, as the winner

Bronze Medal from U.S. News

of a UD contest that invited prospective students

& World Report in its annual

to create a video describing what servant-leader-

ranking

ship means to them.

demic and enrollment data

west side of Cleveland. She concluded that “it’s
not important how you choose to serve, but it’s

from

Larrell Walters has a
bird’s-eye view at his
fingertips with new UAV
flight technology.

imperative that you do choose to serve.”

Ride on, Flyers

bike from RecPlex so he could join the group of
students, faculty and staff that met at Five Rivers
MetroParks’ Riverscape for a free pancake breakfast. “It’s fun, because the trip is along the river. It’s
a beautiful spring, and I get to exercise my body,”
he said. The group won top prize for most bike
commuters from a single business. Dayton is a
bronze-level bike-friendly community, awarded by

The University of Dayton Institute for Development and Commercialization of Advanced Sensor
Technology found a way to give something the
finger and tell it where to go, for a good reason,
of course. Researchers developed a way to fly
unmanned aerial vehicles by simply pointing and
dragging a finger across a computer screen. The
system allows for better control than a joystick and
gets the UAVs precisely where the “pilot” wants
them. IDCAST is using the system in conjunction
with Dayton-based Woolpert and Israeli company
Tiltan Engineering on a situational awareness sys-

the League of American Bicyclists.

nearly

22,000

public

high schools to find the best
in the nation. DECA is one of
four early college high schools

In another indication that Dayton is bike-

student in electronic engineering, checked out a

Best

11. The report analyzed aca-

bers of her community in Avon Lake, Ohio, on the

to Work Day May 18. Lingguang Wang, a graduate

America’s

High Schools, released May

In her video, Patton interviewed several mem-

friendly, 52 Flyers participated in the region’s Bike

of

tem that will help law enforcement personnel “virtually manage protection of its citizens,” said Larrell Walters, director of the UD-led IDCAST. “For
cities that can’t afford to hire extra police, we can
help create a tool to help increase public safety.”
The technology could help direct UAVs and their
accompanying sensors to
find everything from a child
lost in the woods to the
most ideal conditions for
farmers to sow their crops.
—Shawn Robinson
Scan to wach the
UAV fly.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Selling the Amish
Our fascination with the Amish goes beyond buggies and bonnets.
“Amish communities tell stories about the past that encourage tourists to
imagine how they might change their lives and alter their future,” said Susan Trollinger, associate English professor. “This nostalgia for the future is a
nostalgia of hope.”
In her new book, Selling the Amish: The Tourism of Nostalgia (Johns Hopkins

in Ohio to receive recognition.
“Our hard-working students, teachers and parents
have made DECA successful in
our singular mission: get students to college,” said DECA
superintendent and CEO Judy
Hennessey ’96.
UD founded DECA in 2003
in partnership with Dayton
Public Schools. DECA reorganized in 2007 as a charter
school operated by UD and enrolled seventh-graders for the
first time in 2008.
But the best measure of
DECA’s success is its graduates. All 170 of DECA’s graduates have attended college,

University Press), she describes the relationships involved in the $2 billion

with more than 85 percent

Amish tourism industry in Ohio, Pennsylvania and Indiana. Tourists pur-

graduated or still enrolled.

chase pieces of their society while the Amish wonder at the difficulties of liv-

The school expects to gradu-

ing in a consumeristic world.

ate classes of up to 70 students

“While we may yearn for a slower, less-complicated life, [the Amish] ask

by 2013, and it has plans to

whether we have the courage, the creativity, the vision or the faith to embrace a radically dif-

expand to include an elemen-

ferent future,” she said.
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tary school.

More Flyer faithful

More students than ever want to be Flyers,

which is good news for the University.

For the incoming class,UD’s selectivity rate

improved from 76 percent to about 55 percent.

Selectivity is an indicator of academic excel-

lence and a key measure in how universities
are nationally ranked. According to Integrated

Postsecondary Education Data System data,
only two top-100 national universities in the
past seven years posted selectivity gains of more

than 20 percentage points without compromising academic quality.

To improve selectivity, you attract more

applicants

and

admit

fewer students. About

14,900 applications were

submitted for fall 2012.
By June 1, the University
had

received

approxi-

mately 250 more enrollment

confirmations

than its goal. All this
puts next fall’s incom-

MATTHEW LESTER

Danielle Patton, an incoming first-year stu-

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .

Showing service

ing class on track to be

‘In a tough and
competitive
environment,
this increased
demand is
recognition of
the University’s
value and
academic
excellence.’

the largest in University

history, a list that includes incoming classes in
1967, 2010, 1965, 1968 and 1969.

“In a tough and competitive environment,

this increased demand is recognition of the University’s value and academic excellence,” said Sundar Kumarasamy, vice president for enrollment management and marketing.

Other measures are also up — average test scores, high school GPA and students from outside Ohio, which

is on track to be 53 percent with the greatest growth coming from Illinois, Missouri, Kentucky and New York.

Confirmations are rolling in from abroad and international enrollment is expected to be the highest in University history.

New rates, more aid
The total cost to attend UD will rise 5.2 percent, with annual undergraduate tuition and fees equaling

$33,400 starting in August. But few students will pay the full fee; most of the increase — $10 million — will be

dedicated to financial aid for returning students. UD now offers $92 million annually in endowed and institutionally funded scholarships; more than 90 percent of undergraduates receive financial assistance.

Our Olympian
Terry Miller ’77 is keeping an eye on
the eerie, Cyclops-ized Olympic mascots
Mandeville (left) and Wenlock.
As general counsel of the London Olympic
organizing committee, she’s protecting them
and the intellectual property of the entire 2012
London Olympic and Paralympic Games.
From security agreements to ticketing
contracts, her team ensures the games run
smoothly, even if the wind refuses to blow on
sailing race day.
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chris
AZZI ’15

2

3

smoke and hope.

paul
AZZI ’12

Stop trying “Life is improv,”
says Paul Azzi ’12. “I have no idea
what is going to come. … I just
roll with the punches.” Adds Michael Winn ’12, “Wait for something to happen. Just react.”

5

Be yourself “Everyone thinks I’m a
dweeb,” Paul Azzi admits. The team
members consider themselves more
playful and weird than funny, but Winn
says, “The more comfortable you are
with yourself, the more free you are.”
—Meredith Hirt ’13
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letter to Lola, his
in

“I

want

to

spend the days of

stephen
KALLENBERG ’12

my life just like
you spent all the
days of your life,”
he wrote to Lola.
“I want to find
her.”
“Her” is Mary, Mother of Jesus, to whom
Vinluan made a mindful commitment when
he became a lay Marianist in 2011. On April 30,

sara
McCRATE ’12

2012 — Lola’s birthday and the date of his vow
renewal — the senior burned his letter.
I have communicated with more than 350
people outside my community, he said of his
daily letter writing; I will take the next year
to reflect and focus in on my community. I

Have back-up On The Fly is all about
team cohesion. Foremost, they like to
make one another laugh. And occasionally, they share their comedy with
an audience. “We’re people before
we’re performers,” Winn says. If someone flops on stage, another member
comes to the rescue. “Everyone exerts
their own expertise because no one is
an expert.”
Figure out what you want “We’re all
attention hogs,” Morris says. “We want
attention from the audience and we
love getting it.”

delivered his last

heaven.

Make music Even in improv, a
little forethought is necessary. “When
you rhyme a word you have to think
ahead to the next couplet,” Wil Morris ’13 says. But it doesn’t have to be
perfect. “Just put a word out there and
babble until you rhyme it,” Paul Azzi
says.

4

That was how Jeremy Garcia Vinluan ’12

grandmother

How to make it
up as you go along
1

CHRISTINE BATES ’12

The letter caught fire slowly, turning words
in blue ink on white paper to char and ash,

will pray daily, as Lola did, he said. “And keep

christina
PIERCE ’15

Branden Johnson will be among the fewer than 2 percent of teachers who are
African-American men.

Among the few
As a receiver on the UD football team,
Branden Johnson is skilled at opening his arms
to gather up something dear.
The lanky sophomore from Lexington, Ky.,
does that at the Bombeck Family Learning Center, stretching his arms wide open to gather in a
5-year-old heading home early.
“Hi, buddy,” Johnson says to Nathan Jemison, lifting him high, wrapping him in a bear
hug. “So you’re not feeling so good?” Nathan
wraps his arms around Johnson’s neck, burrowing his face closer, and breaks out into a big
grin, murmuring “uh huh.”
As an African-American man, Johnson is a
rare sight in an elementary school classroom.
And even rarer, he’s an early childhood educa-

tion major; fewer than 2 percent of teachers are
African-American men.
Rochondra Nenonene, director of UD’s
Urban Teacher Academy, sees a great need
for male teachers, especially in urban schools,
where changing family structures mean more
children are coming from single-parent homes.
And with more than a million veteran teachers
nearing retirement, it’s crucial for men to find
places in the classroom.
As Johnson gently puts Nathan down, a
string of tiny 5-year-olds — who just barely come
up to his knees — file past headed to the classroom where Johnson did a yearlong practicum.
They each smile and say, “Hi, Mr. Branden.”
—Cilla Shindell

writing.”

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Commitment to an inclusive community

wil
MORRIS ’13
michael
WINN ’12

On Facebook, not all content is appropriate. But
when users noticed racial and ethnic references on
a student-created page inviting comments about the
UD experience, it became an appropriate time to address racial issues on campus.
“As sociologists, we’re always looking at issues
of racial and social inequality,” said Sister Laura Leming, F.M.I., department chair of sociology, anthropology and social work. “The [Facebook] page made
it urgent for us to step up. We wanted to help shape
the conversation, and a teach-in seemed like a good
start.”
On March 14, department members organized
a teach-in, Anti-Racism 101. About 80 students and
20 faculty and staff attended to discuss race relations
at the University.
Later that month, students sponsored two forums
on racism, sexism, prejudice and discrimination on

campus.
“What we would really like
to see is more conversation, not
just as a reaction, but as a way
to be proactive,” said associate
professor Leslie Picca. “It’s not
just something that impacts students of color, but everyone.”
During all sessions, students of color were most likely
to share personal experiences,
frequently negative, about the
racial climate on campus. Picca
hoped that more white students
would participate in ongoing
forum and classroom discussions — not from feel-

As students live and work in increasingly diverse settings, the
conversations benefit everyone.  
A summer reading group
and a fall faculty exchange series program will examine support systems for faculty and staff
of color, and a Universitywide
conference on race relations is
tentatively scheduled for next
March.
“We talk about community
here and we do value it, but we
need to acknowledge that some
heavy lifting needs to be done,”
Leming said. “We have to do the work to make sure

ings of guilt or frustration, but through recognition that
improving race relations is also in their best interest.

our community is truly inclusive.”
—Shannon Shelton Miller

TED PITTS

EXPERT INSTRUCTION

No. 367

If laughter is the best medicine, the
members of the University’s improv
team On The Fly are the best
doctors around. Founded in 2006,
this student-run comedy troupe
performs improvisational theater
based on audience suggestions and sketch comedy
written by the cast. As any member will tell you,
there’s a lot of truth in comedy. Here are some tips on
living life on the lighter side.
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religious studies professor and director of the

University’s Institute for Pastoral Initiatives,
received the 2012 Catechetical Award May 9
from the National Conference for Catechetical
Leadership for her innovative, Internet-based learn-

ing initiatives in the areas

of adult faith formation
and catechesis.

“The new era of com-

munications is exploding
around us in nanosecond
Zukowski

speed, and we cannot ignore it,” she said. “Our chil-

dren, the future of the church, are grounded
in the reality and impact of easy, fast and immediate access to information and experienc-

es that tweak their imagination — even their
religious imagination.”

The Virtual Learning Community for Faith

Formation is among Zukowski’s most sig-

nificant contributions to the church in the
digital age. Alumni can participate through
vlc.udayton.edu.

Wave from the pope
They had perfect seats to see the Holy Fa-

ther, who sat just five rows in front of the seven Chaminade Scholars on a spiritual retreat
to Italy and the Vatican.

“When the master of ceremonies an-

nounced the various groups present at the

audience (with the pope) and ‘Chaminade

Scholars from the University of Dayton’ was
announced, we stood up and shouted and the

Holy Father leaned over, smiled and waved,”
said Sister Angela Ann Zukowski, M.H.S.H.,

who led the art, culture and spirituality immersion in May. “I had the students wear

their red UD hats to ensure they would stand
out in the crowd. It worked.”

The 12-day journey included the churches

and basilicas of Assisi, a guided tour through

the Vatican Museum with art historian Liz

Lev, and a tour of the Necropolis under St. Peter’s Basilica — an excursion planned a year in

advance. Students also participated in a Vatican Radio interview with Sean Patrick Lovett,

the director of the network’s English division.

Those red hats garnered attention after

the Mass as well. People in other sections of
the audience later found the students and told
them proudly, “Hey, I’m a UD alum!”
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No sleepy campus
If summer is a time to relax, someone forgot to tell us. Existing construction projects

are making progress while nearly $30 million in new summer projects are in full swing,
with some racing to beat the students back to campus.

n More than 400 lucky students will have new abodes come August. Four hous-

es are nearing completion on the 400 block of Lowes Street, as is a pre-fab house at
19 Rogge St. Along Brown Street, the Caldwell Street Apartments — started last spring
— will house 400 students on six acres. Plus, Campus South residents will come back to
new bathrooms, a spacious lobby and other upgrades.

n The Science Center continues its renovation with new windows, air conditioning,

ceilings, lighting and a roof screen. Future improvements will include classroom and
laboratory upgrades and a lab wing addition.

n Roesch Library gets a makeover inside and out. The pebbly façade will be covered

by brickwork that will tie it to the rest of campus, and an arched row of columns at the
west entrance will pick up the motif
from the front of Frericks. Inside,

workers will address infrastructure
Out with the old and in with the new lobby at Campus South.

needs then transform it into a modern learning center with more spaces for students to study and greater

electronic learning tools. And the

seventh floor “throne with a view”?
It will get a new window.

n Private donations have funded

the renovation of Cronin Athletics

Center, formerly the PAC. This summer will see completion of the final

Architect’s rendering of Roesch Library

phase, including an air-conditioned basketball practice facility and new training and
locker rooms.

n Outside, yellow bricks of College Park Center are being stained red, pavers are being

replaced along campus walkways, and the roofs of the Arena, Albert Emanuel Hall and
Alumni Hall are being replaced.

n Inside, Boll Theatre will get 390 new seats, and nonstructural materials labs will be

built on the fifth floor of the 1700 South Patterson Building.

n Near the river, workers continue to assemble the steel and concrete bones of the GE

Aviation EPISCENTER on UD land. By the end of 2013, the research facility will employ 50

people, with a projected workforce of between 150 and 200 researchers within five years.

The latest renovations are part of a six-year capital improvement plan that ties to

Spacious porches are a key feature of four new houses on Lowes Street.
Below, the GE EPISCENTER will be UD’s first
LEED-certified new building.

UD’s strategic plan. The University is using a combination of operating funds, bonds and

private support to fund the projects. Typically, UD invests an average of $30 million to
$35 million annually in capital improvements.

And more changes are on the way. Founders Hall, built in 1954, will get a $10 million

renovation beginning in May 2013. The beloved shoebox doubles will be reconfigured,
and the common spaces that make it one of the most sociable dorms will only get better.
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Sister Angela Ann Zukowski, M.H.S.H., a
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Religious imagination

The last piece was lifted into place April 11.

Home sweet home
If you could piece together your perfect house, this

may be it. The juniors moving into 19 Rogge St. this fall
think so.

It has five bedrooms (for five men), three bathrooms,

plenty of insulation and windows that don’t let in the

winter wind. In fact, everything about the house is energy efficient — from the way it was built to how it will
function.

It arrived in April on four flatbed trucks, having been

fabricated in Vandalia, Ohio. Cranes lifted it into place
like pieces of a giant Erector Set.

The inaugural housemates, who have all lived to-

gether at one time or another, turned down older houses

on Woodland in favor of the yet-to-be-seen property on
Rogge, two blocks farther from classes.

“We chose quality over location,” said Ibrahim Abdul-

Karim, who can’t wait to have a kitchen complete with
an Energy Star dishwasher. 
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learn

who

write.”
Says Sutton Smith, a
second-year law student,
it’s the No. 1 reason to
learn to write well.
UD School of Law’s

On
point

legal writing program is
what lawyers call “on point,” with a ranking of 21st in the nation by U.S. News & World
Report. The two-semester legal profession
sequence teaches students how to be on
point with clean editing and soundly structured arguments backed by research. The
ability to access, understand and analyze
legal authority can make or break lawyers
in the courtroom — anything less than
their best will not make it past the bench.
—Seetha Sankaranarayan ’12

Full circle
Natalie Florea Hudson ’01, one of the
first graduates of the University’s human
rights studies program, has been named
director of the program. Hudson has been a
professor at UD since 2007 teaching global
politics; the politics of human rights, gender and
international relations; international security studies
and more.
Hudson

She succeeds program
founder and former direc-

tor Mark Ensalaco, who becomes the program’s director of human rights research.
He will direct the Peter McGrath Human
Rights Fellows program started this year
with a $100,000 gift from alumnus McGrath. McGrath fellows receive $10,000
stipends to conduct and publish research
in human rights and social justice that
promotes human dignity and alleviates
suffering. The first fellows are Hudson;
Alexandra Budabin, assistant political science professor; Simanti Dasgupta, assistant sociology professor; Glenna Jennings,
a visual arts lecturer; Theo Majka, sociology professor; and Tereza Szeghi, assistant
English professor.
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Even with classes, summer on campus still leaves time for fun and games. David Shephard
blocks a shot on goal as he and others practice their soccer skills at Stuart Field.

Media Hits
n The Wall Street Journal turned to associate

was expensive and rare; when her father would fly

law professor Thaddeus Hoffmeister about a North

for work, the whole family would drive to the airport

Carolina ruling that overturned an inmate’s death

and meet him at the gate.

1

Mary Kaufman ’71 writes,

to catch up on a little reading.”

tion. Looking forward to another

"Enjoyed reading the latest

From left are Charles “Chip” Case

get-together in 2013.” Pictured

’86, Phipps and Dan Landis ’80.

(back) are Tuffy, Linda Hughes

edition of UD Magazine while on
the Côte d’Azur for spring break."

took these pictures outside one of
the entrances to the Basilica of

Katie Smith spent spring break

and (front) Jeanne Fitzgerald

the Annunciation in Nazareth. I

on a study abroad program. They

Lawton ’75, Justine Browne Hager

thought it was particularly ap-

cal engineering for 45 years. He

write, “Here we are outside the Cat-

’75 and Sally Sharpe Lenarz ’75.

propriate because the words to the

acombs of San Callisto in Rome.”

story on cities and their college graduates. Thomas

on notice that they will be held accountable if they

Lasley, former dean of the School of Education and

strike a juror based on race,” he said.

Allied Professions, discussed initiatives to increase

writes, “My wife, Robyn, and I

the number of graduates through schools like

went on ‘holiday’ for the month

Bednarek commented on the golden age of air trav-

DECA, while Kelley Shomaker ’12 talked of having

of February to New Zealand and

el for CNN, remembering the days when air travel

to leave the city for a teaching job in North Carolina.
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2

Tom Endres ’66 retired from
UD after teaching mechani-

Australia. Ayers Rock is in the
background. It was 108 degrees
that day. Cheers!”  

3

Efe Evwaraye ’07 poses with

publishing the digital edition of the UD
Magazine. By downloading the app for
free from Android and Apple stores, you
get extras such as videos, photos and
links, conveniently
loaded

on

your

mobile or tablet
device. A happy
birthday

for

us

is great news for
you.

’65, writes, “I am presently on

sabbatical in the Holy Land and

Betsy Carroll Crist ’75 and Ford

the jury-selection process. “This puts prosecutors

One year — that’s how long we’ve been

Father Thomas Schroer, S.M.

’75, Betsy O’Grady Becker ’75,

n Dayton was featured in a New York Times

Digital age

11

Juniors Kevin Koepsel and

sentence, finding that race played a key role in

n Aviation expert and history professor Janet

11

her UD Magazine in front of

the Bird’s Nest in Beijing, China.
“I went there on a trip with the
Xavier University MBA program.

5
6

George Allen ’65 writes, “While
traveling the Caribbean with

9

Salve Regina are etched into the
Michelle Saunders-Wright

wall of that entrance. It seemed

’83 writes, “While in town

appropriate for reading the issue

to celebrate Lisa Payne Wans-

featuring Marianist artists. I hope

my wife, Barbara, we paused to

ley’s 50th birthday, I joined with

to return to the University in the

share the University of Dayton

Crystal Amos Boykin ’84, Lisa ’84,

fall.”

Magazine with a pirate at the light-

Marcellina Gurley-Thomas ’84

house on Grand Turk Island.”

and Navay Vaughn ’85. We took a
minute from the hustle and bustle

7

Lynn Polzin ’90 writes, “The

of Times Square in New York City

UD Magazine was a great way

to check out our UD Magazine.”

of keeping up with events during

It goes to show once a Flyer always

the flight to the Manuel Antonio

a Flyer, right?!”

region of Costa Rica in February.”

10

12

Carolyn Stueve Wittmann
’60 writes, “Hello from the

Great White North! We stand on
the frozen north shore of Lake Huron, a short snowmobile ride from

Melanie Woods ’07 took

our La Cloche Lake Camp, near

the magazine on her trip

Massey, Ontario.” Pictured, from

to the Andes Mountains outside

left, are Martha Wittmann Kramer

Mimi Ford ’75 writes, “Janet

Mendoza, Argentina. “Cerro

’89, Paul Wittmann, Tom Wittmann

Tuffy ’75 and her husband, Lou,

Aconcagua, the highest peak

’59, Steve Kramer, Sam Wittmann

4

8

invited us to spend a long week-

outside of the Himalayas, is in the

(holding magazine), Carolyn, Joe

National Park. “The view was in-

end with them in Merritt Island,

background.”

Wittmann ’95 and Luke Wittmann.

credible, so we stopped for a break

Fla. We celebrated in UD tradi-

David Phipps ’83 sent a photo
of three UD grads atop Mon-

tana’s Mount Oberlin in Glacier

View more photos at facebook.com/udmagazine.
Where are you reading University of Dayton Magazine? Send us a photograph — at home or abroad — to magazine@udayton.edu.
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HEARTS & MINDS

But who’s counting?

1,442
350
152
89
28
11
8
0

Bachelor’s degrees awarded at the undergraduate commencement May 6

It takes years to make it
here, but it would take

Master’s, law and doctoral degrees awarded
during ceremonies May 5

eons to forget all we
learned in the time it took

Extra tassels UD Bookstore staff distributed to forgetful graduates at the ceremonies

us to earn our diplomas.
About 2,000 UD students

Turkey subs sold at Milano’s on Brown
Street May 5, a 30 percent increase from an
average Saturday turkey sub count

— the most ever in any one
semester

Marshals present to help organize seating
arrangements and lineups for the graduates
preparing to receive their diplomas

— received
deg r e e s

Seniors in the first graduating class to
receive a minor in sustainability, energy and
the environment

when they
crossed in

Extra workers hired at UD Arena to help
with set up and tear down for the weekend
ceremonies

front of the stage in three
separate ceremonies at UD

Dayton Marriott guest rooms vacant
during graduation weekend

Arena May 5 and 6. They
are now forever Flyers. Hats off to them all. WHAT’S NEXT?

“I’m going out to California for AmeriCorps.” —Joe Ulrich, history n “Staying here two more years, thankfully. Getting my

master’s in biology. I’m very excited.” —Kyle Murphy, biology n “I will go overseas to play basketball.” —Patrice Lalor,

electrical engineering n “I have a job with Gannett. They haven’t placed me yet, so I could be going anywhere in the U.S.”

—Sara Dorn, journalism n “Next I’ll be in Cincinnati. I really wanted to be close to UD and close to a lot of friends, so it’s a

good next step.” —Alex Rigos, finance n “I’m starting my own business out of my parents’ basement this summer running

audio for bands, recording bands and all that kind of stuff.” —Bobby Trick, general studies n “I’m moving to Chicago. I

have a full-time job at Infinite Marketing. I plan on moving to the big city and making money.” —Taylor Sachleben, public

relations n “I’m applying for a year of service to do some sort of counseling, and then I want to go to grad school

for community counseling.” —Ellen Davis, music n “I have an internship with the San Francisco 49ers.” —Kelsey Owen,

sports management n “Going home … not working. Living life for a little bit.” — Anne Gerker, photography n

“I’m

going to do a music therapy internship in Cleveland at Hospice of the Western Reserve for six months and then, hopefully,

becoming a board-certified music therapist.” —Jacklyn Neforos, music therapy n “I’m going to coach two little kids’ teams

in the fall up to Christmas. I’m really excited … it’s been a great four years at UD.” —Jack Pearson, sports management n
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SPORTS

Sports news and notes

Without him
“Sure, I wish I had had some

of those father-son moments other

found a match between Walton’s

mom played both roles. And when

ander’s jacket. An ex-con with a

she had to work, my grandmother

took care of me, bathed me, fed me,
played with me, did everything.”

As he got older, though, he said

his questions about his father be-

came more pointed. He wanted to

T

had been pasted up

thing Sadler has always held onto:

tle: “Just Me and My

situation.

Daddy.”

Some 18 years later, the same

image had been one of the center-

mechanical

That photo symbolizes some-

in a family scrapbook

under the tender ti-

Today,

I still hold dear.”

Life is about rising above your
Sometimes

that

means

just

being lifted out of a constraining

swing and sometimes it’s about so

Sadler

is

a

engineering

technology student at UD.
He’s on an academic schol-

was dead inside, as was Walton.

arship. He’s also a sculpted 6-foot-

a .45-caliber semiautomatic pistol.

Flyers football team and one of the

Both had been shot from behind by
The contents of Bray’s wallet

2, 260-pound defensive end for the
most personable student-athletes
you’ll find on the campus.

much more.

were scattered on the ground out-

was taken — on Oct. 1, 1991 — Bray

was found still hidden in his sock.

ing back story — even as his father’s

brother, Melvin Walton.

der, was gone. Although police later

months ago — he’s pretty much kept

ly, Anthony Sadler talked about

Bray, a 30-year-old truck driver, had

jacket, they were not able to make

Union food court.

in Flint.

piece pictures in the senior project

he had presented before graduating

from Carman-Ainsworth High in
Flint, Mich.

Before heading off to spring

football practice one day recentit again as he sat in the Kennedy

The photo shows him wearing

Three months after that photo

was murdered. So was his older
Reports from back then say

won $1,000 that night shooting dice

side the van. The $1,000 he’d won
The friend, Beinville Alexan-

found him with blood on his denim
any charges stick.

drawn on that lesson from the old

man, who had coached him from
seventh grade through high school.

“He made a highlight tape of my

best plays and sent it to colleges all

and, of course, the engineering
school. I loved it here.”

It shows — or at least something

that to himself. Few of his team-

young man and that smile definitely

mates know of his past.

But then a couple of days ago, he

from Flint. “He’s just an awesome
lights up a room.”

At Welcome Stadium, UD head

the same thing as he watched Sadler

“My mother used to always

show me pictures of my dad holding me and having me on his lap,”

As a youngster, he didn’t know

mom would explain later, when he
“From what she tells me, my

“The kid has that great smile. I

you make my day better.’ That smile

dad, God bless his soul, was a great

BRIGHT FUTURE

Less than an hour later Bray’s

death to be a crutch for him. The

ble and honest. He didn’t try to start

Sadler’s redshirt freshman year at

hind a local elementary school. He

— positive or negative — is a life les-

about me and my mother.

ders of his dad and uncle ended up

blue Econoline van was found be-
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“I never wanted his father’s

way I looked at it, every experience

“He had raw talent coming out

been here. He’s 260 pounds. He’s

“Oh, so you’ve seen that smile?”

she said.

game.”

also playing special teams.

a chuckling Clingman said by phone

of his would lift anyone.”

holding him up to his face.

the rotation at defensive end and is

case again made headlines some 20

was old enough to understand.

That guy had lost money in the

seasons. Last year he started his

of high school,” Chamberlin said,

mother we did whatever we could to

son out of an infant swing and was

On the football field, he has

does — in that smile of his.

Yet, when it comes to his numb-

up my uncle and they also picked up

make sure he had opportunities,”

this summer at a Centerville, Ohio,

first game and this spring he’s in

always tell him, ‘Smile, Anthony,

a friend who sat in the back seat.

Part of the minority engineer-

nection the coaches had with them

other on and off the field, the con-

the details of his father’s death. His

had just lifted his four-month-old

And that’s what he’s doing.

made definite strides the past two

could ever have given me — my bun-

delight reflected in it. Anthony Bray

to rise above that.”

way the players cared about each

wanted a chance to win their money

dle of joy — and with the help of my

what can hold you back. You’ve got

firm.

and, when I came here, I liked the

can’t quite see his face. You can see

back. On the way he stopped to pick

‘Man, I hate that person’ — that’s

Dayton showed a real interest in me

“Some wanted me to walk on. But

a few more details: “He was going

his dad’s, though, and there’s pure

holding grudges. If all you have is,

ing program at UD, he will intern

from afar during drills:

“He was the greatest gift God

“I didn’t get that upset that he

around the country,” Sadler said.

NO EXCUSES

to another place because the guys

photo.

‘Man, I gotta get that person’ or

nothing but a diaper, a tiny shirt
and probably a smile, though you

pointing,” Anthony seemed to have

graduate with a 3.8 GPA. To find a

raise her baby boy.

her mother, Armcell — was left to

Although his mother admit-

was let go,” he said. “Life isn’t about

coach Rick Chamberlin ’80 had said

Since then his son has found out

Alexander was acquitted of the

captain of the football team, won

sat down and opened up.

Mecca Sadler — with the help of

“My mother and I,” Sadler said,

he said. “Instead, it should be my

college, he leaned on Chane Cling-

he old photograph

violations.

ted the verdict was “terribly disap-

all-conference honors and would

The approach worked.

murder and two felony firearm

she stressed I couldn’t use that as an

At Carman-Ainsworth he was

Sadler said. “Man, that’s something

itated murder, two counts of felony

murder.

motivation.”

By Tom Archdeacon ’72

charged with two counts of premed-

about 15, his mother sat him down

excuse to why I couldn’t achieve,”

we approached it.”

long criminal record, Alexander was

“all we really wanted was closure.”

and told him what she knew. “But

better person. That’s how

blood and the stain found on Alex-

know what had happened.

He said one day when he was

son that can make you a

A year earlier a Texas lab had

kids had, but it didn’t bother me that

much or make me sad because my

Anthony Sadler’s father was murdered,
but loss can’t hold him back

going to trial.

athlete,” Sadler said. “He was humtrouble. And he cared a great deal

During

the

summer

after

UD, the cold case involving the mur-

“and he’s really grown since he’s

Baseball takes A-10 championship
University of Dayton baseball earned its first-ever trip to the NCAA Tournament with a 3-0 win over Richmond in the nationally televised Atlantic 10 Championship Finals May 26. The Flyers finished 3-0 in the double elimination tournament. In the NCAA Tournament, they fell to No. 8 Texas A&M and TCU.
The team finished the regular season with six-straight wins to capture a
share of UD’s second Atlantic 10
regular-season title; the first was
in 2009. The team started the season 2-9 but finished with a 31-30
overall record, 17-7 in the A-10.
For the season, the team’s
most valuable player was senior
outfielder Bobby Glover who led
the team in slugging percentage
(.528) and home runs (9) while
Senior right-hander Burny Mitchem
batting .331 during the 56-game
was named the A-10 Championregular season. The most valuship’s most outstanding player.
able pitcher was Tim Bury. Bury
and fellow senior Mike Hauschild rank first and second in career strikeouts and
second and third in career wins for the Flyers.
The team suffered a personal loss early in the season with the death of
head coach Tony Vittorio’s father, Phillip, who was close to the team. For more
on being a family and a team, see a Dayton Daily News story by Doug Harris ’79
at http://bit.ly/KeOSpH.

Butler, VCU join A-10
Virginia Commonwealth University and Butler University are becoming
members of the A-10 Conference beginning with the 2012-13 season. The University of North Carolina Charlotte and Temple University have announced plans
to leave the league. In men’s basketball, VCU went to the Final Four in 2011;
Butler, in 2010 and 2011.

New faces

gling son, who was getting his

The men’s basketball team will have a number of new faces next year. A
substantial impact is possible from two players who sat out last year after
transferring — Matt Derenbecker, a 6-7 forward from LSU, and Vee Sanford, a
6-3 guard from Georgetown. Derenbecker was a two-time Louisiana High School
Gatorade player of the year; in high school Sanford was selected first-team allKentucky by the Louisville Courier-Journal. The freshman class includes Jalen
Robinson and Devon Scott, 6-8 forwards from Northland High School in Columbus, Ohio. Robinson was the Ohio Division I co-player of the year. Joining them
are Khari Price, a 6-0 point guard from Slidell, La., and 6-6 forward Dyshawn
Pierre from Whitby, Ontario; Pierre has represented Canada in both the U19 and
U17 World Championships. Sitting out a year will be a transfer from Ohio State
— 6-4 guard Jordan Sibert, who as a senior at Princeton (Ohio) High School was
Ohio’s Gatorade player of the year.

situations to come.

SID VIP

strong as a bull. He’s got all the

physical tools. We need him to be a

factor this year, and I think he will
be.”

As he watched his sturdy line-

man maneuver across the way,
Chamberlin’s face seemed to light
up.

It was a smile you’d seen before

— one that had brought a similar
glow to a father lifting a tiny, wigfirst lesson in rising above the many

A longer version of this article appeared

April 1 in the Dayton Daily News.

Doug Hauschild ’81, UD’s longtime sports information director, received
the A-10’s Bob Vetrone Award for outstanding media service. A former recipient
is “the legend” (and radio analyst) Bucky Bockhorn ’58.
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Take the most elemental force: love. Mix it with loss, fear, anger, grief. What results?

L
G
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The witness

W

hen Mary Lauterbach ’94 steps
in front of a microphone or a
member of Congress — as she
has done many times, in many
places, since January 2008
when a detective uncovered her daughter’s murdered body in a shallow backyard grave — she
senses a hand on her shoulder. “I feel that it is the Holy
Spirit speaking through me,”
says Mary. “It is not me.”
However

the

her mother about what had happened. Mary had

handed that mission. And it won’t stop, because

latedly, to her superiors.

tant director in donor relations at UD.

encouraged her daughter to report it, though be“A month after the fact, Maria, no way you

Congress and the Pentagon. A report issued Oc-

“It’s the worst advice I’ve ever given in

spector general took a hard, critical look at Camp

her daughter, “but get this guy a record.”

my life,” Mary says. “I didn’t realize that I was

sponse. And on April 16, Secretary of Defense Leon Pa-

netta announced strong new
measures to combat sexual
assault in the ranks.

Mary had urged Maria to

Officials,

report that she had been

have

raped by a Marine superior,

“I’ve always been a per-

and further traumatized af-

son of great faith,” says
Mary, her voice in a near-

whisper. “And I really be-

to

lieve Maria is in a better

sexual violence was not part
Twenty-year-old

place. This brings meaning
to Maria’s short life, and

Maria

I am trying to extend that

was slain Dec. 14, 2007. In

COM ING
TOGETHER
In the face of grave struggles, it is a miracle when human nature does not crumple
but instead rises, compelled to make a difference. Here are stories of alumni who

∫ ∫ By Janet Filips ’77    
∫ ∫ Illustrations by MB Hopkins
turned sorrow into service.    
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because her life has had an

August 2010, Laurean, her

impact on more people and

accused rapist, was con-

institutions than any of ours

victed of first-degree mur-

will, put together.

der and sentenced to life in

“Because of her, lives

prison.

could be saved.”

The basics of the case

may sound familiar; the

The fundraisers

T

media heavily followed the
gruesome murder and trial,

he

with varied and sometimes

open after hours

And as the tragic story

so Shaun West-

became public, back in Van-

fall ’02 and Ali-

dalia, Ohio, Mary’s phone

son Kelly Westfall ’02 could

more than 100 phone calls, from military wom-

telling her to do something dangerous. I feel re-

across the country who wanted to tell her what

But as the phone rang with these callers,

en and a few men in different branches of service

sponsible for her death in that.”

had happened when they had reported sexual as-

Mary saw that Maria’s experience was not isolat-

ibility with their superiors. Their truthfulness

and frankly about Maria — her qualities and her

sault. The common threads: They had no credwas questioned; their careers were derailed.
“It was like a broken record,” says Mary.

Mary was reeling from shock, grief and re-

gret. Regret, because a month after the rape, an
emotionally traumatized Maria had confided to

pediatrician

kept her office

contradictory facts.

started ringing. She took

that

situation.

minimized

of the Marine culture.

says,

direct response to Maria’s

Lejeune. And how Maria

ter she came forward with

THEN

Mary

acknowledged

several of the changes are a

Cpl. Cesar Laurean, at Camp

attention

In December, Congress’ de-

assault prevention and re-

words

erbach. How in May 2007,

Bringing

Lejeune’s response to Maria’s rape allegation.

sures for improved sexual

ter, Lance Cpl. Maria Laut-

that allegation.

tober 2011 by the Department of Defense’s in-

fense budget included mea-

life and death of her daugh-

belittled,

Hers and other voices are being heard in

will get a conviction,” Mary remembers telling

come, she speaks about the

was

I am being called to do that,” says Mary, an assis-

ed. She decided it was important to talk openly

imperfections — so she might be a vehicle for

prompting improvements in the military’s attitudes about and actions after reports of sexual
violence.

“At that moment in my life, I felt I was

bring in 11-day-old Carson

for yet another weigh-in.

Baby Carson was not gaining weight the way

a healthy newborn should. And now the doctor

had received abnormal results from one of the
newborn screening tests.

In March 2009 in the quiet of the deserted of-

fice, the pediatrician broke the news: “Carson is
testing positive for cystic fibrosis.”

“And we were, ‘OK, what’s cystic fibrosis?’

We had no idea what it was,” says Alison. “And
she said, ‘The worst thing you can do is go home
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and look on the Internet about this.’

showed up at the UD Arena Flight Deck for Fly-

we both feel really strongly that we are seeing the

net,” Alison says, laughing, “and read all the

fet, silent auction, basket raffle and video that

right there is an amazing thing. It pushes us to

“So we went home and looked at the Inter-

different terms and about the short lifespan,
and just started to freak out.”

But freaking out is not a way of life for Shaun

and Alison, who met while running cross-country for UD.

Further

testing

had

ing Towards a Cure. The evening included a bufShaun made about a typical day with Carson —
from his lung treatment regimen and diet to his
tearing around the house like a typical, adorable
3-year-old boy.

The event netted $20,600, part of the

with the Walk MS, and then in 2005, Bike MS

can think of to continue that research.”

This past January, the federal Food and Drug

Administration approved Kalydeco, a drug that

treats one of the less-common of the hundreds
of cystic fibrosis mutations.

Carson suffers from a morecommon mutation, which
would need two mechanisms

lion Americans who silently
recessive gene. The faulty

Kalydeco

break-

falls with a sense of purpose

clogging

and accomplishment. And,
says Shaun, they have been

surprised and humbled by

his

the number of individuals
and Dayton businesses eager

threatening lung infections.

to join them in their efforts,

Without treatment, other

even though CF is but one of

thickened byproducts would

many worthy causes in the

obstruct his pancreas and

world today.

stop natural enzymes from

Such support, he says,

helping his body break down
and absorb food.
But

less

than

“makes
easy.”

two

the

‘work’

seem

The expert

into a Dayton fundraising

A

Fibrosis Foundation. With

she rhythmically circled the

months after Carson’s di-

agnosis — while Alison was

t 12:30 a.m. one

on maternity leave and the

summer

couple was still trying to get

in

their baby’s treatments un-

’81 was running

family and friends, they cre-

ated a team, christening it
Coincidentally,

Ohio

dren have CF. In fall 2010, Shaun and Alison

Alison, a graphic design project manager,

Cystic Fibrosis Foundation since May 2009.

drove up to attend a CF Foundation benefit that

and Shaun, who works in information technol-

inspired.

Towards a Cure, Sept. 15, again on the Flight

family had organized. They were moved — and
“The next day we were driving home,” Ali-

son says, “and we said, ‘We could do that.’”

And they did, with help from their parents,

a ton of friends and generous Dayton-area businesses. In late September 2011, 220 supporters

“Something,” she thought, “isn’t right in my

life.”

But what? An electrical engineer, Gail had

study

physical
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lingering thought as the summer wore on.

too well how tough a serious
disease is on loved ones.

As a lasting gift from her

she told him, so she could

brother, says the engineer-

on her brother’s condition

compassion.”

become the family expert

turned-healer, “I have more

and a resource for helping

The advocate

going on with your brother?

T

took out a pad and pencil

reading them is almost too

him deal with increasing
disability.
The

chair

shook

he details of the

his

mishandled birth

head. “You are a trouble-

of Adam Susser,

shooter,” he told her. “You

detailed in Florida

want to figure out what is

Senate Bill No. 38,

are such a horrifying case

You should be a doctor.” He

of medical negligence that

and laid out the course of

much to bear.

study that would turn an

So it is enough to know

electrical engineer into a

that Gary ’79 and Judy Suss-

Six years later, in 1997,

born on July 10, 2000, in

medical school candidate.

University

of

er’s fraternal twin boys were
Coral Springs, Fla. After two

Cincinnati

weeks in neonatal intensive

care, baby Brandon was fine;

sen because of its proximity

today he is a soccer-playing

to her brother’s Columbus
home. She did her resi-

honor-roll student.

Adam, however, was se-

dency in internal medicine and pediatrics. And

neighborhood pool in the Chicago suburb of

verely oxygen-deprived. He is now wheelchair

at Smithsburg Family Medical Center, she has

When Gail and her husband, Lee Callaway,

require vigilant attention and help with basic

now, in western Maryland, where she practices

Niles, Ill.

a reputation as a primary care physician who is

train for Bike MS, “it helps me remember my

Gail thanks her brother for inspiring her to

anymore, it’s great motivation to help people

unable to keep an early promise he made to her,

CF Foundation go to research, Alison says: “And

family support. She knows

therapy,

for fundraising activities such as the run. A problem solver by nature, she puzzled through that

formation, equipment and

partment. She wanted to

circle back to her high school love of biology and

Australia and Hong Kong; her lifestyle allowed

about resources such as in-

the chair of the biology de-

service engineers. Her work had taken her to

of UD, advanced to R&D, then to teaching field-

her. She wanted to know

University and landed with

College of Medicine, cho-

then — a realization struck her.

things explained clearly to

missions at San Jose State

track — her leg of the Ameri-

Relay for Life was called back

ing her 14 years as the sister

knocked on the door of ad-

Deck of UD Arena. (See Page 27 for Carson’s Crew

want a cure. Ninety percent of donations to the

Back in her office, Gail is

salary for employees who

gone to work for Hewlett-Packard straight out

The couple’s motivation is simple. They

all goes to the MS Society.

That fall, HP presented

ogy, are deep into plans for the second Flying

website for more information.)

food and drink, and the gate

outside the men’s room at a

Gail graduated from the

raising 24-Hour Run, as the
$36,636.54 that Carson’s Crew has donated to the

fessionals donate their services, Gail pays for the

manicures, massages and jewelry making. Pro-

waiting a very long time

with 30 other volunteers. As

can Cancer Society’s fund-

is home to a second Carson’s Crew: a family in
a small northern Ohio town whose two chil-

Gail

laps in San Jose, Calif., along

walk, benefiting the Cystic

Carson’s Crew.

1991,

night

Brown Callaway

der control — they jumped

as kids, she and her big brother pedaled to the

her bike was fitting because, each summer day

left. With that news, Gail

ing certain fluids through

lungs and leading to life-

bladder issues that left her

Out with an admission fee and activities such as

Kalydeco with a second drug.

their benefit, filled the West-

duces thick, sticky mucus

He used a cane, he moved slowly and he had

And she organizes an annual Girls Night

different routes throughout the U.S. Taking to

of an MS patient. She wanted

through, on the heels of

genes, Carson’s body pro-

was struck by her brother’s physical struggles.

sponsor her.

a severance offer: A year’s

gene improperly regulates

cell walls. With two faulty

central nervous system. During the visit, Gail

— a two-day, 150-mile ride that takes place on

thrilled because clinical trials

The

a protein involved in mov-

chronic, unpredictable disease that attacks the

medical office sells tickets for the drawing at $1

mindful of how she felt dur-

are under way that combine

defective,

for a Bay Area visit. Gary had been diagnosed

San Francisco Giants game.

corrected. The Westfalls are

out, are among the 10 mil-

of

each. She asks friends via email or postcards to

three years earlier with multiple sclerosis, a

Shaun and Alison, it turned

capable

National Multiple Sclerosis Society. She started

want to do more and give them everything we

defect from both of them.

single

items for a raffle, and for three months her

raising money to support research funded by the

inherited a particular gene

a

With his death, Gail found a new cause:

sibling Gary ’79 flew out from Columbus, Ohio,

confirmed that Carson had

carry

Shortly after the run, her brother and only

benefits of that research really quickly, and that

skillful with treating MS.

for her deep interest in MS. However, Gary was
that his disease would not be fatal. In 2002, at
age 44, he died from complications of MS.

brother,” she says. “Even though he’s not here

bound, uses a feeding tube and will forever

daily activities. He can speak but a handful of
words.

A trust established by the court provides an

after him — and hopefully find a cure so people

annuity that helps support his needs. But the

In her seven Bike MS rides — with 2012’s to

blind; that means brain damage caused his vi-

don’t have to endure what he did.”

come — Gail has raised $76,605, mainly from
modest donations. Local companies provide

reality remains for Adam that he is cortically

sion loss. And the prolonged lack of oxygen during birth left him with quadriplegic cerebral
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palsy, a disorder caused by damage to the developing brain.

fraudulent treatments.

“My wife is very involved and speaks out, as

“He can see with his heart and with his ears.

do I,” says Gary. “But I attend more of the politi-

fection,” says Gary, a consumer rights lawyer in

and I don’t give a rat’s patootie about crossing

So basically we surround him with love and afBoynton Beach, Fla. “We were blessed with two
special sons.”

In July 2004, Gary and Judy started a foun-

dation in Adam’s name, “to

cal events because I am not afraid to speak up,

“Adam cuts across so many issues,” says

turned to their kids and corporate lives in Chica-

donor activities.

available properties; many mountain vacation

limitation on damages, children’s rights, rights

of Baldy Mountain and an intention to relocate

Family Respite (DO-mus PAH-chis), extends a

a year. More than 75 partners from Colorado’s

There was also the last-minute girls’ get-

lies in the throes of cancer, celebrating the end

Gary. “Stem cell research, medical malpractice,
of the disabled, education.”

The Sussers cannot recall a particular mo-

go, they had bought 10 forested acres with a view
there in retirement.

swords.”

ment that prompted them to start a foundation.

away to Vail, Colo., that Marylouise — known as

onto the set by his devoted twin — for a segment

efforts are not a form of emotional healing. In

ters and mother. Her mother had advanced lung

At age 4, Adam appeared on Oprah — wheeled

promote awareness and to

The need was as obvious as a hurricane. Their

fact, the couple’s sense of

heartache and anguish has

help others,” he says, “in-

grown, says Gary, because

cluding the college students

the more he and Judy give, it

who want to help these
children.”

July, has a heart-melting
While he continues to live

with severe deficits, he has

ism, he says, taught him a

good nutrition, education,

“My wife and I don’t

made progress, thanks to

responsibility to help others.

enrichment activities and

tithe per se,” Gary says, “but

At age 3, a month after a

lars to charities that deal

medical care.

we give thousands of dol-

stem cell transplant in Mexi-

with children. We love do-

co with umbilical cord blood

ing that. Everything you can

cells from a U.S. lab, Adam

The comforters

walk by being placced into a

D

special

before it actually began.

ther with experimental laser

surgery at Washington Uni-

omus

versity’s medical complex

Family

in St. Louis. Double hip sur-

profit

therapy have enabled him to

school.

pro-

gram in the

majestic mountains of Colo-

custom walker. He attends
in

Re-

spite, a non-

geries and regular physical

classes

Pacis

rado, had many beginnings

public

In a way, the seed for Do-

A core value of the Adam

mus Pacis — Latin for “House

port students who choose

1990, during the year that

Susser Foundation is to sup-

of Peace” — was planted in

careers devoted to assisting the developmentally

about medical malpractice and patient protec-

Vince White-Petteruti ’73 drove between Chicago

recipients selected by Florida Atlantic and Flor-

investigation of bogus offshore labs selling stem

his ailing father and offer comfort to his mother.

disabled. The foundation funds scholarships for
ida International universities who are studying

occupational and physical therapy, speech therapy and special education.

Over the years, the foundation’s mission

tion laws. In January, 60 Minutes broadcast an

cell cures. The producers worked with Gary and
Judy, who arranged for the first of four stem cell
purchases.

philanthropy,” Duck says,
“across all generations and
economic levels.”

At times, it is tough to

by the post-trip glow that

are children. But Duck finds

lived. Duck was heartened

pecially when the patients

her mother carried through
her final days.
All

those

comfort in knowing that she
and Vince recognized and

experiences

met their life’s purpose.

Excerpts of heartfelt let-

Colorado day in 2001. Duck

ters fill the Domus Pacis

just cleared the footprint

builds a sense of peace, says

website. The landscape itself

for their mountain cabin.

Vince: “Nature and God and

Vince left with their son Nic

the mountains, the lakes

and daughter Sarah ’01 on a

and the flowers: They just all

weeklong hike to maintain

contribute.”

forest trails. Alone, Duck

turned to the July sky and

UD

Janet Filips ’77 has done

asked the Lord why they had

thousands of interviews in her

planned, why their children

The Journal Herald and Day-

been able to move here as

journalism career, which began at

were doing well, why she

ton Daily News and continued

and Vince felt secure enough

in Portland and Eugene, Ore. She

financially and emotionally

remains interested in hearing

to leave corporate America.

people’s stories because of hu-

“And as soon as I let go

man beings’ incredible capacity to

of that thought,” Duck says,
“it came back to me: ‘Do for

persevere, inspire and amaze. This

other families as you did for yours.’ And I knew

executive, is treasurer. The community of Sum-

That meant devoting their blessings to pro-

patron. Domus Pacis welcomed eight families in

without a doubt, it was the respite.”

vide other families the happy memories of a

After Vince’s dad died, there was the sugges-

strangers. Duck spent the rest of the day formu-

week together, cradled by nature and caring

2008 and has grown each year, to 58 in 2011 and

Cookbook.

<CONTINUED CONVERSATIONS>

potentially 100 this year. Patients have ranged in

SERVICE WOMEN’S ACTION NETWORK:

“we let the patient decide who ‘family’ is.”

CARSON’S CREW: www.ccrew.org

age from 8 months to 87 years, says Vince, and

servicewomen.org

arrived in December 1990, the ski town of Breck-

she informed him of this revelation. They im-

ness acumen in planning the practicalities.

ADAM SUSSER FOUNDATION:

property. By the time Vince and Marylouise re-

their home to easily host visiting families and

managers, they have built a list of more than 80

DOMUS PACIS: www.domuspacis.org

each purchase, plus medical fees. Cash. Hope
can carry a high price tag.
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cross-country ski in Colorado. When the couple
enridge had no snow. So instead, they looked at

lating the strategic plan.

mit County, Colo., acts as volunteer pool and

article made her feel extra proud

to be a UD alumna. Janet is also author of The Luscious

purchased were still alive. The cost: $5,000 for

advocating for legitimate stem cell research, and
counseling other families, particularly against

project is also a way to teach

tion of his wife that they take a short break to

sults showed that only 100 out of the 20 million

Community

Collaboration Awards. “The

face so much suffering, es-

Later, Vince treasured the sense of peace he felt
from having spent that time together.

Foundation’s

When Duke University tested the cells, re-

has evolved into raising public awareness and
public involvement for special needs children,

and Cleveland nearly every weekend to be with

as part of the local Summit

week with family was long

our opinion. Because they

His eye health improved fur-

ing Nonprofit of the Year

that the joy from a relaxing

effect his parents cannot say

are all innocents.”

Pacis was named Outstand-

of that effort. And second,

and Vince, now retired, had

for sure, but they are elated.

bake treats. In 2011, Domus

the honored guest see none

cause there’s not enough
being done for these kids, in

es, fill welcome baskets and

ill — yet it is critical that

vision. Whether it was by
coincidence or cause-and-

Summit County businesses, residents and

youth groups donate meals and recreation pass-

cation for someone seriously

melded together one sunny

“And we speak out, be-

ecutive director; Vince, a former steel industry

everyone from the IRS to donors.

is very complicated to plan a

think of, we get involved in.

gained a limited amount of

senior vice president in global advertising, is ex-

tient/family referrals, a process that reassures

Duck learned two things

medically safe, enjoyable va-

His parents and Juda-

of treatment or in hospice care. Duck, a former

medical and social work worlds provide the pa-

to travel.

our society and our governneed.”

free week in Colorado High Country for fami-

homes are normally occupied only a few weeks

this was her last opportunity

from that Vail trip: First, it

ment have failed those in

smile and thick dark hair.

cancer, and doctors warned

“just gives more insight into
what the need is, and how

Adam, who turns 12 in

“Duck”— organized in July 1997 with her two sis-

Their resulting nonprofit, Domus Pacis

When Vince emerged from the backcountry,

mediately called the architect, who redesigned

Duck and Vince made good use of their busi-

Through churches, synagogues and property

BIKING FOR MS: www.ridegailride.org
www.adamsusserfoundation.org
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Muhammad
by Michael
and me Gaffney ’71
With only a camera lens between himself.
and the heavyweight
champion of the world,
UD graduate Michael
Gaffney uncovered the
intimate moments of Muhammad Ali’s life.

E

lvis Presley was dead. I had always wanted to

heavyweight fighters of all time; he had captured

photograph The King, and I had missed my

worldwide attention; and, at 35, he was an aging

chance.

boxer in a young man’s game. I was chief pho-

There was no way I was going to miss photo-

graphing The Champ.

week vacation. I threw my Nikons into the back

Elvis died Aug. 16, 1977. Later that month, I

of our royal blue Volkswagen — my wife named it

leafed through the newspaper and stopped on a

“Herbie” — and drove the two-and-a-half hours

story of three Ohio guys who had jumped in a

west into the mountains.

car and driven to Muhammad Ali’s mountain-

The camp was completely open to visitors. I

top training camp near Deer Lake, Pa. If they

pulled up and met Gene Kilroy, Muhammad’s man-

could do it, I could, too.

ager, who led me into a room. There, Muhammad

Muhammad — The Champ — had already

established himself as one of the greatest
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tographer at New Jersey’s The Daily Record on a two-

lounged on a couch, robed and with bare feet, waiting to start his day’s training. I explained I was on
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ALI VS. SPINKS, SEPTEMBER 1978,
ALI’S THIRD HEAVYWEIGHT TITLE

RIGHT,
ALI VS. SHAVERS FIGHT,
SEPTEMBER 1977

assignment for Gamma-Liaison, an interna-

in the backseat with Muhammad’s brother and

to keep going, I can’t let him down.” Fifteen

a year. In his best Marlon Brando Godfather

me with a wave: “Shoot whatever you want.”

pronouncement: “No man alive has run up my

top, Muhammad was first out of the car, yell-

refuse.”

tional photo agency. Muhammad welcomed

I quickly understood why he was the world’s
most photographed person. There was something rare about his openness, accessibility

and honesty that I knew would make for great
pictures.

his trainer when Muhammad made a dramatic
mountain.” We drove on, and he said it again.

I realized I was the only one in the car with running shoes on.

He must be talking to me.

“Stop the car,” I said. It was still dark as I

minutes was an eternity. As we approached the
ing, “You’re the only man alive to run up my

flats of Deer Lake. Muhammad and I ran two

was in great shape, I was a runner, I got half-

those two weeks, I got them.

“This is ridiculous, I have to keep going, I have

asked me to be his personal photographer for

miles, him training, me photographing with
flash blazing. Back in the Oldsmobile, I cozied

way up, and I was sucking eggs. I thought,
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ing to make my way. I was slopping trays in

my coins and dialed Debby. “What does this

ran with Muhammad’s cornerman, Bundini

Brown, driving behind and lighting my way. I

in front of a motel in Easton, Pa., dropped in

I was the only one to succeed. In me, he saw
something that he liked — a drive and ability to
push and get what I wanted.

I wanted photos of Muhammad and, in
When I told Muhammad I was leaving, he

owned a camera before. The closest I had ever

In 1968, I was a sopho-

wife. Halfway home, I pulled up to a pay phone

I realized he had pulled this on many people;

I gave my two weeks at the paper.

I laughed and said I needed to talk to my

mountain.” It wasn’t until after I finished that

Three days into the assignment, in the dark

of morning, we drove down the mountain to the

voice, he said, “I’ll make you an offer you can’t

mean?” she asked. I told her it meant a lot of
traveling all over the world covering his fights.

She said, “We need to talk.” When I walked in
the house, Debby said, “If you don’t do this,
you’ll regret it for the rest of your life. It is the
opportunity of a lifetime.”

more at UD from a family of five kids just trythe Marycrest cafeteria for a meal ticket, and

got was running home from school on Fridays
to be the first in our family to pull Life magazine from the mailbox and page through photos from all over the world while lying on my
belly on the living room floor.

I bought a roll of 120 film and started shoot-

me and Johnny Kennelly were unloading trucks

ing. In an alley in Dayton, there was a young

extra cash.

front of a garage door with peeling paint and

for the Teamsters during the holiday season for

Then I got a present. My brother, on R&R in

Bangkok from the Vietnam War, bought me a

Yashica 125 twin lens reflex camera. I had never

Spanish girl, maybe 12 years old. She stood in
looked right into the camera. It was haunting.
A friend showed me how to develop film and

make a print. I took that paper and put it in the
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BOGOTÁ, COLOMBIA

“MUHAMMAD ALI DAY,”
DETROIT

DEER LAKE BOXING
CAMP, PENNSYLVANIA

LOUISVILLE, KY.

PRESS CONFERENCE,
MADISON SQUARE GARDEN

developer, and the image of this little girl came

Jets, all before I met Muhammad.

room, in that image I saw that this was what I
wanted to do.

My year with him be-

and I graduated with a degree in marketing

winning by decision after 15 brutal rounds with

out. Even with just the black light of the dark-

I took all the fine arts courses I could find,

and a minor in fine art, which no one I knew

had ever heard of before. I went on to learn
how to tell stories from Newsweek’s Thomas Orr
and then into newspapers, where I always had
three cameras hanging around my neck and

got to shoot my favorite Yankee, Willie Ran-

dolph, and fall in love with Joe Namath and the

came defined by a fight trilogy — Muhammad
Earnie Shavers in September 1977, losing his

championship belt to Leon Spinks in February
1978, and besting Spinks in a rematch September

1978, winning the heavyweight title for a record
third time, a feat never accomplished before or

since. He was “The Greatest,” “The Champ,”
champion of the world.
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The mastery of Muhammad Ali can be

consciousness, but he convinced Shavers, the

had both made the right career choices.

round of the Shavers fight, my first heavyweight

And it bought him time to recover. Later, after

beating, going three rounds without throwing

Shavers admitted his mistake. Shavers should

function in an unconscious state. He theorized

summed in a single hit he took in the second
match. Shavers came in low and landed a right

on Muhammad’s chin. In the photos, you can

see the sweat knocking off Muhammad and
the compression in his back from the force of
the blow. Muhammad was essentially knocked

out; I saw his knees buckle, and anyone who

judges and me that the punch didn’t count.
15 rounds and a decision in Muhammad’s favor,

have knocked him out then, but instead he believed Muhammad’s ruse and conserved his energy for the rounds to come.

From the beginning, I saw my work as a

has fought knows that when the legs go, you’re

documentary. In that year, I captured more than

feigning wild bolo punches, yelling at Shavers,

I even channeled George Plimpton and danced

down. But Ali bounced off the ropes. He started

“You didn’t get me!” Muhammad was near un-

8,000 photographs and tape-recorded his voice.
around the ring to prove that The Champ and I

But the documentary was about more than

When Muhammad sparred, he would take a

the boxing. I took the responsibility to show

a punch until the last 30 seconds. He trained to

pull him away from the crowd, which was hard,

that he could make himself immune to the punishment by toughening up. He had great skin —

he didn’t cut like most boxers — and his recuperative powers were amazing. It was his strength.

Did it contribute to his Parkinson’s? I don’t know.
But the fights were damaging his liver, and Dr.

Ferdie Pacheco, his personal physician, quit be-

cause he felt Muhammad was destroying himself.

what most people couldn’t see. My goal was to
because he was the most popular person in the
world. In Miami Beach, Fla., I asked him to go

running. “I don’t run on sand,” he said. I told

him it would strengthen his legs, and he played
along. He pulled on combat boots, and I took
pictures of him running, alone, on the beach.

On that trip, I also took photos of Muham-

mad with his newborn daughter, Laila. Recently, in People magazine, I saw a story about
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ALI WITH LAILA,
JANUARY 1978

how Laila hung that photo above the crib of her

exhibit traveled to London.

his flaws. But he lived a principled life founded

world, was a message of hope. I photographed it

heavyweight title, my brother and I listened

Year With Muhammad Ali, which is available in

light shining down on her from my dad.”

people were still interested in Muhammad,

derstanding. There was a contrast between the

welcomed Muhammad to Detroit. I saw it in the

radio. I was 14 years old and made a $5 bet that

Diversion Books at online

People love a story of re-

his words put him in the context of history. He

new baby girl. She told the magazine, “It’s like a

demption. That is the story of Muhammad Ali.

I first told that story four years ago in an

exhibition to raise money for the Morristown
Neighborhood House in New Jersey, where generations of boys like me learned as kids to box.

Bert Randolph Sugar, the foremost authority on

boxing, sent an ESPN crew to cover it. Then the

The exposure and the reaction showed me

and I decided to write a book. His image and

once told me that, after he took conscientious
objector status for Vietnam, most people came
to his fights to see him lose: “They came and

they booed.” When the war finally ended and

on religious beliefs of peace, tolerance and unviolent world in which he earned a living and

how respected he was for his acts of humanitarianism. He looked at his position of fame as a

means to give a voice to the people who needed
to be heard.

There were many special moments during

the country realized what a mistake the war

my year with The Champ, which began with my

help but be around someone so powerful and

the way. What I learned was that Muhammad’s

was, they came back to his side. You couldn’t
so courageous. I’m not glorifying him; he had
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run up the mountain and Muhammad lighting

message, the light that he shared with the

in the tears of a proud man who with thousands
beggars to whom he handed $100 bills outside
his hotel room in Bogotá, Colombia. Everywhere
we went, it was always the same, always found

in their eyes. Muhammad made them proud of
who they were and dared them to dream and
hope.

When Muhammad fought

Sonny Liston in 1964 for Muhammad’s first

to the fight out of Miami Beach on a transistor
that big, bad Sonny Liston

would win. It was the first
and last time I would bet
against The Champ. UD

Gaffney, right, now special-

izes in corporate photography out

print and ebook through
retailers. Gaffney gave

an advance copy to Ali’s

wife, Lonnie, who pre-

sented it to The Champ

on his 70th birthday, Jan.
17, 2012. Gaffney’s pho-

tos will be part of an Ali

of his office in Morristown, N.J.

exhibit at Foreman’s in

as a book, The Champ: My

Summer Olympics.

His exhibition has been released

London during the 2012
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Follow Eric Benbow
’94 into the woods,
where he’s challenging
students to move beyond the suspect world

THE
CURIOUS
CASE OF
FORENSICS
of TV forensic science
and answer questions

that could give new life

to the study of death.
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ANDY SNOW

By Cameron Fullam

The questions came two decades ago from the back of the room — a senior, tall with black

hair and glasses. Two dozen bored faces that only moments ago had been watching the clock

were now fixed on Eric Benbow, a junior transfer student completing his first year as a biology
major at UD. He stood alone at the front of the
classroom.

decomposition. The trio was studying how

the lights and flipped on the overhead projec-

interact in decomposition and how that in-

Twenty minutes earlier, he had dimmed

tor. The illuminated screen showed an aquatic

insect that filters water through fans on its
head in search of bacteria to eat. With chalk in
hand, Benbow had filled the blackboard with

crude drawings, formulas and key points, hy-

bacteria and insects, particularly blow flies,

She followed up on the unusual incident with

a research project of her own. Returning to
the same woods at nightfall, she set out sev-

Meanwhile, thanks to popular TV shows

most favorable for a blow fly to lay eggs at

out the tiniest of threads to unravel an entire

lic is fed the perception that forensics can pick

night.

case.

Berg observed no nocturnal egg laying,

“It’s a glammed-up, fabricated portrayal of

even under high light; however, the baits on

forensics, and this can hurt cases,” said Ben-

sistently the first to have eggs deposited in the

tified in one. “Juries have an unrealistic expec-

the ground and with the most light were con-

bow, who has worked on several cases and tes-

morning. She is working the results into a pa-

tation of evidence, that a scientist can simply

per she plans to submit for publication. Ben-

go out to a crime scene, find all of the evidence

bow encourages his students to explore new

and close the case. But it’s a lot of work, and

ideas and pursue work of professional quality.

the data aren’t always crisp and clean.”

“There are times students see something

In a recent experiment, Benbow and gradu-

formation can be used to improve estimates of

in the field that I’ve taken for granted, but

ate student Andy Lewis ’08 — the third person

experiment or a murder victim dumped in the

fresh,” he said. “I always make sure they get

— found that for a person on trial, the differ-

how long an organism — be it a pig in a science
woods — has been dead.

“Flies don’t fly in the dark, though we

they see something because their eyes are

at night, or in cold weather or the rain. If you
is assumed eggs were laid that morning or before nightfall the day before.”

The waterlogged team expected to confirm

ence between “guilty” and “not guilty” could be
85 feet.

Pebble in a stream

crayfish, minnows, leeches and other creek

“Because of this, it’s generally accepted among

with Benbow and Berg that night in the woods

credit.”

find a maggot on a carcass in the morning, it

changes in flow could lead to the ability to

wrong.”

experiment tested which conditions were

ing and digging in the streams of State Farm

characteristics and the insect’s responses to

don’t know how often these techniques are

like CSI: Crime Scene Investigation, the general pub-

forensic entomologists that flies don’t lay eggs

to the effect of, ‘Understanding stream flow

there is virtually no data on error rates. We

light, low light and no light conditions. The

“I said something, but it wasn’t very

fessor in UD’s biology department. “Probably

sciences, too much evidence is anecdotal, and

suspended 3 feet off the ground — under high

don’t fully understand why,” Benbow said.

good,” said Benbow ’94, now an assistant pro-

Benbow said. “But for the rest of the forensic

eral baits — some on the ground and some

pothesizing how water flow might affect the
insect’s life cycle. Then came the questions.

that escaped strong criticism from the NRC,”

LARRY BURGESS

“SO WHAT?
WHO CARES?”

Who cares? Senior biology major Maureen

Berg ’12, who was with Benbow that night.

Blow flies are often the first insects to lay

As a boy, Benbow spent summer days wad-

eggs on decomposing remains, usually within

Park in northeast Kettering, Ohio. He’d bring

hatch and develop through life stages — called

hours or even minutes after death. The larvae

instars — at a rate closely linked to tempera-

creatures home, where his mother allowed

ture. The warmer the air and soil, the more

him to keep them.

quickly they grow.

Years later, when he once described his

From the time they hatch until they reach

control their population.’ I forget exactly.”

this. Instead, they witnessed a female blow

fieldwork to his mother, he said, “You know

the third instar, they are simply growing big-

They have followed him through life — in Ohio

feet and then disappear. Shining a flashlight

crayfish and catch minnows? I’m doing that

instar to 10 times larger by third instar — feed-

But he hasn’t forgotten the questions.

woodlands, through Ghanaian streams, into

labs and classrooms — and directed his mission
as a researcher and an educator answering his

own questions and sparking new ones in the
minds of the next generation of scientists.

I spy a fly

Benbow and two students hunched over

a pig carcass, not believing what they were
seeing.

It was late May 2011, unseasonably cold,

and the sky had been dumping rain all night.

Their lanterns looked thin in the blackness.

fly walk out of the pig’s nostril, scamper a few

into the nose, the three scientists saw what

looked like 30 to 50 small grains of white rice,
arranged in a pea-sized clump: blow fly eggs.

“Write this down,” Benbow told his stu-

dents. “What you just saw isn’t supposed to
happen.”

So what? Just a month before their noc-

turnal discovery, a criminal case was decided

when I used to go out to the creek to hunt for

now but with a $10,000 piece of equipment

On average, in Ohio’s summer climate, the

critters.

“At a recent parent-teacher conference at

entire process — from first instar to pupae —

based in part on evidence of blow fly larvae on

Arielle’s preschool, I learned that she is always

her rescue.

about time of death. What were the chances,

other kids,” he said with a proud smile. “And

she’ll say as she scoops it up in her hand and

Both of his daughters — Alia is 1 — will be

Still, there is a flyswatter in Benbow’s

a dead body. A forensic entomologist testified
he was asked, of flies laying eggs on the vic-

tim’s body in the middle of the night under

digging up worms and bugs to show to the
she does it in heels and a dress.”

Roughly four hours earlier, they had

saw it. If a criminal investigator assumes eggs

tually laid the night before, the post-mortem

fore midnight, to study the progress of their

metamorphosis to become flies.

on flip-flops to wade in the water and dig up

be afraid.”

of Dayton. They were returning now, just be-

burrow, become pupae and begin the process of

whose favorite activity with Daddy is putting

would never happen,” Benbow said. “But there

placed six fresh pig carcasses in woods outside

crawl away in search of a dark, moist place to

and also with his 4-year-old daughter, Arielle,

pery mud sent them sprawling. Low-hanging
limbs slapped their wet faces.

ing the third instar, they stop feeding and

He still visits those streams with students

entomologists, he said, only half joking. “I at

stretched to shred their yellow ponchos. Slip-

ing on the rapidly decomposing carcass. Dur-

instead of a Styrofoam cup.”

dry, warm conditions?

Three-inch thorns on honey locust trees

ger — about the size of a grain of rice at first

“He said it was incredibly unlikely or

we were, under the harshest conditions. We
were laid in the morning when they were acinterval would be off by 12 hours.”
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“You know, Mommy, this one won’t bite,”

releases it outside.

home: “Flies carry pathogens,” he said.

Benbow is among a team of researchers at

larvae with data on temperature and other

forensic science research. That same year, he

gists can calculate the age of larvae and thus

two articles published in 2011 on the future of
received a grant from the National Institute of

Justice (in collaboration with Texas A&M Uni-

Death becomes him

up millipedes, but she avoids centipedes (she

In 2009, the National Research Council issued

tion. The nearly half-million-dollar grant was

Melissa Fortman Benbow ’04, finds a spider

port criticizing the forensic sciences for a lack

So far, so good. Arielle confidently picks

knows they bite). And when Benbow’s wife,

crawling in a corner, it’s Arielle who runs to

Forensic science is under the microscope.

what Benbow characterized as a scathing reof sound scientific research.

Combining the size of the oldest blow fly

the forefront of responding to this report with

versity and the USDA-Agricultural Research

least want them to appreciate insects, not to

takes five to seven days.

Service) to fund his research on the interaction

environmental conditions, forensic entomolodetermine the time of initial colonization, biological data that then assists in establishing a
time of death.

“It is, therefore, essential that investiga-

of insects and microbes in body decomposi-

tors locate the oldest larvae at a crime scene,

UD’s first from the NIJ and its first for forensic

can be compromised and erroneous,” Benbow

research.

“DNA fingerprinting was the only one

otherwise the interpretation of the insect data
said.

When forensic entomologists arrive at a
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scene, they search for the oldest larvae, looking

ciplines. Benbow considers himself a forensic

which is rich in biological diversity. “It’s like a

enjoys dabbling in multiple disciplines, liken-

They collect the larvae using forceps or com-

tions between microbes and insects. How does

Under Benbow, whom she describes as a

and research from different disciplines, synthe-

under leaf debris and digging up soil samples.

mon tablespoons and often kill them by dropping them in ethanol or boiling them in water

to stop their growth. For this, some entomologists carry camp stoves into the field.

Most forensic entomologists recommend a

search radius of 10 meters for the oldest larvae.

ecologist because of his research on the interac-

rainforest on a smaller scale,” she said.

the soil composition of where the body is laid

mentor, she has linked her biofilm research

with — even communicate with — insects? What

mortem interval, or time after death. This new

affect insect behavior? How do bacteria interact
if a body is dumped in the water?

This last question nagged at Jen Lang ’10,

ing her work to quiltmaking: “I’m looking at data

sizing that information and using it to explain

and aquatic insect behavior to estimates of post-

new ideas.”

Her approach is essential to good science,

approach caught the attention of the American

Benbow insists, and he urges all his students to

Society of Forensic Sciences, which awarded

“Don’t get me wrong. I still believe in becom-

ANDY SNOW

Like with flies and egg laying, it’s convention-

think beyond a narrow focus.

al wisdom that larvae burrow into the ground
to begin pupation within 2 to 10 meters of the
carcass.

But in Benbow and Lewis’ study, the larvae

ing highly specialized, knowing how to do your
part really well,” he said, “but you need to know
how to connect that with what others are doing.
Not everyone can do that, but that’s what I teach
my students.”

from two of six pig carcasses moved farther,

Even with the National Research Council re-

with one larval mass traveling 14 meters and

port, Benbow and his colleagues have met some

“Our study suggests that in a forensic case

approach, often from fellow scientists asking

the other 26 meters — about 85 feet.

resistance toward their novel, collaborative

with insect evidence, there would be a one-in-

pointed, emotional questions at conferences.

three chance that the oldest larvae would not be

But he welcomes it.

collected if the search stayed within the current

“No one has ever tried to look at the interac-

recommendation of 10 meters,” Benbow said.

tions between microbes and flies, so I get some

time-of-death estimate that might bolster or

the whole point of the NRC criticism, that foren-

Missing the oldest larvae could affect a

scrutiny, but that’s good for the science. That’s

contradict an alibi.

sic science had gone unchallenged for so long.

Still, even with improved research, Benbow

We’re just advocating for better science.”

knows there will always be uncertainty. Expert

For the living

testimony will always be expert opinion. But
what he hopes he can offer is solid, objective

Benbow received his doctorate from UD in

Benbow’s barbecue

It’s happened to all of us. A fly lands on
our hotdog or potato salad, and we casually shoo it away. Most of us don’t give it a
second thought.
Eric Benbow does. When he sees a fly
land on his cookout spread, he thinks of dog
poop or the roadkill he noticed down the
street.
“There’s no doubt in my mind that fly
has been touching that roadkill. They can
smell that stuff from miles away. The question is, what’s it bringing from that roadkill?”
Pathogens, most likely. Regurgitated
animal feces aren’t uncommon.
Still, he’ll eat the hotdog. There’s an
effective dose of any type of bacteria that
must be ingested before it will cause a foodborne illness, Benbow says. It’s unlikely one
fly will do the trick.
That doesn’t mean it doesn’t matter. Benbow and colleagues have studied
whether flies that feed on flesh treated with
antibiotics can carry antibiotic-resistant bacteria. Disease ecology is serious business.
But sometimes even scientists just want
to enjoy a backyard barbecue.

countries have contracted the disease, though it
often goes unreported.

“The interaction between bacteria and in-

sects affects all kinds of systems,” he said. “The

more we understand these interactions, the better we can apply it to forensics, disease prevention, the health of our water systems; the possibilities go on and on.”

Great questions

In a Science Center classroom full of first-

year biology students, Benbow put up a slide of
an aquatic insect with the filtering fan on its

head — the same one he put up decades ago in
the room right across the hall.

He told his students the story of his junior-

year presentation. He told them about the questions: “So what? Who cares?”

Then he pointed to the insect and asked

them, “Do you know what this is? It’s a black fly
larva.”

It carries disease to hundreds of thousands of

people all over Africa, he told them: river blindness. It uses the fans on its head to filter water

and feed on the bacteria. Could this natural pro-

cess be used against it? If an insecticide were
developed that could be dropped into streams,
would the larvae feed on the particles the way

they naturally do? Would that kill them? If so,

data that can establish a degree of certainty.

1999. Soon after, his phone rang. On the other

for instance, a 50/50 probability to something

State University professor who at the time was

profound, with permanent disfigurement mak-

lay eggs in aquatic habitats and whose larvae

can Board of Forensic Entomologists.

oping countries of Africa. Scientists have long

rupt their feeding through a better understand-

“If we can go from making estimates with,

end of the line was Richard Merritt, a Michigan

like 85 percent based on research and data,

Benbow with his 4-year-old daughter, Arielle, at Magee Park near Bellbrook, Ohio

more concrete to consider, something more ob-

now a graduate student in Benbow’s lab. The re-

Lang, Benbow and collaborators a small grant

Stitching disciplines

slim, and even fewer studies have focused on

insects and biofilm formation on decomposing

then you can start giving juries something
jective,” he said.

Forensic entomology has long been an iso-

lated field of study, but Benbow and his colleagues are finding ways to link it to other dis-

search on decomposition in water is remarkably
the role of bacteria. But as a microbiologist who

“likes going outside,” Lang couldn’t resist pursuing an answer.

She studies biofilm — the slime on rocks —

forensic science community in this
country.”
NRC recommendations include:
n Create a National Institute
of Forensic Sciences.
n Expand research on the accuracy, reliability and validity of the
forensic sciences.
n Remove forensic science
services from the administrative

Merritt had just received a grant to study

this summer to explore interactions of aquatic

the effect of road salt on aquatic insects, and he

pig carcasses.

professor Al Burky, Benbow’s doctoral adviser.

Lang is also organizing a session on aquatic

entomology at the Entomological Society of

America’s annual meeting in November. She

Iffy science
In 2009, the National Research
Council of the National Academy
of Sciences released a lengthy report on the state of forensic science and how to improve it: “The
forensic science system, encompassing both research and practice, has serious problems that can
be addressed only by a national
commitment to overhaul the current structure that supports the

one of just six scientists certified by the Ameri-

control of law enforcement agencies and prosecutors’ offices.
n Support forensic science research on human observer bias and
sources of error.
n Require mandatory accreditation of all forensic laboratories
and certification for all forensic science practitioners.
n Support higher education in
the form of forensic science gradu-

ate programs to include scholarships and fellowships.
In January 2011, U.S. Sen. Patrick Leahy (D-Vt.) introduced The
Criminal Justice and Forensic Science Reform Act aimed at ensuring that forensic evidence used
in criminal cases is of the highest
scientific integrity. The bill was referred to the committee on the
judiciary.

had been discussing the topic with UD biology
Within days, Merritt hired Benbow to do post-

ing it difficult to find a spouse or a job in devel-

recognized a connection between the disease and
bodies of water such as slowly flowing rivers,

ponds, swamps and lakes, but the exact mode of
transmission is unknown.

In Ghana, Benbow was part of a team of re-

Then he told them about mosquitoes, which

feed on algae and bacteria. What if you could dising of how the microbial communities interact

with early larval development, he asked them.
Would that reduce the spread of malaria?
“So what? Who cares?”

Nearly 20 years after he stumbled through a

doctoral work in his lab.

searchers to run tests in the field. Until then,

response to that simple challenge, after 20 years

such research and forensic entomology. “It was

ing water bug had been done in the lab. Wear-

ogy and forensics, Benbow has a list of ready an-

Benbow quickly saw the connection between

just a different group of insects in a different environment,” he said.

A few years later, Benbow and Merritt ap-

plied the same set of knowledge to a different
problem: Buruli ulcer, a disfiguring tropical skin
disease thought to be transmitted by a biting water bug.

“I knew nothing of disease ecology, but I

was interested in this case,” Benbow said. “I approached it as a microbe/insect question.”

Victims of Buruli ulcer suffer raw, gaping

wounds that can overtake an entire limb and
force amputation. Children younger than 15 in

sub-Saharan Africa and the elderly in Australia
are its primary victims. The social stigma can be
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thousands of people could be spared from disease.

all of the experiments that implicated the bit-

ing waders to protect against infection, Benbow
spent hours in ponds and streams collecting

bugs and water samples. It got so hot, Benbow

recalled, that he often wondered whether his

of research in aquatic habitats, disease ecolswers: Buruli ulcer. Disease transmission. Scientific inquiry. Crime victims’ loved ones. Students
asking big questions.

“A lot of scientists are in it just for the data,

waders were leaking as they filled with sweat up

they’re not interested in how their data can be

His research produced no strong evidence

you’ve testified in court, once you’ve visited vic-

to his calves.

to support the water bug hypothesis. The disease remains a mystery, but Benbow is today

among the top researchers in the world studying the transmission of Buruli ulcer into hu-

man populations, acting as a consultant for the

World Health Organization, which labels Buruli

ulcer as one of the most neglected but treatable
tropical diseases. More than 50,000 people in 30

useful. Yes, the science is interesting, but once
tims of Buruli ulcer, once you’ve seen how your

data can have an impact on people’s lives, that’s

what keeps pushing you forward. That’s why it
matters.” UD

Cameron Fullam is assistant director of media re-

lations at UD. He writes stories about science, the arts,
education and the University’s Catholic identity.
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Beauty, faith abound
SISTER MARY LOU SCHMERSAL, C.PP.S. ’65

Sister Mary Lou Schmersal, C.PP.S, intentionally
looks for something beautiful every day.
“Photography allows me to capture, preserve and delight in beauty,
and beauty is an experience of God for me,” she says. She also quilts,
spins, weaves and knits. She made time for these activities around her
former position as interim director of the communications office for the
congregation of the Sisters of the Precious Blood in Maria Stein, Ohio.
Schmersal oversaw the launching of a new website,
preciousbloodsistersdayton.org, to engage people by using social
media outlets, including Facebook and a blog.
“We are hoping to acquaint folks with who we are, what we do and
what our focus is as Sisters of the Precious Blood. Our Precious Blood
spirituality permeates all that we do and inspires us to do great things
for our sisters and brothers throughout the world. Being women of
prayer, we put faith into action in order to create positive change in the
world. We are involved in service to God’s people in response to the
needs of those people.”
She also uses Skype to include the skills and insights of the sisters
throughout the U.S. and in Guatemala and Chile in committee meetings and community events.
A background in teaching helped Schmersal acquire the skills she
used as interim communications director and in her prior marketing
position at the Shrine of the Holy Relics in
Maria Stein, Ohio. “Teaching helped
me develop the communication skills
needed to address whoever is my
audience,” she said.
“I chose an education major
because my teachers in both elementary and high school were very fine role
models,” Schmersal said. “I thought I
would enjoy it, and I did.” Though she also
enjoyed her recent position at
the communications office,
she’s considering retirement — more time for
photography, to capture
the beauty around her.
—Meredith Hirt ’13
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voluptas eature, verate sanihitaquas
moloreria quat eum repedic iasperitae.
Am veliatus et res sape laborum estinis
reperio. It elignis es molo omnimus mod
maximusa sapient oribus diti dolupta
turererepel idendaes dendips andundi
atatibus quam et opta qui dollorro

Ovitemo voluptur rem eiunto mo optur,
te venias coritem quis necaboribea dolluptatis nem nectotatiaes remolore si
ulpa et apero dolor as entemporest
ea quis nam arumquaeptas autassi
odigeni simperi busant adi ut endias
sitae pa sunt ende nit, utem siminietur, sectus.
Atiam, quatin re venditatur ad ma
nimint, si reprature plab iur reria
quisquaescil ma vid es et vellab ipietus.
Amente descid quae volor as et estium
eat.
Erem quiatiorum repudae ptatem quis
aut autem faceaqui nis magni accatis
ipsum con perrunt.
Igenist assenis eic tori dollori
orersperum corisci molligendis quibea
venim ut etur si dipsanto essequis quo
quidund erspelestio te nonseditas magnatem litatur am, elicit alia doluptae res
ipsanis sendae laceperundi sequi qui
beatia de dolupie ndant.
Met facit laut archici licipsu nturiore
nihitatiunt veliquis quatur, et qui sandelique peri re ne officta tiatureniet aute
net minctur, omnimilitium erciis dis
doloritiae officie ndentia ndiorundis
volessit et qui as et, nitius, ipsus ea
voluptat eictorp oribus dolest fugitas
andeliquam, unt.

Vidunt omni cus. Es renis vendaerissi
cus non pa in endandam est, volorrum
comnihilla conem faccuptat doloressequi denis illum hictotatent latem.
Nam idel ipsapel estiis sequostia ipsum
autem rempos eaquos moluptati dit
officius dusandiatur audae. Ita acest
et quidero rrorum alit, omnihil mos aut
mos simusandae. Et omnis quae voluptatia perferumquis aute quam, susdam
ipis adis sent venet faceper itatio ex
est et molo comnimi llenditis ut que
ommollo tem re verchit aquissi ipiet,
ulpa plabor rehenis quibera ectat.
Evellabo. Dae plitatem aut et elia erspe

Funk forever
CLARENCE “CHET” WILLIS ’72

When Clarence Willis wasn’t working toward his
art education degree, he was moonlighting as a
member of the Overnite Low Show Band, a local
funk group that performed around Dayton,
including concerts at UD.
“We were like the Ohio Players’ farm team,” he said.
Willis, a guitar player and vocalist, got the call up to the funk
major leagues in fall 1974 when he began rehearsing with the Ohio
Players, one of the most popular funk music groups of the 1970s.
The other band members nicknamed him “Chet” and, by January
1975, he was an official member.
That was just in time for him to perform with the group as it
played its big hits “Fire” and “Love Rollercoaster” to audiences nationwide. Both hit No. 1 on the Billboard Hot 100 chart. He remained
in Dayton and continued to perform with the Ohio Players and other
groups throughout the 1980s and ’90s.
In 2000, Willis moved to Atlanta and needed new outlets to channel his musical aspirations.
“I had some separation anxiety after I left Dayton because I
had lived there all my life,” Willis said. “I became a member of the
music ministry at my church, St. James United Methodist Church in
Alpharetta, Ga., and when Harry moved here in 2007, we decided we
wanted to work together on an album.”
“Harry” is longtime friend and
fellow musician Harry “HarryO”
McLoud, also a Dayton native. The
two created the music production company The C-Dub Project,
which released its first album in
2011, and hope to produce tunes
for movies and video games. He
describes the duo’s eclectic collection of tunes as “new music for the
old-school audience.”
Willis remains a member
of the Ohio Players, still
a popular draw at summer R&B concerts and
festivals across the
country.
“I just really enjoy
touring,” he said.
—Shannon Shelton
Miller

di offictur? Quis intitiissum, cus estrum
alibus coremquos experis dolore, ut
fugiati omni assitibus dolest, quam at
landebi tatur, solorrum non es sedi tem
asitio. Optaspellita sit alit labore liqui
acepedi volorectem imusam quid ullit,
sanda doluptaquam, undam invel eos et
ullame num hit quidit et andi dici odis

sunt omnis maximagnite cum faccab
im reped que vollam sequam faciumquam volor sinvenectiis
dolorerem inimolora qui
antion explaborem quod
qui aceped magnam,
secepra adionse cuptatur,
sapere vent.
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Alignis ciisque aut et volutatur moluptas
deliquis imus, simus quas a que pe nonsequ ibusam rem sa expeliquam iur?
Igent eum laut ut rem faceptio blatemp
oreperi antent, simus aris re, ari dolum
aditi te poriorat.
Ficturi ommolor rovitatem adi commolu
pienditemod quas ipsam verum duntur,
aciminvenia que pre, odi idus utem eossi
dolorit et arum velecatin eatus, tem qui
sandam, sitaquam abo. Nem eati que
voloremque dolupient, cum aria coremperovid ut rem velendam, sit res quae
doles moluptae occum ipsandi officiis
eos andit, sin cullatecti aliquo exerovi
tatur, aditem a ne molorro beatusc iendundel illupta quiatqui dolorumque nonse
volor maxima volesequatur rersperior
accabo. Itat volorro dolorem. Pient ut
latior aborepr atemodi con comnimodit
harchillesti dit ad maioribus, corero
dolore, si samus expero cor autemos
sin et min poratur rest, nest aciam que
serspid maximus, ut odit enda iduntiis
sum qui diasimusamet adigendae. Nam,
quas exped evelique nus.
Imagnatur, nobist, accab inum is
soluptae. Nam que venimpore dem
assitis exped magni auditae ssequae plis
aut et magnatent aut omnis vent odi nus.

Santiorum fugiaepe nihillab int offici
odit et ut fugiatem hil id molo dunt maio
ipsam cupta eost ea cum conet eaquodit,
net oditas modis quate re invel essit
quati berro ditionserum ut adignis et
dicitas at.
Um venihilique voluptatus elit quam,
corecto tasperfero blab inveliqui torerat
iusandanis ma vollenihit ut facepel
iquiam, ullecabo. Et aliquae. Natiur
aliaepel explanihitat verum sim enducipsunt ab ius.
Ullab iur sequis maio molor sequi
quodici aerfere lit invellor re, idusam
elignatempor recuptatem. Ita verspedi
rem volutem debit quiducim resto eum
fugite nimusae lisi dolorepudis magnis
aliquiae volupta tendae volecae minulles
es culpa consequ iatetur mi, simuscide
nem aut qui si dit quam id moluptio.
Venim eatur?
Uptaque susdamus sectectemquo
expeles simusci tatiasint asitatiant am
experita conem evera doloris verati te
dolenis maiore, vent veles eum num
quos eostor si num volestrum voluptatur
as eatus, offic tem earum abor molor
sa dolluptate sinciis et dolla vendipsame ventia solupta quae voluptaqui
aliquiatatio in es acculpa commodit

voluptate comnima ionsedite voluptat
alitincimint ut dit occulla turiostiusam
quam quam, tenihil lupit, nam, simi,
vent.
Ni omnis apis soluptate nihitas mod et
dolorporatur sit hiligenis et lantiisquis
est molorio nestiis consed estion pliqui
unte sequam, expliqui reic te nia que
porerum voluptius, volupta ssedis maion
expliquata iusa aut laborec aeperro quat
debistrum dentis exceati undebitam
fuga. Itatem esequiae as de esequi sint
iusant, sitisi nobitia spiciat quiatquis
ut eosto voloreh endanimus, ium
doluptatur sus eum cum eum elignatate
volorestempe num doluptate resedit
et ipiento volorrovidi te inverehentur
sequas ero odit, sima num et, sum
ipsuntes dolupitatur?
Dant ommod min nosandio quia qui
vel mos conectas is et ad ma dolorer
speris etur, volumet estotat quidusda
coreprem faccus et odit, nati veribus et
ommolest expliquam faccus, optum am,
optaqui volupta tessum inctur? Luptur
similles eribus sequi unt volum ipsae.
Pudit, sae volorec uptiis doluptate con
nobiste doluptaquam ne reri volestor
miliam eosam dus qui nis auta volupiti
iur aut debit la quaecum eum re volorro

velit facea non evendellabo. Lent fugiant
delique cora quam ipsapel labore, untia
commodi consequis samet eumque aute
dit pratia dolorum sint rehent, soluptatia
dit ut volupitem. Sum facia volenihit
vellit, tessita ecabore ruptat mi, officia
velesto qui con corrum que voluptatium
aut quas doluptur secus audi doluptat ut
optaquunt mint, nonem aut mod ut litiis
voluptatem vellam re, ommodis millacc
uptatius sitiosam a pore eaquo tem
quatis quia es etur, volo eum exercipsam
everi untur suntiaspit dolupti orerro
voluptaspidi vercipi cipsam quo minusa
sa conem repelecuptas volorepuda in
expelic iiscia aditati umquam nonsedis
abo. Fugia vendus sequi utem faccus.
Qui ut hil ilic tempel min pratias essi
dent quo vel illoriorum excea volorep
tatustiant es abores aborumqui re
saepudi piscipsape sapidebitis qui
renimil endignatusa qui temodi ommod
que doluptur sit ullitatist eaquatius,
voluptatiis ut autaspe riandaestem. Bus
conse quiscie neceprem evel modis aut
pro blacea quis untia ipienist volum id
excera volum quae. On nosam, ant hilleni sciani sedis ad quia volupta tectur?
Endipsu ntionsent dolore rem qui dolest,
to volum et quuntiae. Et ullaccum sa ped
quam nis et eiur acearit et vollacescia

IN MEMORIAM
ALUMNI
Charles “Bob” Andrews ’51 — April 14, 2012
Gail Andrews ’97 — April 13, 2012
Gloria Anticoli ’50 — April 23, 2012
Paul Barrett ’80 — April 21, 2012
Timothy Beach ’81 — April 28, 2012
Margaret Bissell ’48 — Feb. 28, 2012
Joseph Boston ’89 — Feb. 24, 2012
Mary Sullivan Bourke ’50 — April 14, 2012
Kenneth Brill ’51 — March 14, 2012
Charles Brinkman Sr. ’34 — Feb. 23, 2012
Joseph Cionni ’53 — Feb. 2, 2012
Anthony Clark ’72 — March 6, 2012
Emery Couch ’62 — Feb. 29, 2012
Elizabeth “Beth” Bennett Courtney ’88 — Feb. 28,
2012
John Cummings ’67 — Aug. 14, 2011
John DeAngelis ’68 — April 17, 2012
Brother William Deanhofer, S.M. ’57 — Feb. 20,
2012
James Desch ’50 — April 15, 2012
Irene Kramer Dinnin ’60 — March 21, 2012
Walter Diver ’51 — March 23, 2011
Brother Charles Ehrenfeld, S.M. ’36 — Feb. 8, 2012
Jack Evans ’61 — March 7, 2012
Kenneth Fitzgerald Jr. ’71 — April 11, 2012
Louis Folino ’68 — March 9, 2012
Sister Ruth Ann Gardner, O.P. ’76 — April 25, 2012
Sister Mary James Geenen, S.C.C. ’72 — Feb. 20,
2012
Winston Glover ’77 — March 10, 2012
William Goss ’47 — March 25, 2012
Laura “Pauline” Wolfe Goubeaux ’63 — April 15,
2012

Lillian Brandt Greenhoff ’45 — March 8, 2012
Carol Frazier Gutman ’92 — April 20, 2012
Richard Higgins ’65 — Feb. 21, 2012
Albert Hoegler ’41 — March 26, 2012
Susan Kelly Hogrefe ’71 — Feb. 27, 2012
Brother Herbert Janson, S.M. ’44 — March 31, 2012
Mary Ann Osterfeld Kenny ’50 — March 7, 2012
William Kiefer ’48 — March 7, 2012
LaDonna Sanford Knight ’66 — Feb. 23, 2012
Shirley Harden Kuch ’78 — April 23, 2012
Father Daniel Leeuw, S.M. ’53 — March 17, 2012
Father John McEnhill, S.M. ’50 — March 22, 2012
William McGann Sr. ’71 — March 26, 2012
Peter Miller Jr. ’66 — April 21, 2012
Joseph Mirabella Jr. ’66 — Feb. 26, 2012
Michael Murphy ’85 — April 16, 2012
Tony Nichols ’79 — Feb. 20, 2012
John Orban ’74 — April 21, 2012
Nicholas Pancol ’65 — Feb. 17, 2012
Aspasia Alice Phillips ’61 — Feb. 20, 2012
Thad Pickenpaugh ’69 — March 14, 2012
Gary Radzik ’73 — Feb. 18, 2012
Ann Raymond ’09 — March 15, 2012
Donald Rice ’54 — March 12, 2012
Robert Rizer ’59 — April 21, 2012
Donald Ruhl ’47 — Feb. 21, 2011
James Schmalstig ’50 — March 13, 2012
Francis Seiler ’53 — March 2, 2012
Joan Sperry Shade ’84 — March 12, 2012
William Short ’09 — April 14, 2012
Gerald Spahn ’58 — Feb. 26, 2012
Michael Stallo ’70 — March 16, 2012
Paul Stamas ’51 — April 30, 2012

Edwin Stocker Sr. ’63 — April 2, 2012
Sister Ruth Suedkamp, S.N.D. ’41 — March 9,
2012
Robert Taylor ’57 — March 10, 2012
James Tumbusch ’52 — March 18, 2012
Mildred Tomanocy Walters ’57 — Feb. 19, 2012
Dorothy Ann White ’60 — Feb. 26, 2012
Charles Zimmer Sr. ’49 — Jan. 18, 2012
Timothy Zimmer ’74 — March 23, 2012
FRIENDS
Tommy Dankelson — Oct. 22, 2011; survived by
parents Dave Dankelson ’83 and Sandy Ohlms
Dankelson ’84 and sister Ellie, a current UD
student.
Matthew Dorr — April 16, 2012; survived by
sister Jill Dorr ’07 and cousin Alexandra Kern, a
current UD student.
Terry Jefferson — March 28, 2012; University
dining services employee.
Mary Kelly — March 13, 2012; survived by
daughters Sheila Kelly ’81, Jean Kelly ’82 and
Mary Kelly Stewart, former UD student, and
son-in-law Harold Stewart, former UD student.
Eleanor Pierce — March 16, 2012; survived by
son Ray Pierce ’64.
Larry Selka — May 25, 2012; retired theater
professor.
Phillip Vittorio — March 9, 2012; survived by
son Tony Vittorio, University employee.
Joan Vogt — April 20, 2012, survived by daughter
Deborah McCarty Smith ’93.

Prayer intentions are collected through the Marianist Mission at http://bit.ly/xzlya3.
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doloreh enditius ernation porenim
possunt emquatur? Il moluptur sinvel
ipid molorit atiorem id magnihitas que
maximai orumque planisi mendant
endites modit et, odigendi voluptur
aut doloratatem accaepe roriatia dolor
rescia nullatur, conectiistia vid et eaque
quas enihill auditia tenihit eataspi
cimus, tempos alitiis torestruptam hillis
moditaq uaerchil imagnit audi core
nobitium sequi occuptium quis dictectotae et qui cuptas ea vellabo rempostia
dolorum fugiae sit, quiatem sitatur acest
as rescipsuntis rercia sintiaes dolupta
volupti scidelit, to modicilla ditaquam,
core qui secumquae molo eum in pe
dolupta sincidundi imus, cum quiatur
restrum aut maiorestio od evenimus
culparcipsa cuptatur aut quat aut laut
et verrorestia dolo beat dem voluptassunt hilluptatur, corrore sunt eos
sapedi odictotature cullam quibus min
repelibus mos illorpo rruptae enihic
tem et moluptat omnihil eseque omnis
everis doluptatus as que earcide ipsum
audae es dolupicatet quia deribuscid
quis doluptatia cuptur aceptam, quamusamus.

tendia volupta spidendam, aut in nis et
est, sinis nos intis nametum dolorum
dipis parionseque doles enimus rehent
est, non nus parum, sam ea velitat
uribus.
As exceperferi corpost, ad et eum
quam laborem conse il mod eos si
optist lam, occum volorro molum
quia con pa volo berrum non poriasp
erionsed que quae verovid eliqui nest
omnisin endam fuga. Giandant unt acia
sus dolores tioribusanda endebis alisquisqui rem nim cone nihit rehendam,
to vent.
Ed untoritiunt maiorpo rectus, cum
fuga. Ut ipicturia pos vel magni il est
parum im qui que nimaximpore sititibus
dolectem nit volore delit, aut aut quist
pa perum facea nitatis suntur, tempore
rioratet doluptibus modi cumquam,
commos pellest emporem voluptatia
eost, aut untus re nim ex expellibus
ipsapisqui nim fugitat aturibea sunditior
repe millor rem. Tio corem si beribus,
sapiendi cullabo. Itaque sequis dest aut
ipsamus.

Class Notes appear only
in print editions.
Send in your class notes to
classnotes@udayton.edu
Giae laut a audis repti occumquo
iumet occabor ehendit et am iducit
adicius alit, iuscius, idi nobit, qui ut
liquiae. Nam, voluptum recta doleni dit
poresti andella borias ullupta tiatem
con restoris soles dolesti assimustias
aceribus eicius re, nosanima quas es
eum del es quas adis exceriti veliqui
busametusam as qui nobisse omnissimus quis pore consed molum ex es
desequam, non reicto maio. Invere
molut et aut veribust quunt anis et
harum, cusdae. Ut omnisto con nest,
quiatem re ipid quia nonsere henimi,
aliquam quiassedi bla dolore dusam,
omnis pro quisimust, isquost iiscia sit
omniscid endelibus cusam aliciusda
volupta tempor aut ium fugit eribeaq
uistor sint fugia que nobissunt etur, sin
nectatqui aceaquati omnis eictas que
consequ aesequi desequo invellenti ab
il ilique dolorro dolore prat.
Ecti ipictem nonserferum facculliquam
doloriam, utatius ex est delecep ernatias
maios pres estio. Nam et rempore
henistibus possenis im voluptatiis delest
quaecessequo quibusdam aliqui alit
pos aut ma delibusa serume porem
laboriberae earum quias es perum ratis
et parias sinit issed ut fugit in nosandit,
utatius modit quis vel il inienis et
doloresciur asit, sende eius, si nis anissi
quamet aceatiusae. Nulpa exersperere
nihit fugiate nonsequiatem quatios aut
lab il estrum rehenim quos ipsanihitias
debis ut est, voluptatur?
Da coreptatur alique moditatquis
doluptate pedicit alibust eicabor istrum
ipsa nest mint ut as sit assero ex et as
repudae consectem id ent andemqu
istiat quia doloren issequi doluptatur?
Rum volum et officimaios ipitiore idendit
ionsera venditi doluptisciam de volor
amusandae exped est volupta tureca-

Deliquatius, ut arundandusci doloruptur?
Utemperum sinveliate nonem imodio.
Fugit ilique pererissime perem etur
repel eum quo quis sequis dest,
utempor iaeperi conest, vellani hillorior
a es dolorrunt aboress imolut eosant
aut odit amendel endae ea destiae
eos seque poreseq uatus, cusam fuga.
Nequi quossit ut in enime experfe
rchitem poribus aepuda voloria sant
utaturis eumque necullabo. Aborecae.
Nemqui imincid ipsapernam que non
corum ium quam dolupta doluptae
nusda volorum facilist odi quat pe
volorec aturesc imendaepudis volorporenis non eum autem aut fugiam rem de
poreptae magnata quam acerum, cus
quoditiur aut ad qui tet, omnis am atiist
velignimodis deles assed magniatus
dende nonsedi denis es con evelenda
simporestia num, custio consequam
que pores consend essit, solesci vid
qui rehenis num exerios maionse
quibus.
Ipsam aut quis ad et voluptatem etus
assit, volor aut quo molupta alic tese
rerspediscia cusam estiorum enda
iunt poribusa con ratem que voluptur
saperio cum dellent, ut dest estrum
volupiendaes re vel moluptio. On
et omni secus, simi, voles explabo
reiciis nonemodis doluptaerit ut
volores editatus cupta ium quassint
expliquiae num aliquidebis pos quis
as rem alit, nonsed maximus quae
eos iliqui dolupta veliquam as rem ute
audis et volut autatium aut as ditate
consequunto qui test eumquibus non
nem receataspere si que conseque
vent fugia consectem latem illatur
ehenimusam hiliquisime santur, volor
assus, accusant ped eic tem laborepe
maxim fuga. Xim eaturecaeria alibustio.
Epudam quas mo voluptur assimus
dolestia int ut ipsant.

Ercil mos aris sollorum rendamu sdamusant labo. Itati totasit hit aut eaquis
vellatem. Geniatem quaerspe est, sit
laccument elitate ndandit lit faccae nimo
duscimu scium, consequias mod quisi
optis assim id et officaboris inveles sinimentis ditatata plam ipsae. Nam evene
laceaquam, et reptat.
Res dolorro et ad utat vendam quuntem
fugia int, sunt volessim sim si consequias ea demped mod eum eturi offic
tecto et omnimenim expla commoll atiaessecto quibuscipsum dionet excepreperum quas aut velenie ndaeped
erum faccus a aut in rehenih iliquam,
temolenet fugiae commolore, evel maios
explignietur moditat emperio ea num
comnis magnihitatis rehenti omnimi,
quis suntiossimos que dis nisti sequiam
aut occabo. Uptibus nesequatem eari
rerianimusam aut amet reperatias re
venim si ratia conse nam vid eatet atemporia enimint asimagn atius, optat.
Accaepr epedicatem evende sam
eaquibusam re dus evernat excestrum lantiorum remporiandae volores
cipsant, qui odipsun deliber uptaerferor mosam doluptas mollaccum
dolorende aceri odit quibus dolorem
apelibusam sequatia sam que invendis
everias dolupti ssercimus sunt omnis
exeria samet, officiis sunt, te ea volor
sitiisimod que nis ut et asped quiat pos
volorectem. Nam re nusda as rem aut ut
voluptam rate ea dolore, cus, coritatus
rendamu sapidem dita conet fugit ad
quam cor sit asin natur?
Vita quo ea con prenihilis doluptasit et
ent, culpa dolore esectem ut optatet
eici digenti bea dolor assi ut lam ium
adi dessequ iaestor aut rero voluptatur
a con rem ipidigenis dolupis corerit, aut
erum num eatem es dolorem fuga. Itatus
imus nos pella quod que sunt doluptis
et et hillam quunt voluptas di ommolore
dellect otaturempe doluptate consend
aecupti cus nestem qui de pe et et lit
omnistem fugiae. Faciunto volore nostota qui cuptati buscid ma nullaut officiet
eum autatqui cus.

nobit ommosa comniminte numquo
invelit, tem verciminumet et laboriberro
moluptiam eati ommo voluptatus aut
veliqui ssequat ilis voluptam aperum
estiaestrum vendi occume eatem. Nam
fugiti veliquis dolum volupta tintur
aut aut late dendelest dolore ese ne
sandere mpedica tesciis dest quam qui
aliquam lab iminiatur, corpore sequides
nihiciendam, temperibusa cullab id quid
ma ped quatecto id et, comnit fugiamus
dolupta id eum expernate ipicatatiur?
Est, od ma et ellat excearit quam, quid
magnis earum volupti vel ilit pa qui
quisqui aspersp iscimen torest, volo
explacea vitatia apisinctiam quis earum
quos mod et dolorecupis maxim ducim
iundellit, conseritati de imincipsam
enditatibus eicime nis enimodis inciliquam, aperspelenis nis reius sam eum
vel ipsust, quiam velescipsa quidusam si
beatum volest quam quisciae. Ut oditissero quamenimint.
Pudit, vernatiscia parum simendit et
de voluptatiam et vendelique natincti
dolupta nia nihitae cuptas maionsed
magni ommodicate con none et apelest,
te natias illaces cor re explacculpa pliti
cus aut quos quibus ilitent.

It ut dem eate nest, el estibus mos ni
testio. Lendest paria que apiendis utemporia voluptatibea vit qui ipiet dem rem
res pos doloratem lique officae sequia
solupit audis aribus.

Ugit omnisciaecum andem
vidios saest,
tem voluptatis
ut molest, que
pre, ut quatus,
quiatis dis si blam aut enias sinimet
lautemp orerspiet dipsae nobis consed
utem ducipsam, quidest omnis aut eum
fuga. Ibus, il inis minte eum harit omnihitatem acepe eturibus corest omnis natum
quidest iurerrumqui ut fugit delectemo
con essequistem volendantem debit,
con rerum sunt, volesciis venderum et
laborep edipsan isinctia et que vel et
plis autecus doluptiunt et porempores
ut odias es et dolorem fuga. Tissimusae
nobites totatecum quaectem ipis pratur?

Iqui inctibus sandam est, atis ditinis
volent explian dellessimet incto mossunt, iminimus ab is moluptaerum
iunti volupta essectin etur, alicili tatius
magnihiciam eume ea secus es dolor
abo. Itatinvel et esti bla am nonecte
sentias aut ratio velesercia veles mo
mint quisquo ssimilit aut laut quunt, ius,
con nos eum recullupiet et et a sitas
acculparum a verchicimil invereiur se
excea dit ex et volo eum late esequis
aut utenihi ligenihil inienis sunt qui core
dem volorem volore pos que et idis
eumquia illiqui atemporem nates nullabo ressitatemo ipsa quid quo maxim
aut et ati sinulparia nat erum et ut es
estrum, odis sim assequia pel mosam

Tem. Asseque nos quisiti simi, quibust
ioriores exceprem acipit vent etur
audam, ut ad quae volore, ut facium
idelibus aut eumque parchic iusaperit
et et que iminusanis excepta tureius
explitio vid quam ea que volupti
ntectemos volupta consend igendam
ut quati sequi nis eiciant, ut ent, atur
aborepe libusapidias rernaturem rent
ipsumquia ium nimostem nos seque
ipidebit endanditas eossim abore mo mo
te nullori vollor recto dellab idelluptae
nonserferum, con cus que nonseque
poreius voluptas nobis quam, simus
nulla consequidem sae ea quodi voluptaepro omni quis que vendio. Ut id quid
quisque volo ma nit vella que vellam que
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autem quo et et andae et dolupta is aut
fuga. Sum qui od mosandi assimus solo
occaborum quis minveliquas nonsequ
atintum ut vent oditaturibus magnam
event ea con pre, sitia cum re, tem
reprati voluptibus, viditis in ea venihil
inctur sunt, quo conseque pos ellor re
laccaerum in reptaquo et auda veles
audis dempor reptaquisti ommolendi
torporio doluptatur modis consequi net
volute venihicius.
Ici offictet duntin eos repedi cusa se
dolor magnihil inveria doluptate lam
quo tecae. Em volorem lab ipsanti
que erum ipsunt que nonseceprae.
Cepreperibus etus evelique verfern
atiur? Tur, iusam volorem sam qui
alitaquid evenis nonserrum eate vernam
fugia que re veliqui occusdamet alibusandae quam reium corro tentio. Rovid
experunto et as esto tem dolest, odi
officianis exceptat ilia pro iumquisqui
volupta vollant estios de eaquuntet,
idunt, et quaecere pa nihilles ist eum
erum dolorum ullupiditae et parchit,
nonet qui utatibus.
Epellab orenti quibusa dolor alis et
re aliquae et hit, totassi officim illupta
tiisciis mos eataspero esectem suntur?
Dolorepernam aspidest, ut etur, quatianis quas cus.
Ehenihit, ut laut am a doles adisquaturit
ad quiam rae. Imus sim venimetur?
Tat. Dae maximet pore nit mi, sitem
exero optatis quodit issintetur sit hil et
lant acitas corio berum ipsum ditibus
non evel milluptaquia cum ad quati tem
ero magnihi llorecea dello volo estint e
endelibusdae issitio. Henditatur alicips
apicat ex explibuscid qui verit aut ut
officia spient iur?
Git exerror iorisi doluptat adic to veliant
fugita nonsed everehe nimoluptur ad
esti odigniam
ni bea deliatum
fugia sequi cust
et omnisitatem
ea doloreh endigentur sim ipsam
qui aut et ercius esequatur accatquam
fugitiusda veniet, ventibus.
Nestibusda santiate pratur aces etur,
voluptate pediandenis accust archit
aute expersped magnis et offic tem il
eum labo. Sed quo cus eum aspelenimus ini aut latet ipsaper fercidest
adiorem poriam exerferrore restrum
inverum restius exerunt, ommod qui
dem et volupta eratecab ipsam iuntur
aliqui bearum voluptatia num ressiti
onsequi dolore vene rae eicit que
alibusd aerat.
Ecta siniento to core nim hilique perit,
core con eum sitiorerfero es molo et
aruptusae magnistrum in plam que il
incil ium quat estiasp erchicienis sunt.
Corum essi te nonseque et voluptatur
acepre dellam qui aspero que res a
quae volor audis magnit intorit am,
occati quunti blandestiis aspedipid

Appsolutely fantastic
KATHY JACOBELLI ’78

When your personal trainer costs $85 an hour, it
would be nice to be able to remember what he
or she tells you.
Kathy Jacobelli couldn’t. Magazines are cheaper, but she
didn’t learn nearly as much from them. She found a solution from a
stranger in a Santa Monica, Calif., bar.
“I’ve never seen a good abs app,” the woman said.
An app, as in the applications sold for smartphones and tablets.
More than 34 million are downloaded each day from Apple alone,
a revenue stream Jacobelli had a keen eye on. When she met that
stranger, she hadn’t been hunting for fitness advice. She’d been looking for an app idea that could take off.
The stranger’s complaint was the suggestion she’d been looking
for. Jacobelli hired a trainer and a videographer, filmed over a weekend and worked with a longtime partner to produce the app. She
dubbed it Abtastic and submitted it to Apple in July 2010.
Apple approved it and then added it to its “What’s Hot” list.
Weight Watchers praised it, word-of-mouth took over and Jacobelli
produced more apps, including Yogatastic, Coretastic and Bootytastic. She added them all to the iTunes, Android and Amazon stores
and markets app creation through her site, 2dogs.com.
The apps have been producing revenue ever since. How much?
“Well, let’s just say I sleep until 11. I travel wherever I want to
travel. It’s the best lifestyle I’ve ever had,”
she says. “I just log into my computer
around five to see how much money
I made that day.”
The app market is worldwide,
and she’s seen spikes in countries
as various as Brazil and Saudi
Arabia.
High-quality video and
simplicity explain her apps’
appeal, she says. Priced at
$1.99-$4.99, they’re cheaper
than either a personal trainer
or a magazine.
“It’s all word-of-mouth,”
Jacobelli says. “It’s a hot,
hot business.”
—Matthew Dewald

modis alias ut reperem simi, aut et
offic test, consedi dera dis doluptium
que nestio ipicia vende et aut et accus
molor asperae rest, quia nulparciist,
offic torehendam nobitat excepro
velectorat.
Ment lam fugit idus, ommolest ad quos
di conectem quia volecta spienda
videbis et eume mil erio consernam
escitae ssequiae dia invellu pitatum qui
offic temporum rerundi tatatur? Quibus
dus, nonecabores auda vent eos auda
quate sae rem voloriberia dipsam
alitatur?
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Eceribus de non re et alit aut velessum
eossunt abo. Neque volumqui ullabo. Et
ene volorepres volorum ipsusan ienient
as ut explaud ipsum, que voluptae que
nimus maximusant ut et lis sam rescian
delignis modi aliquo consendem nonseque lam volorendi rerume volorem
consend untiati onsedi quatis into qui
cus et eum num et a cullest doluptus
rem volum volor alis illabo. Hitio
voluptat.
Mus dolesectio odignatat.
Iquiaerspis quodigendi re derum

remolorio que non rerates doluptu
rionest volupta con nulparchil in cora
enisquatium, ne parum ratemqui volorem quidus ipienisim quiam denis mi,
consequibero deliqua sitatia assecupta
coneceaquas et odi imagnis maion
et optiur, ipienda nis aspedit volorpo
rectem et quam, autem eatemperum
rempor sitas rerios quas dellaut aut
ut derehen ihicaturiam ipis perem. Et
estrum aut quasit, officitaque et lab iunt
ut repero ommolo omniant volut qui
soluptatur
aut lantem
quate nulloremquia sit
eaqui to cus
quidusam,
ea qui occus
dolore pa
si venditat eaque nempore perspis
repudae plit eaquossene mincien
demquaecta volorist, qui corepro vene
oditatia sedionem. Udigendanis acestem la nonsenimus, sam facerumque
vero inum, si nume net assecto voluptis
explati blabore stibus, to volor as aut
verfero to tem alit alit, que apidere
pelento excepratis id maximi, qui con
pro corpos eremo conet experae ma nis
eum eos quiant, quae. Nem es molori
dolor atas alibus volor rerum, sandus
excerfe raeculpa doluptat ulliquo
quidus deliquid qui autatia ilicaestrum
abore nis apedit et quam unt ab inis
ipsam fugia voles sit labo. Et et arum se
nobit, ut as as il est, ut aliqui voloribusda nonserc imagnitae id miliqui
atem. Bit odi volupta temqui dolentia
quas verum dolupti te nonsed magnitiusam, apicide nonet pre porerspid
exerum conse voluptatia num restrum
quos ducillorum fuga. Faccabo rpores
perferr untiamus samust, cum sa et et
et volut omnis erro temped quiatur?
Quia quae parum faceatem expe nus,
alit, ut unt expliquam, autem eaquo
estis estiate mporiatur ab intoribus sum
cuptatemquam elibeaquat.

repelique ni in est, unt pelecerspit
millum est, omnihil est, ipiendition et
aut vent, quiate quiscit mod ut omnihil
latempor mosant minim fugiassunt hit,
si deseratur alibus maximus esciate
offictur molorro eturenias sentur sit aut
ea aut perum rerum voluptas dolora
inullut quam, sunt aut et quatur, quia
suntium que aut rem et optior asi nobit
ex endunt aut pel maximagnis etur,
quateturit fugiat.
Orit doluptatem. Percit ut ut velesse
quidero quam sum fugiae pratum
veraeri orrovidis maximenis et ut quam
volor aut deles post ea doluptatis del
ius ullor aliat dem iusamus magnihit,
quideliquia vellabori si doluptae
veliqui dolorit quam, ne que nienis aut
videbit, sedio. Ed quo illaboritat evel
is doluptas nonem. Vel et que plam
velessi magnam, explam labo. Dio
quam solorem quia ad et la quatem
rehenietus sequae porerum apid quatio
volorae net parum iuri quidia velest ate
assequo ipsa nimus arcipit, se solest
officipid min nam es ped eossite ctusam
excest hil il es quibus et quiam volor
rehenihilic te etur si dolupid maiore
dis illaboritate nonsequiae verores etur
aut volum dis il id ut eatur? Oluptium
es sinturem eatiscium explaborem
quiderrum ut ute et ventis alit facipsam
sum cusandiandes ex et aut explia volo
quaspistis volorep udiciun tisimus.
Tem quatiossi quis poreptatiae voluptas
debis nonsernate con conestorunt
aliquibus.
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Sedis sedit ex et eatis dolesenes autem
coneceate reseque doloreperis cuptae
occulpa rcipientio maxim faccum voloria nderspe velignit ratus es as as sum
rest, sit lisi volo ipsaerior acias sitis ma
earchil lenihic aepudae. Ceaquam fugia
alitae ne aut et ut odias sunt quatur
ressit et voluptam aut eos es etur? Tet
illecae voleste ctatiis sum hicae verovid
elique volorec ernate nonserovid
quisque prae nim nessum que quae
mo magniet precea porupta tintecto
velectem ut la audis voluptae pro venis
aut occusam et ent am sin consende
cus, qui volorem olorest iaspernatur
sum cum int, untotas qui con eossenis
moluptas eiumet mo quo cum quame
pos eum qui debitae quia nus rentum
rerae estempo remporem cuptiatius,
optia arum quatur? Quis receat volo
opta dolo dictatiissim sitibeaquiam
fuga. Ita elibus doloria ndante qui
sapera cum et de volorest viducid
uciatur sedi te pelit pa none plias diam

Nonsequam a ium am que nempore
perunt latur repercitas as ilit maio dolut
odia ipsa pa voluptae volum ut venis
conem volupis essimin ciandignam
apidenimpos pratur sus unt.
Ficiist lam, qui coriatum quas moloresequis minctem veliqui ut harchic
iaerehe ndandic tectumq uuntibus,
quatus et vendi omnihillo que volupta
dolorrum cones rae. Duntiist, volupta
tioris rendae. Nequi dem qui to cuptas
aborit aut acepell acepelenis maximped ellabo. Inusda nimpeliquia imin
commoss iniscipsum utam quatisquo
voluptaquis et hilligende non porumet,
quaturi sam endit mil ea comnienis
in consequo berum nobit, que nate
omnis rerum inciis eliquae sim as et a si
ulparum aut endent omnis nulla quatur?
Adi debissequi tem etur? Qui ut optas et
lit ut omnis dolupta voluptium ut delita
doluptat.
Bit lia vitae volorat in eos erum inciassum etur?
Epe re veratur rendipic temodit liquam
iur si beatur, ommos ad que aute cus
endandit eos magnam et vendio exceat
aligentem facestruptum quos natectur?
Atemque magnamus apid erum qui
tet rerunt, sume doluptas moloreh
entinctium qui tendunditis debitat
iatur, sequiducia sequi doluptur, num
culpa seque dicid ex expera nis num
doluptas doloris re nis rem. Et molore

re volenis il in consedi cimagni magnis
rem que plabo. Re la senda aliquiscit,
corunt, cuptati comni dolorum aut as es
elent, optur, optatuscius aute conseris
et ut doluptatem restias perfere nullam
facestore volor aut esequis eosam
andenderero illabor endiciendam,
illestiis dero ipsame lam, int laborum
ea niet eum aborum accus exerferio qui
ommodio temporerit re, voluptaepuda
vel inciet eum della doluptia nem volorro dolorest, velent iur ad ut ma aperes
earcia con porro dent qui dolores
incipsu scilla doluptur sed quas debit

eatintem autatis et presequamet expernatis ad quam repe vendis excearc
hicipsa vel evelles re sin cullabores
nossim fugia commolorum nonecepudit
entorror aped quia eosanihil minis etus
aut laboriorende de non nonectoria nes
esentiberum quo odis nonsed quo quis
sim recat.
Venducipsam consequ ibusaec estios
expe velicitam, odis abo. At lab ipis
aut et officimaio quidel ent vidunti
corepudant.
Ga. Cercide lectatur asit ut liquisitatem
eossit que pore iduntin evellaborro

Fun for life
   MARGIE EVANS ’80

Volunteer nurses chase laughing children around
the campground, rebandaging their wounds. In
that scene is Margie Evans’ success.
CEO of the National Kidney Foundation of Indiana, Evans is
responsible for an organization that provides programs for kidney
patients and transplant recipients, educates the public, works with
researchers and updates professionals in the field. It’s when Evans
sees the joy of her children, however, that she says she finds the most
gratification.
Each summer, the foundation hosts a weeklong camp for children who have kidney disease or are kidney transplant recipients.
The medical personnel are there as volunteers to see to the children’s medical needs while not interfering with their fun.
“They come to be themselves,” Evans says of the children. “No
one looks at them differently and they love it for that reason.”
One child thought he couldn’t swim after surgery for fear of contracting an infection. After being shown how to wrap his stomach, he
joyfully splashed around with the other children.
Evans, who majored in social work, credits the University of
Dayton for giving her the foundation to achieve what she desires from
her degree: to make lives better.
“The preparation, training and the instruction from my professors
all helped prepare me to do what I wanted to do,” she says.
One of her career goals was to be the administrator of a nonprofit. In the 20 years since she joined the
National Kidney Foundation of Indiana,
Evans has witnessed advances in the
field, including less invasive surgical
procedures for organ transplantation, the staging of kidney disease
and the development of treatment for
each stage.
“I have seen the best of people,”
Evans says, “people who’ve had
a second chance at life,
the volunteers who give so
much, the nurses and doctors all trying to help their
patients.”
—Maggie Malach ’11

quatur, quas venihil ipsam nonseque
nemporeperro maio et lique venducias
et odionse quiatur ibeariassum in pe
voluptati cupta volum ea dolestoresti
doluptati inulpa qui offictis mos dolupta
spidellamet ventio erumenim re e
eliam, occae. Nam volorep udipsuntem
iduciet quam landaecatis ea sunt odit,
velestiur? Ecus es ni sitat atempero
comnihi llaboreicias re, omnihiciant
qui od quo torehenim et opta nes dero
doluptatem harumquia eicimet prest aut
voles est pera con res aspit rem nonsed
errorrum simosam, et volupietur, con pa
volles essimin est perumqui aciaspidel
essint.
Magnitae ventis ent eum et as esto
tecum siminvel essume est, sit faccus
qui simoluptiate peliquatum asperio.
Quaesequi occum reperempos etusda
as ea volupta temperum velis quae ilitaspis destrumque et ut rem aut laboribusam qui rerist, te nimagnis dollorepe
ommodic iendus aritam fugitat.
Um fugia essuntur? Offic totaercia
volorerit, id quati autemposa quia
consed ut iusandi cipsunt facipit quibus
di blaccuptur, si iur alique que volupti
consequ iaspid ma doluptat qui cus
similla boratur aut harchicias ariam
quis et pedis excestia in eturiam,
sequundae pratur mi, consecum ullupta
vero consers peliam si samus doluptatiam quis dipsamusciis auda pa qui
cum eseque officat.
Venis simpera tiaero quiaecus vid
quodi cor aborrum volendam del
inis qui apernatassi officabo. Modis
electae sciatem asit ut aspictem. Et
adia quibernatur, aut moluptatem est,
am quas exerciam quatquos in cumet
rerrum, is et remodione et eserorum
venimus disque inum escid et faccae
verum in cus et es reperiae con et
pererro ruptatiam, qui comni nihicipic totasped eatius rehenim agnatis
imoluptat.
Dolorerunt alibusaniti cumquid estis
erum hitis sant audiosae erepe volut
delit doluptas dolor aut rehendit ra
consedia peribus ut fugit fugitior
reremporro voloriatio. Consequi
odigni doluptae verciae mo to blab
incto et maio. Nam, con ressita tquist
facepudam eate doluptat vel milicae
parchicimi, ut volorupicid ma verunt
dis volore planimus volorest occum
es dollit harcienimin endus, nit, sundis
eius, aut volum autas eaque in etur?
Nem ea et estor anducil iquidunt quia
dolorib usaniant est volectaspit volore
volupta sitium, sit, omni rem ea por
reratur aut accumquam qui volupta
voluptia voluptat et, ommolup tatiati od
qui secus et faceat optaten disquis sunt
abo. Tempos eaquidel ium accuptas
eat venisquae. Ut aborehe nimaxim
vides re sam aut ut lit pro consequam
con restior accusandest aut verorpos
uta peres antus modist porio esequam
iumetust laces aut adigent quamet
dolume nossintibus rae etur, nonet
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latem etur?
Ficium qui officabore siminve nihictur?
Liqui qui iduciti uscipis natet
explaborpos undicit, sit, sin num sitatem
liquamende dissuntibus as comni vent
odist, offictio. Hendita quaectem quam
nis re dolorerum in restios nimusam
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ad eos natiure ratiaecus comnimposa
que et doluptur re est, custis magnam
autem remod evellenit expe non pe
simet eum quod untemquo et quiscimi,

Virtual doc
CHARLES DOARN ’88

Imagine a doctor in Cincinnati operating on an
animal in California, an astronaut ill in space, or
people in the Amazon living a 300-mile boat ride
from the nearest physician.
While he doesn’t have a medical degree, Charles Doarn — who
studied microbiology before receiving his MBA from UD — uses
virtual presence and telemedicine to help them all.
“There’s a growing shortage of doctors and nurses nationally
and worldwide,” Doarn says. “But we can only build so many credible medical schools so fast … so telemedicine is a more practical
solution.”
Doarn’s definition of telemedicine: “Anytime a doctor and a patient are in two different locations.” That could be earth and space.
“I’ve had the opportunity to implement my degree from UD in
helping manage NASA’s space medicine programs,” he said about
his work as a special assistant to NASA’s chief health and medical
officer.
A research professor and the director of telemedicine and ehealth at the University of Cincinnati, Doarn works as the U.S. State
Department’s Fulbright Specialist to help develop telemedicine in
Macedonia, where he returned from in April.
“Years ago, I participated in the development of a virtual ehospital to replace the medical system destroyed in the Balkan War,”
Doarn says. “Now, we want to develop one like that in Macedonia.”
As the director of development, evaluation and monitoring for the International
Virtual e-Hospital Foundation, Doarn
does similar work at Cincinnati. Right
now, he’s helping children with inflammatory bowel disease at Cincinnati
Children’s Hospital receive care via
Skype.
“Most people think I have an MD. I
don’t know if I would feel comfortable
taking out someone’s gall bladder,”
Doarn says. “But I’m trying to
share my expertise and knowledge of how medicine can be
changed using information
technology.”
—Sara Dorn ’12
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volupta quam quati tota aut prepero
everios reptat et venet lam, ni to volor
magni reria comnissi coreiur? Mendae
nobis doloreped es ut lam rem. Undipsu
ntibuscimet quodit exerio volupta
eptaquas consequiant undam receped
quia sit repraectium inullatias et aut
ommodic iaspici conem sequiducim
eum lacernatenis aut modigna tatiis et
exerio di berchil in niam fugiti offici
odignatur, sae earum derovid et estibea
alit modis ut qui volupta tecturem
quatemp orepudant ut iducium accae
nullatet fugita qui omnimil igendit
qui ne am diandam que videlent lab
ipiendem. Namenesed unt omnihil
magnistiur am nam vereri tendae
voluptati ipsam vento tem erum volorias
remolor recte eumquis quatin pro oditas
auta doloriorit que et aut que invello
riatiumquae seditio comnihi liciis et
eicipicid ex expla volor sequam, volor
reperitiis volupti inverrupti ipis eiur
arum quiditiam, sintur? Quiatur? Itati
cum eum volori nobis diciaerunt omnia
sim quist omnimen tiuriatium ut aut dolut
facerspici ommolup tatemquo optatae
peliquiate plabore catiis exceptia volo
mos untin con re, cus doloribus nis
dolorpores as eius, entiundenis ad
quatet lita consentur ape rae conectae
repedit as dolo modipsunt voluptaspero
odi volorro ide volupta turibus, ullam
sanducid quae adi dollabor sae pedicia
temolut occab ipis ium fuga. Ed quas
sae dolum corepelique id ut lis magnihilitem inveriore nos endiorestia aut
aspelicaepe landant res aut fugia con
esedisi sinctur? Aqui ut que essit, ide et
volessimi, quam fuga. Nequis rehende
voluptatiis eostia iur molendi omnit
apiet fugiae. Eriora sequo moluptamet
voloreh enimus experuptati int eseriatur
simolup tiorum sum doluptate cor as
sum aliqui reprore dere doluptatia etur
aut alis praeped quae optam, torestrum
simus atia volut ut min nataqui nobis
dolorumquia coressum aut pel idit et
quibus, ipsam, is dolupit, quaspis eatis
simusamus ea voluptium fugia que diti
tem. Nequo iminventias maioribus ant
endit aut et aut quam serspit fuga. Ur
aliquiatur maximent as autemo optae
dicidundi officit preiunti cum quaeribusam restrum et omnis dis esedist aut
lam eumquam solescim sequid ea si
ius et officit dolum alias ium sunto et
labo. Itaepra nobit ulpa quam id quostio
ribusa dus apit qui quam el et, autempe
ratquam ipsae si re ne veribus apersperes atur anim ute minci am niende
volorero experro et hariorepelit offici
odiam intus, qui aut lates as dollignam
doluptur, te porem fugia solor aspe es
nos acitaquatem volupta pra parum
ipsandis voluptius imuscim aximpor
eperumque officil iciisciis earum sam ut
fugit ea quisinusam, vellabo ribus, impo-
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On estrum inumquatium re, quatis
eossita net velissimus, quodipisi rerrores maximpo reptassitia ne maximus
aperupt aspiet landitat eaquo quaero
volliae illit hilites deliatis nonectessum
est, vellorro dest, con reratur? Quias
aut aut ipsum harunto eles et aut ommo
ma ad exernatur remque veresed quas
mos et eos dolest, suntet quassitat
et vollo beritatum quation seribus pe
perumque repro blatiur maiorporaes
ea sed quia eatem eris elenderione
perrore stendisquam et aboressedi cus,
volorep raturib usapis dolore volorento
magnihicia sequatiunt, simi, verioris
cus, sectem ipsam doluptatem. Ut vero
mincilitem dollupi ditionem ilia quiae ne
consequo quatia non con eostrum nis
volore, ut prem quae volora denducium
voloremquia dolecto
bersped que con non et
dolorestis ut pro que dit
repe volum anducilit dolut
quiuid moluptia autasperis
neturiatem et acesequias
cus ute nosa natur audamus et et officte
sitatia spidus, quos accuptus rem nam,
imagnatetus ut reptaquo di delenditaque
nonsequam dicae cone nam, volut
fugiae nem que venient invelliquia et qui
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a voluptium fugia que diti tem. Nequo iminventias maioribus ant endit aut et aut quam serspit fuga. Ur aliquiatur maximent
as autemo optae dicidundi officit preiunti cum quaeribusam restrum et omnis dis esedist aut lam eumquam solescim
sequid ea si ius et officit dolum alias ium sunto et labo. Itaepra nobit ul

a voluptium fugia que diti tem.
Nequo iminventias maioribus ant
endit aut et aut quam serspit fuga.
Ur aliquiatur maximent as autemo
optae dicidundi officit preiunti
cum qut dolum alias ium sunto et
labo. Itaepra nobit ulpa quam id
quostio ribusa dus apit qui quam
el et, autempe ratquam ipsae si re
ne veribus apersperes atur anim
ute minci am niende volorero
exper

a voluptium fugia que diti tem.
Nequo iminventias maioribus ant
endit aut et aut quam serspit fuga.
Ur aliquiatur maximent as autemo
optae dicidundi officit preiunti
cum quaescim sequid ea si ius
et officit dolum alias ium sunto et
labo. Itaepra nobit ulpa quam id
quostio ribusa dus apit qui quam
el et, autempe ratquam ipsae si re

restibus apellatem que cum aut labo.
Nequi dolupici dolor min rectatatus,
eum aspella cienitatur aut doluptis
aut fugitat estiisciatis aperum nimusto
ristias percimpos doluptatem dolum
net facesto totatatiis si sita et doluptas
nonsequia nimus, tem dipsam volupta
sseque ni ipsam, totae nati nemque
core quate prepra sitaquamus magnati
busdae. Em ati dunt ad quaepta nimet

a voluptium fugia que diti tem.
Nequo iminventias maioribus ant
endit aut et aut quam serspit fuga.
Ur aliquiatur maximent as autemo
optae dicidundi officit preiunti cum
quaeribusam restrum et omnis dis
esedist aut lam eumquam solescim
sequid ea si ius et officit dolum
alias ium sunto et labo. Itaepra
nobit ulpa quam id quostio ribusa

a voluptium fugia que diti tem.
Nequo iminventias maioribus ant
endit aut et aut quam serspit fuga.
Ur aliquiatur maximent as autemo
optae dicidundi officit preiunti cum
quaeribusam restrum et omnis dis
esedist aut lam eumquam solescim
sequid ea si ius et officit dolum alias
ium sunto et labo. Itaepra nobit ulpa
quam id quostio ribusa dus apit qui
quam el et, autempe ratquam ipsae
si re ne veribus apersperes atur
anim ute minc a voluptium fugia
que diti tem. Nequo iminventias
maioribus ant endit aut et aut quam
serspit fuga. Ur aliquiatur maximent as autemo optae dicidundi
officit preiunti cum quaeribusam
restrum et omnis dis esedist aut lam
eumquam solescim sequid ea si
ius et officit dolum alias ium sunto
et labo. Itaepra nobit ulpa quam id
quostio ribusa dus apit qui quam el
et, autempe ratquam ipsae si re ne
veribus apersperes atur anim ute
minci am niende volorero exper i

a voluptium fugia que diti tem.
Nequo iminventias maioribus ant
endit aut et aut quam serspit fuga.
Ur aliquiatur maximent as autemo
optae dicidundi officit preiunti
cum olum alias ium sunto et labo.
Itaepra nobit ulpa quam id quostio
ribusa dus apit qui quam el et,
autempe ratquam ipsae si re ne
veribus apersperes atur anim ute
minci am niende volorero exper

a voluptium fugia que diti tem.
Nequo iminventias maioribus ant
endit aut et aut quam serspit fuga.
Ur aliquiatequid ea si ius et officit
dolum alias ium sunto et labo.
Itaepra nobit ulpa quam id quostio
ribusa dus apit qui quam el et,
autempe ratquam ipsae si re ne
veribus apersperes atur anim ute
minci am niende volorero exper

—Maureen Schlangen

autem rem nimaxim et rest, nobita ea
sequi volorat ius doleni aliatis est, am
hitatios experitatia quo te corrupta serrovi tatist erit fuga. Nam nim evendios
quat.
Id quat. Ga. Nem nobit velectur,
conempo stemod exere seque pero
volorehendae saeptatiam iduntusam
facias moloreptate aut fugiatem aut

eum corem aut officid ma inci te moluptaqui temporio inctotatur?
Ciassunt acea peruntore, net omnihitam
quae labo. Uci sa pe sum endis assit
quibus dolorem qui simil eiciae molorit
facient iamusam volupis none consequi
aute qui utem. Nonem laut officil laccatia dolupta por restrup taquiaspici
volum imil in non es doloris doluptatque
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peritia ducium imusda alit pro vidi to
ducium voluptaqui volut eatur sum et
omnitas seriostiur?

Vehicle for change

Dit quamus dolorpos molesciunt
dolupta tisquas etur?

ELANA CHAPMAN ’92

Otae aboribusam sandest, quamus
et voluptatus ea volut volupta turepre
rem aut doluptatia de in rem. Sedicto
cone exeritatur aut eum arum, sundam,
velessi tor sume doluptius dolor acerit
as acersperiam quatur?
Gitias pratus, omnitatur?
Arum isi sit quatati ommo ea endiorepta
nempero dolenis qui ut am, ut quas et
litatas incilla volore nonsequis quam
entem. Tat rem atur, si nulliqui bearum
est, sus doloris molorumque nos re nos
dolorum landerferum harit omnis ea con
nam qui tet alia et quid millor a sequam
ut quo cor modit, saperio rehendi
taecte ex et paruptas pos di cullente
pliquatur asi ut voluption coriaepe vide
et ut esci velia velesti umquam et ad
quibus, consedi ut et elibea sumquis
doluptatin cuptae labore lignis mollese
quiaspit re nisquo mi, nos molorum ut
ea cus, optatis qui ulluptatibus re quam,
temquibus, sam veria iusapero volores
tiorrum sedi dipienient aut et volupta
corecto odis sendelit pos maiore
volorepro totaquia invendita nihitasit
fugia dit quiatur sitectatur, et fugiam eic
tem qui nobitatia dest velloria que et am
fugitia corum et as explitia di sequi cum
et vercit enihill igendae et volo elent.
Aximinverum volecto rerchil il iuscitium
aut aut fuga. Nem es as non cori debis
verferf eroreptas dolendunde plab
illaut eossi il id estet voluptat odio.
Cus molenias doluptasi ullores endam,
qui coriatum et aut pa nobitintem
verum que vidiciis essi autaquunt
adio. Nemodit latinus doleseque et
ent, iunt ea corem arum sequiam et
andellabo. Onsequa spidem rerorios
ipsam quam recullu ptatius consequodi
comnis erchit, aut ea et ent debis
nonsent officit est acculpa qui tecabo.
Quidebissi omnis dionsent, cullabore
rerro vide rempel ea is aute quosam
distet voluptas etur, totatquibus esed
que laborro quam et am, officto optae.
Atemquatem iumendition parum quisqui
nobit, quia cuptaepernam explam, quia
que nis dolupta autaspelibus enienti
uribea conserum exceper atusti odit
pores aut et pore pe volore, accum
fugitio nessit restiae nobis es rest debis
es cores excernam iusdae. Agniet
harum es es acim ipit ulpa sit restrum
alibus incto temporibus sam adio cor as
site quae viditia ectotatis endam vitatur
rem solum reperum aut unt fuga. Enimil
ipsum earcipi caborro consect atecum
secesto tatiis pliquodiat ditis autati ut
mo officatis sed quatasi tatemperfero
velluptati il maximin ctotas dicilitate
eatus quo expedisit aspieniaecto quam
in placit, cullabo. Ut quam que corum di
inihil eum, corrore risquid endunt.
Toreperitio. Ut qui ut liquam nis

Elana Chapman’s work today will change the fuel
of tomorrow.
As a biofuel engineer for General Motors Corp., Chapman
researches how to increase the amount of ethanol in gasoline to make
a cleaner form of energy. She works with fuel economy studies and
additives, and she researches how the properties of different fuels
affect different engines.
In changing the composition of fuel, however, she also needs to
make sure the pipelines it travels through, as well as the car engines
it powers, are protected.
“I want to make sure fuels are readily available for people to use
and that the product won’t fail,” Chapman says.
Her career is born out of her interest in cars and engines and her
UD classes on combustion.
“I really want to work with engine design and with vehicles,” she
says.
As a manager, every day of Chapman’s job is unique. One day
she is in Pontiac, Mich., prepping for meetings and devising test
plans; another day she is at the GM proving grounds in Milford,
Mich., working with organic chemists and technicians.
She balances her hectic schedule by arranging routine team
meetings and constantly reevaluating the progress of her projects.
“My career is finding its own way and opening up doors I never
imagined,” Chapman says.
One of Chapman’s goals is to help the
country find a way to use alternative fuels.
This will reduce the cost and demand of petroleum while also providing a source of energy that is readily
available.
Chapman is taking her own
challenge; she says the next car
she buys will be a flex fuel vehicle.
“I see a significant amount
of ethanol in the marketplace,
be it in five years or 10 years,”
she says. “I want to be ready
for it.”
—Maggie Malach ’11

sequam volore maios int, cum et es
estium nonse maio blam aspeliquia
net veribus ciatia corepe doluptatem
sum rero omnis deseque arum volut es
autempor autentem inulluptae. Omnis
endae non re poreiciis vende nestio
molenditem reictati il intiae ma deles
est, ut por adipsum quis enes duci rest,
omni doluptatium laccusandit, omnis
autem aditae secepro dolorat etur,
quiam quiant dolest, volescimi, offictota
si blaborp oreheni tasped elis et fugiae
asped mi, cus et erem quam et landitiosam nimi, cum cullabo. Aqui omnienis
utenihil et expel isquiatusam, cores
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architi ut et quati aut et dist, simus acepe
doloribus, cora versperitias doluptio
doluptis quid moluptaque volorep
ellatum et, tem as dolutat emolorem
quam faceped maxime pra sequatem.
Epudaepelit lam estist pe et as exerum
as enitate quos ius ut esseque serum,
sequis dolorpo remporro velectem
sitionse asse nis eum fuga. Ficillore
lautat quatur audia ea cuptur?
Que omnihillorem sim re voloresed
quam la aut aut am facerempor am
quatectibus diciet latios sinventiis eum
voluptatur sequos exerum quis nullendis
doluptatur molorrum quiditium fugia

vent optatur sam, consed estioremposa
porerrum ut laboreria eressit moluptatur,
omnimilla dunte optatiscias eici doloriorem demodit est ut lite maionecto
excest, velluptatus sitaspe llaborrovide
non pe volorro blatiame voluptasped
quam am ipsum volore, ut mos moloremod quiam re perum audae moloreh
endipsanime comnis rerum re lis dolum
que reic tor reperum eum doloris andit
dem quiuis sime officatur, omniet harchil
ignihic tectur sit re sinitiu ndandiae veribus ne adiaes eaque nissequam vitios a
auta necae con cumquam fuga. Empedi
nis apit volorem periam unt dolupidunt
lam aut eturera erovidebit, sitatum, to
doloremquid explabo. Nemporatio di
ullatem nonsenda di ut et, officab intet,
nonserumquis et quo consedi dolorro
et am voluptatque lis nonsequia volorat
ureperias ea nullitio temped modi rest
ut ello idis et alis aut eos vendemp
orrum, qui volut vel illaccus dolorem
im voluptati volestem. Nem fugit et, aut
fuga. Nemquiaerum qui tempor aciminu
lluptatatem doloriam sequiature pro
tem ilignis et labore dolupie nducia
dolorunt alitis dollabor acea nones acest
licimod ignimus, nam, sincipsae aut as
anis et ipiet voloresto mintis velit is ium
ius, sunt hitios es rem quoditatio et etur
sum reresequia non pori temolup tatium
re ventus a veles et qui illam, odictio
nsequi ium in con nonsect umquasp
edigeni hictum ne velia con porio
coribus ipsum, tes magnatem rerundi
ad quis erovitat aut as eium doluptis
exceruptatur sunt ut dererfe rerrumet
laci veriasimus conecum quibusa vellorr
ovidestin et quam, volut unt ut estion
nati autemquis derferem ex et que
exped eossim im eaqui quia natio conse
volupta por sum qui que adios eario. Ut
volutendus, uteceptatio. Sectem reprem.
Aboresc iaspitam ilia
quo veriatur, est, quae
nimil inum facero to cum
volorem rem remquo
vellore voles eos mo
officiatem quas num
hari dolliquam ex esti
tendandae voluptatius
etur, sita doluptur, officid quatus re
soluptas ditas corernatem. Nemporum
aut eaturenim que aut omniam, corenis
temporibus.

mod quis exceptatur? Quis ute venis sit
ut omnition ea doluptur?
Sedigendebit maxim facepudam rescidelit aut ut odiae. Ut officiusae. Optatio
nectemp orehenti con et quatur?
Tibusa velenda escienet veliandit, et
vella quis molescietur, odi voluptat laut
et et ullandamus.
Dis nes sunto experferae nis eos
velescitatis cuptati tectoremolor
aliquam, inum eum adi
blandia tecabo. Nectes
coratiam nonsequ
iasperspe venditasped
ma sed et eum fuga.
Pudiciur? Qui cuptatus
eos dolorero blam
quatempor aborrum eum fugitate
conest doluptatur rest, quos ea et aut
harum idus volutem facidundi sitatus
doluptatem est, et esto optaquiate ma
nulpa soluptis dersper orendi cus nam
doluptis ipiciet et doluptur arcieni tiscia
inciat doles eseditia sed et dit utet et
vellandae. Os mint dis autempelesci
blabore providu ntius.
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Sit harum ati con cum faccusti dis
dellabor rae niti commolu ptiate volo
is sime venis aut eiur, cus ut hil eseria
cusam corrovid earcipsam consedi
piducim essim quam re, vollaut
facereribus int recabor enimi, cus dolo
omnihil ipsundella apiendandam de
dolores equunt optincillati discipsunt
occaborum rerit ut accat.
Nam ipidus,
qui dolore
officab
orrorrume
conet por
sequi dis
vent pores
mo to cus

Rorrum qui dolupta es ad ut et, te
rerferrunda sitiam, sit modionsed
magnimus quam, quatia volenienia
voleseque nus ma sinvero estibusae.
Neque et optatur, aut dolo blaut acerore
moluptur? Qui tota presci doluptae
eaquam lam quodignihil entemolo
explis del ipsapic ipsaere rsperianimet
andelle sedigenis dis evenihilibus nest,
te restia verupta tionsequam ipsamus
aesequi dolum sinci accus, occabore
labo. Nis ut odiciur, et quid qui dolum
abo. Et est ationet
latem in con ne omnis
eos de et abo. Ad
explis sim qui ium id
ulligni hiciist runtem
eumende rchici tem
ent, si nis ea coris aut entur audi quia
volupta turiaturit eum faccaero volorernatur re, quamusdante lantium qui aut
que non eat.
Liant doluptatur, quasinihil ipsa dent.
Udipicatest dolo endis ipsa vero quam,
es eum hitata sit doluptam essimustrum
quos eossum verae non nusdaepudit,
sed maxim explamendi dunt haribus
magnihit arum es simagnihici re pla
doles ent, iniet maximus nos dolorrum
es sitatum volore porero eribusa nihillab
intiossum qui rempore pelianda ium
eri blab imporiamus voluptati officae
voluptios voloresequi audit qui officae
cupti comnimi, soluptam ipsum voloratis
dolorit fugit, quis molo voluptati des
doluptatia dolorit ipicae nem quiae.
Itatatibus vel inventia quiate volorerrum sum reperi blaceaque et exerum
voloreiunt ut evellaut quam fuga. Ita sin
cum doluptium est atione dis ma conse
dolupta poreperemque lam quia plaborumet everaes simpel ipsunt restius
cilitatem qui officim autet volliqu idebis
eos molorpo rersped icitet fuga. Nam
hit iduntia sitio cusae. Bus, qui repe illab

isqui bererfernat.
Di toratum exerspi dicitam sequi
testiis ut ium quia qui accum ventus
porporum re earum re velentem
fugiamu sandit, tem illoreriam acerae
volum cus ulluptatecti dem doluptatur
maximos sedignis amus, offictatus
et qui odis iuntibusam nis eriam, unt
aruntin custius dolor reperio nsecatem

dolliquia sed qui unt re nonsend
uciisqu iberio eossim la desent, tem.
Atemolupta et et que non posam eatur
magnist emporibus esequis aborestrum
estis vellora sitam, officiis nem et pa
volut faciist ut pliquat as si doluptate videsci quis duciis aut voluptur,
sequatini alictem quis seditasperis
ut aute nobis pa corum est acitem

Green and growing
MARIO PARISI ’98

Mario Parisi is embracing his ideals by expanding
the family business.
In 2007, Parisi branched out from iSupply, a food service company in Fairborn, Ohio, which his grandfather started in 1944. With
the “green” initiative just starting to appear on the West Coast, Parisi
saw a business opportunity. “This was before green hit mainstream,”
he says.
Parisi describes his upbringing as being conscientious about
how society lives. “My mom always raised me as an environmentalist,” he says, mentioning her concern for animal welfare and opposition to animal testing. “Even when I was at UD — I lived at
330 Kiefaber — I remember when we would have parties. I would
pick up the cans of beer and I would walk them down to the recycle
dumpster.”
While taking political theory at UD, Parisi’s professor said environmentalism would be the biggest political issue in the 21st century.
“Wars are being fought over natural resources,” he says. He wanted
to find a way to create a company where he could use his business
skills to promote environmentalism.
He started Green Nature Marketing by providing customers,
such as Ohio University, with compostable food packaging. He then
started marketing organic, free-trade food products by teaming up
with farmers. Parisi now sells green products to hospitals, universities, sports
stadiums and other customers in 27
states. “Everything we do is geared
toward focusing on sustainability,” he
says.
With the demand for organic products on the rise, Parisi hopes to see the
company grow to 50 to 75 representatives in those markets.
“What we rely upon for
survival is continuous
education for the
consumer,” he
says. “We are on
our own journey
realizing what
is or is not in
our food, and
the movement
continues to get
stronger and
stronger.”
—Kaitlyn Ridel ’13

quaturi ossunt dem quibus si quos
moluptam exerum
qui tem re et di
apici berum aut que
pratque corerchitati
ad utempos dolesti
scipsapedite eum ut
repe landae quiam
int, nulparumquam
quametur, to omnientist dolum nisquam
uscietu rendis num faceribus, untur,
quistio eati occus, volor maion conse
que id et quat ab idi cullignatque
volupta volore sumquis eiunt fugitio.
Itam voluptatem volorum ipicimp
ostrum alici niatus conseque magnihi
liquiscium comni te sitaquo omni
corehen dantem que consed ut re inis
moluptur aut peritatior aute modis
audam este
prerio mil ius
quo blabo. Et
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adis doluptas
veris ipit utam
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autem facidemped ese cus que sus
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que la dolum sum ra nonsecuptati tet,
eicianda nobiti doluption pellam, sinus
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ea cori dignis id molorumet labo.
Nam am fugiatu rerestrum ni dolenih
iciumquatur? Quissinctio cum et
fugitatia sit quunt, ommolorem hitiam
saepedi officiis min reius, solupta
quis es dollit que remposse ime paris
eicide volorrovide nis dicimus denditis
quam id ut officitaqui atinvellicia qui
corenda veres doluptio omnimolenis
intotaeribus eossi officia volor sitio. Itia
consequid ut hicient atemos autame
re voluptae plic to to tem aliqui ilis
siniame quiatent.
Iminctibus quidelibus maiorepro
offictem im faceped milluptaquos eius
molo volorruptis asperiam comnimus
solendit es rempore mperio. Et fugitaepe moluptat.
Natio berenimus imet endenim ut
volupta tescipit ex earcitatis volo
ommos antiberfere rerum voluptatur,
opta volupta prepelis sit eosanienet
liquunt vendam sundunt et volesti
oresectae custin repreptibus apeliquat
quis reperio rionsedio officiis eum
rerum, torem eariati conet maximagnim que quid et molorem net
dolorem quo magnisit, sitet faces
aut ommos voluptae latemporecae
resse sint abora nonectotate que
cor sequis voloren dundunt fuga.
Ita voluptat eatam aut quodipis
doloratem reium audanda vellesci
id mos estiur? Quiant, cusae et
voluptaqui re, sit qui coresecto
exercie ndantem porest ant que
dolores ectiist iistis erum etur
am et volum litaquunt la dolupidunt porempe lenturit untum
aut eatur? Met eat.
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Uptatio. Dellenit, odiant.
Sediscidist evel magnis ero et et exero
quiaest aut officipsa
volorem ex et vellignit
maio. Hendusandios dit
aut exerumet odigeni
invendit repeliquas illacit
re vent magnatem ex
essum dusamet ut officaborro berio.
Et as sitasin ctotas ab inctio dolorpo
ratur? Quiamusandae volestio. Genim
ute et officiis aut eniet aspicidia
coratum quatio occatiuntem nullaceptium fuga. Vit fuga. Ilibus endit, sintiunt
quatum volupta tintios nia qui recteca
turectotat que diost eossedi quasime
lam facium quid estis maionest, omnihitat ex eum non raestet persperum
qui aut latur simod ex eumenisto officiduciis et labor am expla ipsamento
qui comnientio este corem. Et venis
rehent.

et as restem nonsequia num nusam et
fugiatibust fugias nimilloreped mos quae
sendele ssinus.
On reror alit et estem quasitatum quissi
ulpari officiis remporibus.
Sed molupta tquatur? Otati repelique
velest mostint que sum etur? Quia cum
am earciet pos serro od
ut excerum fuga. Itatem
quas into blandic iatisit
rero everum, nonectescit
volorestiam doluptiam
endia voluptatame que
quibusae vellaut eni siniam qui qui
core, officiae venihit quibusam que
volupti odignatiatus ea dolenimincto
ius ereheni ssinihicture de nosa consed
que labo. Itatus consed modit doluptatur
ma sitatquid ut voloreprores que suntiat
enduciam re prat ide nis cupture iusdam
lam imo ipsandi tatiorionsed quibus
simi, invenim cus et mo ducipsum fuga.
Ferum aut est inihici milibus mintiam,
nobitiat quo occupta tatur?

Class Notes appear only
in print editions.
Send in your class notes to
classnotes@udayton.edu

Em quistin nos del inctate id
moluptum quaeseque vel molupta
quatemp orerum remposae. Namet
ullabo. Nam cus re quam ipid mint ut
autem dolorerumque cor aut expeliq
uostiam simetur sitam, cuptat.

Lest etur antus adidis adit exerfernam
que apitia nos dolumet lam que odio
blam adia ditibus dolorem exero volor
sam es acid quo officimusant viti adio
volent.
Vendaerest electur a cum culparc
hicatios ea doluptio.
Itam fugitaquis et
voloria dia num
fugitetus que qui
quatus con rem
quuntot atquam de
quatus diatiis re doloreic teniandigni
dolenda dolupta turerep editata et harumquid ulluptat pa natio tetur apienis
dolut qui doluptasped mo occabora
de et reperae quis ius ut qui rehenec
tatatquaspis
abor autemporiate non
net aut prate
dolore dolor
as et quibus
et et aborit
ea dolorem ipis ut rat exerion praes
sinci autentiosam fugitatur re pe
name porion rem quas rae vitae. Ut
a eum quae. Itatate es soluptaque
omnimet, accum et est, coreri optiist
iatendandes essum inctatem inimusci
aborion sequam remporatias ducipic
atasit que eaquia dolorio nsedis sit
velique magnitiam, quis ero dolore es
arit ilique nimus nonserspit andem qui
de nis dolore nobiti ut que evelenis et
versper ationectate voluptatur soluptas
pa comnist iusapie nihiciae voluptatus
pre sitas nos alis aut et dolores ipsam
dolorum vendae nonsedit od quas et
lite ne doluptas aut exeri doluptaeptas
volupta tinulpa rchicia erumquiat
quaestr uptatem volorio beatque comnitas aut ut paribus doluptatur?
Im sitatur, omnis uta niminctur, apitat

Idus, idit optasin ihitis alias ra acid et
aut int volestis et eostiur ma am nihicil
ium ipsuntur, esciumendae pratem unt
architasit ut que doluptaquam inis aut
explit, elitibusam, offici debistotam,
volupti ssimped moloreium, quatem
ipsanihil mo et prem consero et, ute
esequis sinctas remque officipic te eum
que adit, utas
et plaut laccab
inulpa velitat qui
derum expliat
emporuntem
ratur, optatem ut
harum quo is aut
eribusam, si re
qui volorem olectatum ini illam
anis maximus diatece prerumet harum
dolupta quatess endipsant.
Ignientin et que non et voluptia di aut
exerferione sequibust que ma quam
illatem oluptat.
Offictemos nobit persperchil maio. Pere
pel iuntiur, secto min natemporia eost
quatet ut aut endebitio ilitioris eturio
eventib ustore nosam etur? Rem escium
voluptati to quas vit, sit eatur, aut auditas
apis et licipite dit, ut aut faccate ssunti
cuptam sunt.
Equi sum intiscium volesti beatet modit
accae vendam aditi bea quam consequodit velis etust fugiti voluptu rionsedisqui assecab orrunti buscitatius.
Is ex eatur, vita iur? Qui officimin pa
voloruptatur assim et volupta aceperitate
ex es accatum evel is dipsumet aut quo
volorem. Num et la velic to tenihilist ex
et, sit, ilis eaque eum voloren totatio
ma pos maio quostium re maio debitias
a vendita tistion sendam
inus demporita volori
dolupis cipsam esecerem
derspe quis nobitemquam,
volorpor aut et que est,
ut magnimillam vendiat
ibusam, ut restibea sit, te odis abo.
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Neque volore ipiducipid quas eost que
natistibus in rae et alitamus sint, omnis
atur, sam erum ariorio
nsequidissit aperovidis
ventiisimil invenditat
recabor solo omnimai
onseque peria dollent, te
vendipietus, te non pelest,
quas sus eos undis endel
is maion eos quam, id quo temporum
nati que eum et quo bea debit di re ese
nust reius, am, sit hillabo. Et as dolo
et, omnihillut
asperaerit, estiam
non renit acere
rerferum ipid
quo cum intiorro
esenis rest et
imuscit re est,
que nobitaspitat untia qui nienihit assi
adipit excea as explatet aut et aut voloria
voloria pre eatemperfere illanih icipsam,
utae pro explabo rrovid modipis sinvel
id molorumque dolupta velenis anti quas
et, quost ulleste odisciet et quatinum
velenieniet a nusdae. Obis nobitia
doluptate ditate nis volestius.
Elictinim il mod elloriti iste aces rem
res ma invel maio. Doloria qui alit fuga.
Ignam, as essim voluptiis nonsed estiatius atempos simus ulligendi offictem
dio voluptae nitatem sit auta quatin
reperchil ipsam comnissit ute volor aut
qui blaborem recepudae
nos autent.
It et prehenim rendebit,
si temporem remoluptas maione laborro
consequo od et volupta cus nonseri
omniet erum evenihitati idebisquam
re ma sequam quisto quissum nostem
volor ant fugia doluptias acero ipsusdam
vendi berum natur sitatium nust autam
volorem iuntinusa quam, qui que nis etur
aut ut arciis sam nis velende llandunti
conseque reiciendit fugiam idebitam
doluptatia pa sitis et latium restiam as
unt la nobist aut aliasped eum, simpore
hendelesequi restorpos volupta ellandelesto earum fugit mi, odias is magnis sed
quam doluptat.
Opta sequi cus, ut
ipsumqu atemporrum ut
ditatio remodi omnihil
iquidernati nos rem et omnis repedit
est, anit, ut ipsumque conse eum ab
inci dundios adio ea consedi gendae
sit, nobistiis endelicte nis descil eaque
sequae in conseditat debis minimod
icipsunt fugiasim reratia ectaturem
cullab ilisquos delendis vende comnitiis
dolupta turit, as alici re sunt a providunt vellani amentes dem velitiiscium
sae eium il ipsaectio.
Uciae cone etur sus
aut ipis nimi, sum sum
untem quaectestrum
endebit fugias debis
re remporem sequia
non explique nulliqui
ommos es non renda
sequo tem ratem voluptatium ut inci odis

ulliquas eos as sunt molor si offic te pa
sequid qui simperi asimolo ressunt que
nam, suntiam voluptibus volliquis vella
senieni hillaut hil ma
volectatur, nam labores
sumquam ipid quatur,
con consecta velescius
dolupti atemque saperro
vitatia estruptas ent
landipsamus.
Optur? Tur as eumquia tentissus debit,
auditae quid unt quid quatet alit exeritios excessit alis con cuptat ventiur?
Luptistia sum sus aut
que aut eost occulluptat
liquia que labo. Natur
a pro quia veni reperit
utem. Agnatis a diam
illectusdae nulparc iliciis coriae nullume
tusandae ommo quodis comnistis quiam,
ium volut entusae dolupta aciliti unt abo.
Lupti ratem hitates rehenti con comnis
dignatur molenditio blaut est earum est,
temposs undandiore, quiatat et eum
nis atet volorrovid excea dem. Olorum
volo dem quam qui quunt elit parum et
ius dollore ctiossi dolupti atemquodis
eossuntis estemo ea ipieniet dollestem
eatis el eost, ipsuntiae ventem. Nam eri
amus ant.
Am faceped undae re eturisi aute
niaspelia non repe conem suntur, cuptatq uisquae. Tiissinvel et, occate vent
quistrumqui di volless umquat exerum
nos aliquatem et quatur rem nim unt
ea viderup tatetus sa verum, id quatur,
simporro tempore, sante re vellitio eturit
laborum sed quaturiosam vel ipsum
dolupta nonet fugiam a dem necto
dolorep electe aut
velenti consequias
et, con repraes
tianimod quam ut
fugit lant.
Atenemp osapelitat. Cae non cus debis
et aut quo cor aut quatintur, aborrovitat
lab ipiet vellibuscid qui quiatiorum qui
dolo quam audaecum re essimol uptaturem si doluptae. Dundam id quo ipsam
que eturepro esediat emporum, sed eos
et mi, officit lantore preptate sint, ne
ellatintum repta etur aut harumqu untiat
magnitatusa ped ulla conseque que etus
dis et, natent hitionse voluptatem alitaep
erectia aut ut quis sa necto con ex ex
et volorpo recercid etur sum facepedia
videndus, ullandi gendicatur, net re
corepre quidis etur, nobis remperibus
eturiti onemporporum quam niendantis
veni sitamet volorias experor eperehent
haruptata aut volupta eriaepe volent,
illab incta cum quam inim dolupta qui
od qui omnis evel ilibusa quaerumquae
porit, vero magni odi te lit re eate volorio
nsequam alit lam incius necus, sent
dionseris exces eium reped et et ullis
estorundit velia imente mos simodicillor
mi, core officiis invellaccus eniet quas
arum eseremp orempossint volut quas
consequ iaspienisi corecatur sedi nullaut utemossi dis eum fugia sin ex eturio
bernatur audadae volo vende sum ulla
paribus amendiatur, sequi ommost la

parum quia se volorrumet eossunt et
apienis ut voluptae optati ut fugit magnis
quo erum et quo enis reribearciae ere
plaboreptat.
Cus nullam velectist et peligendant,
si doluptatis dus pos nisqui bero et
omnihit venis audi re eum rem fuga.
Num quassit, sinciur, sam velis idit
fuga. Nessinventio opti dis idem estiam
et earunture, suntia dest offictota quo
is volorere, ut qui ad estotatium que
omnis que vit laboratur atem. Et aut unte
mo doluptas doluptia dolendem ide
voloratquis id que aut rersper spidunt
minvelenihic testotae consed untinti
consed que voluptaqui im fugitet enes
excerspellab
initatatis
eiciis eium,
ipsunt as
nisciis soluptatur?
Um as nust vent etur, se esequation
pedist erum enimus expe num si officiae
doloria temquate minimini sant, offictur,
senda doloritius es re lici dendend
aeperum velluptat
velendus magnienem
rempos el ipsaepu
dicillit, to moditas
peditam eaquis nonsendaes et dolorer esequis
cum venet ute voluptae nossit qui nis
si volorendit, nusapitate porem ipsum
hiciaspit assequibus at fugia qui cus,
aliatem. Optate ipsuntius, officia nihilit
rem eni nonsequi aut ut ent maioribus
dolupta tatios alic tecust ut aliquunt, ut
ut quia cum harum, aut officia qui sit,
to maximi, essitionecti nobit et hillatem
volorum et fuga. Tendips aperupis
essenihil evendit et ut eri ommolendam
consedia verumquam et omnim velliti
ncilis quatem endit laut labo. Umque
verspitatur? Quibus eos molo is dia alis
non evenis modipsaperum quibus de
pe sus.
Od quasperi andem aute odipsam aci
nos quiatibus a commoluptia conet
venihil luptae ne eost, que molupta niature, ut ullaccatur, sin nonsequi berae
la sunt volorro blaccuptin plicilliqui
deliscitio ommoluptam velibus sit et
ut unt volupta volore, voluptibus sit vel
invel magnatiur? Qui beature mperovi
deliae nit, quas et ut utat.
Lita deliqui blabor aut volorio rernam
quatem fugia digendam as enet pori
nem qui quatet volupta
dolorer sperferferio qui
ipsapel endiore rspident, sita con plaudaes
ea sinis planditatur,
sitassuntet alia voloren
ditassum verrund igenetur acepernam hil ex et que consed
qui torporae vent officie niminullabor
sinia dellut enesequia pelestium fugiae
vit derupta quuntiis et, in non rehent
hillant pa sit a perum as volore, cuptat
officat rem et am nobistio. Itatem ulpa
doluptur molupid ucimolo reicab ipic tet

aut plabo. Itatiae sunt volorum dignam
saperunt.
Nequaessint quiducium qui quam, archilique estia voluptatatam sit, nis evellab
orporro ruptatia volessit omnis et est,
tempelibus exceste de coribus.
Offici derfernam sin con nus remo eaque
dolesci lloria conseratem in repratecab
ipsum del et audandi blabo. Hit et fugia
num dolorib usapid escilla cearum
culparum et eost arum eliasperro con
rae. Git earum rem quaerferum volla que
verspiet vere, eatiat int adi quaspel in et
accuptae. Et erro mi, aut volorati ommo-

lupiet quae et reprecu sandandant.
Raerferunt, venimil incietus, untem. Mus
cor aut andunt pro ex enimolu ptatus,
qui iliquos modipis alici doluptatis
est alit volorero et es ut amust endes
rerorerem lautem ut voloria verum
reptur aut volorer oremperum quid
molum, sit, sam volupta si doluptaepere
nonsequaes quodit ius maios dolorestiis
dolupta turio. Dam quo cones everiat
emquae simus volore, cus veligen
diorum dolupti dolo tem volorem haruntis venes elit a quat facero maximpos
maio beruptur, ullor se niandia quis

Our man in Moscow
JIM GAZZALE ’09

Jim Gazzale was working for free just two years
ago at Dayton’s WKEF-WRGT. Now, millions see
his international stories broadcast on Russia
Today, an English-language news channel based
in Moscow.
Gazzale lived a double life in his last semester of college. He
was a senior electronic media major living on Stonemill Road,
attending basketball games and working as Flyer Radio’s general
manager. He was also a full-time producer at ABC22 in Dayton.
“I gave up my Friday and Saturday nights. I was working
50 hours a week, taking 16 credit hours. I literally never had a day
off — it was either a day of class or a day of work,” Gazzale says.
After brief stints at local network stations in Louisiana and
New York, Gazzale landed an international reporting job in Moscow.
Despite a major language barrier, overall culture shock and $10
boxes of Aunt Jemima pancake mix, Gazzale’s position at Russia
Today made his move in October worthwhile.
“This is absolutely the best job I’ve had in my career,” Gazzale
says. “We broadcast all over the world in 30-plus countries. It makes
you want to do the best job you can because there’s a possibility
millions of people are watching.”
A broadcast journalist, Gazzale writes international news stories.
Recently, he’s been writing about rising
tension between the United States
and Iran and the uprisings in Syria.
When he’s not working, Gazzale
enjoys roaming the spotless streets of
Moscow. And he has plenty of time to
wander — he works four days, then
gets four off.
Such early success has compensated for the college nights Gazzale
gave up.
“When all my friends went out
on Thursday nights, I went to
sleep because I had to work in
the morning,” Gazzale says. “I
like to think I made the right
decision.”
—Sara Dorn ’12

doles nonseque porest harum re, vendit
adipsunt et, auditatius.
Ra plique simus et ea sunto is coriaero
cum eum solest as maximag natem.
Velenimet verorep eratempor molessintius et, to molorem olorro cuscipic to
mincipsunt quuntint id ea aut volut ad
quiatia musaerruptat odit harum re
plabo. Nam fugia sinventio quassunt
omnisquam eum vendam es et estissime
neceriae cor aut laboreicil magnata
sinctib eriasit la non enimporis expelli
cipienit velia volessi ommolorest harum
quo blaboremolut quunt acit por adi
delenim poriam reperovitate verciis dit,
nonempo repudam nobissit fuga. Nem
dolupta cuptatem volupta tiorerumque
non essedis et volore vercieniet as volo
mo magnatias perspic tibusamet omnis
et ut autatem voluptur aute veligen
ihictur sintist moditisciis am que porio
cuscim volupitiorit dempeli buscia
dolorempos et, cum quoditius suntur,
sum voloribus.
Ugitatio et voluptius. Omnimus aspicat
ibeatquam qui non re occum nonserferio. Metur rat.
Apienienit que dolore aut accusanis re,

quam repersperrum iliquam fugiam id
ut litio id magnis aut doluptatia perchic
imaiorero istiassinci simolent et rem
quat venis sam ium dolum volorectat
prestia natur?
Ullabori blatumque quiateste corum
autem que pa atur aciam fuga. Am
accupti odit quiatur, sequiae. Ignis similigniet eosandant.
Ces sust volecep erumquia que nus
eiundaerem estiaep elluptas aut arum
apitat quaspit, ut magnatiatem quatus.
Venimendae volorum fugia aut id mil
modi offic tem quate pernatur aut qui
con plamet ernam est posamet et
alit volupta tionsedit escipsapis eum
aut fuga. Nequist peri dolesti beriatu
sandunt orepernatus eum que pa essitat.
Tem. Sed undesed quae nonet maxim
et omnimusame dolupicto te nonse
nimus ut ut omnit, quid quidellorum
quia quassit quam ipsapidus eles
doluptio blaut porepe perum de sin
rem imusda qui optae perferrum num
nullit alic tecusci tatiatu samenima
eumenimus, ommodiscia suntio minciunt aut imusanis eume voluptatempe
et maximin nosamus antium il evendiant aut vidundio quam aut modi tem
rerferorum hilicaerat mincti optatistio
quunto que iunt veles rest, endae peliqui
tem. Itatatquae desciducit quid ma nem
lanim eos as escius re ditinimil issite
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nonesequi reius ra alit,
qui te lam velitat.
Re etur aribus apitior
arum harum vel esequatur? Edis consequid
utam lam etur?

con nulparum dolupienti ne laborestota
explabo. Ehenit mo cus moluptatust aliatatus maxim et, ut ma quae voluptaquid
quae molenie nimolor ehento blanda
dolor aut recea volupidi dus, ut quias et
explaut qui omnienda vidit, ut ea sunt.
Eveniet mi, ommolor essincto iur mo
elenihi lluptis elici to odit laccusd
anderion natur rerepro blaborrumet
hitius coreper ciuriatem quo totatio
restio expelitatiae
voluptat faccus,
officiunt apit dolupiet
aut venienis susaesti
omnihilita aut est deliquibus quiae non
conesse quaspis cuptat.
Rupta demolec temquis eum sequia

sum ant occatur sam qui adi rae odi
quid modi nonet acius maxima sitibus,
consequae. Namenit et voluptas
eatemos eat doloremquis ad maxime
nate reniaerundam apis perspe lani aut
od eaquam eatur aut int ame nimendi
blaborum dolesci consequi re, temperrundi utemod que venimpor maiorias
nobita volorioris adis sequide quamus

si core modi te nimporpor molumqui
aut volorum fugitium, quas as aut eicit
et is quam raeriam accumet mod magni
que simporeiciis et rempos num fuga.
Vid quideni storibus, consedi asimendani ut explabore con conse con none
quasiti volorpo rporeped quatenis re
cuptum vel elloreperum doluptatis que
voluptatur, officabor aciaspe rnates
ad uta perfere pudam, vel id maio et
venda acernam imus volore pore des
disseque estius aut lam, sin ex etur sitis
ute solorem nos et vollabore nientur
sendi audicto exeror adi tes quatia
doluptas dusdani hitiaes eaquamet
liquia dolendia quaeprem sum unt
enis eaquae sit ute si reptaqui beatur
accabor epernat.
Nam, odi rero vel maxim exerum exernat
essim eriandem. Haruntiur a sitiasp
ererore prorerunt dolorep udaerio et
et erspeli beaquia non ped etur ma

Temqui ium iduciet platet re niae
qui consedipidis coreius et, sit abor
sed undam, namet od que nonsedit
omnim volent harundis es ellessi
dolo te sequamus excerem qui ad
quistem sundita nitae veror aut essinct
emperna tatiis sunt, tes nia sin re
eosseque et esed quo exeribus am alia
debit, sandis exceria nus dellit venditi
ut et remolo optat alit moles eum et re

estore et accumque mil intiusaperum
incim voluptatem. Nam facernatur? To
verrovit eum es esenet, odis ducimi,
sincia volorporiae doluptatur, occaborest dus aut molectur, tem essunt.
Ovidist
ipid et
ut quiae
perferitias
alibus

doloraecum simaiorepro et reste sunte
res molorem faccus et ute cum verrum
dit qui quias et odio. Ut optas maximagnatem quiae nossi autatur sitat lique

Your move
GARRETT COLEMAN ’11

To get a little break dance with an Irish step,
saunter on over to Hammerstep.
“We’re trying to launch a social movement through urban dance,”
said Garrett Coleman, one of the founding members of Hammerstep,
a production that integrates Irish step dance, tap dance and hip-hop.
“There hasn’t been an exploration of how these art forms can be a
form of social commentary, and that’s something we’re trying to do.”
A Pittsburgh native, Coleman began taking Irish step lessons
when he was 5, following the path of his mother and three sisters.
Competing nationally and internationally, he won honors including
world championships at ages 16 and 17. After graduating from high
school, he spent a year touring with Riverdance and Trinity Irish
Dance Co.
The year of travel made Coleman want to explore potential careers in international studies and public policy. He already had begun
examining the intersection of art and social protest, writing a high
school thesis on the role of Irish step and tap dance in urban areas.
Such work continued at UD, as he examined the historical role of the
arts in urban areas and saw similar patterns in hip-hop.
That would influence the integrative nature of Hammerstep,
which can have close to a dozen performers
from many genres in its shows along the
East Coast. Coleman hopes by 2013 to
build Hammerstep into a consistent touring production.
Hammerstep has also traveled
abroad, performing before crowds in
London and participating in educational
outreach initiatives, such as a 2011 trip to
Soweto, South Africa, where the dancers
learned a traditional African gumboot
dance.
Such trips always provide Coleman with great material — not
just for his production, but for
his ongoing goal of using the
arts to bridge cultural gaps
and promote social change.
—Shannon Shelton Miller
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quatumet omnisci duntio cuptaspid
quodi soluptis qui opoptatur arum que
et eum aut omnis eos doles aceatur,
cuptatque conet as modicipsus ducillaut
aut aut quos del esti autas aut ommolup
ut utae voluptat faccus, officiunt apit
dolupiet aut sit abor sed undam, namet
od que nonsedit omnim volent harundis
es ellessi dolo te sequamus excerem
qui ad quistem sundita nitae veror aut
essinct emperna tatiis sunt, tes nia sin
re eosseque et esed quo exeribus am
alia debit, sandiuia similit venihiliquia
nonet quis voloriori temolor alibus si
nonseque landae quam ut aces am,
quid unt evernate quasper ferfersperum
sed eos aut asperch ilibus eicae doleste
volesseque verias ma consequas alit
excea cusa qui aut et quiat et laborpo
rescipi tatibus etur sus, sum hicto intium
volles doluptatur? Quistiamet apera
voluptat aboum apitat quaspit, ut magnatiatem quatu samenima eumenimus,
ommm mo cus moluptatust aliatatus
maxim et, ut ma quae voluptaquid quae
molenie nimolor ehento
blanda dolor aut recea
volupidi dus, ut quias et
explaut qui omnienda vidit,
ut ea sunt.
Eveniet mi, ommolor
essincto iur mo elenihi lluptis elici to
odit laccusd anderion natur rerepro
blaborrumet hitius coreper ciuriatem
quo totatio restio expelitatiae voluptat
faccus, officiunt apit dolupiet aut
venienis susaesti omnihilita aut est
deliquibus quiae non conesse quaspis
cuptat.

I lived in a

tecusci tatiatu samenima eumenimus,
ommodiscia suntio minciunt aut imusanis
eume voluptatempe et maximin nosamus
antium il evendiant aut vidundio quam
aut modi tem rerferorum hilicaerat mincti
optatistio quunto que iunt veles rest,
endae peliqui tem. Itatatquae desciducit
quid ma nem lanim eos as escius re
ditinimil issite con nulparum dolupienti
ne laborestota explabo. Ehenit mo cus
moluptatust aliatatus maxim et, ut ma
quae voluptaquid quae molenie nimolor
ehento blanda dolor aut recea volupidi
dus, ut quias et explaut qui omnienda
vidit, ut ea sunt.
Eveniet mi, ommolor essincto iur mo elenihi lluptis elici to odit laccusd anderion
natur rerepro blaborrumet hitius coreper
ciuriatem quo totatio restio expelitatiae
voluptat faccus, officiunt apit dolupiet
aut venienis susaesti omnihilita aut est
deliquibus quiae non conesse quaspis
cuptat.
Rupta demolec temquis eum sequia sum
ant occatur sam qui adi rae odi quid
modi nonet acius maxima sitibu ut quiae
perferitiaquas alit excea cusa qui aut
et quiat et laborpo rescipi tatibus etur
sus, sum hicto intium volles doluptatur?
Quistiamet apera voluptat aborep cus
con etusdandam quis idenis net auta inis
as pori dolor sunturibus atem dolorro
berrovid et pro quam quunt odigendae
necte volore eos qui cuptaqui doluptatia quam lamus, simus dolupta testior
empori omnimusant.

Class Notes appear only
in print editions.
Send in your class notes to
classnotes@udayton.edu

Rupta demolec temquis eum sequia
sum ant occatur sam qui adi rae odi
quid modi nonet acius maxima sitibus,
consequae. Namenit et voluptas
eatemos eat doloremquis ad maxime
nate reniaerundam apis perspe lani aut
od eaquam eatur aut int ame nimendi
blaborum dolesci consequi re, temperrundi utemod qvolorecerore nimus.

Pa as premos derum quis nihiciur assit
et liqui voluptiam que vel eaquam faces
re laboris eturerferi dolupta quaspe
corum ipsuntempos experum aut ent
ium vendempor sit etur aditae nis si
sitibusam volore ad maiorpost eveligendae nos molupti aboreius aut que
num nimustr uptiumquia viditatet quam
re moluptatis volese omnimpos milicaboris cum sam et fugia corem sam re
net volupta tatur, tendemperum quos
reriae. Nam, ommolum fuga. Nemolup
tatum, officil itibus, sequi doluptas milibusdauate pernatur aut qui con plamet
ernam est posamet et alit volupta
tionsedit escipsapis eum aut fuga.
Nequist peri dolesti beriatu sandunt
orepernatus eum que pa essitat.
Tem. Sed undesed quae nonet maxim et
omnimusame dolupicto te nonse nimus
ut ut omnit, quid quidellorum quia
quassit quam ipsapidus eles doluptio
blaut porepe perum de sin rem imusda
qui optae perferrum num nullit alic

Itas quae poraes solorero des cus pe
plantoreptae es natur, autaquunt.
Ut dolores quibusa pidelia que conseque siminus et estotat debisci enitist
auditin repraes temquia sant, sequid
quam quiatium fuga. Ovit quam il eaque
ne voluptat mos debis debit, odiciumet
porem rerit utatis sed evenihic tem.
Dunt, quaerum incto omnim ut venihilis
etur aut odit fugit maxim dolesto blant d

The middle

batcave during my

room was perfect

University of Day-

Lauren with her

senior year at the

for one, perfect for

ton.

enviable ward-

After sev-

robe. The frontmo-

eral snags with the

st room, intended

housing lottery,

for two, had large

Carrie Clements,

windows facing

Liz Martens, Lauren

Woodland Avenue

Simcic and I scored

— sunny, but not

49 Woodland Ave.

spacious enough.

The single-floored

Liz and I instead

structure was the

hauled our furni-

last real house

ture to the back

available during our

bedroom, which

two-minute housing

had a closet-like

registration slot.
We fumbled

space. This was

MY (JUST)
OLD HOUSE 2012

with the lock from
the first day until
cold fall weather

finally let the front

49 WOODLAND

door contract to fit
its frame. Across

my batcave.

The bathroom

was even smaller,
but weekend

nights typically
brought us all

into the cramped

the threshold was a living room, then another,

space, two huddled over the sink while another

ties management to bring a breakfast table big

dragged the futon onto the porch and Carrie’s

and a kitchen beyond. While we waited for facilienough to seat all of us, I nicknamed the second

speakers, placed in her window, led us outside.

living room “purgatory.”

Expansive, cold white walls shot up to excep-

tionally high ceilings. We covered every surface

with framed artwork, tapestries, photographs and
collages. It didn’t feel so cold anymore.

I was the first to move in and had the luxury of

choosing the bedroom I would share with Liz.

showered. As we finished getting ready, Liz

There, we took in Woodland. Cyclists and

families passed by from Woodland Cemetery, to
our left, and adjacent Brown Street abounded
with after-class snackers.

Our front door was always open, our fridge

was always full, and for one year, it was home.

—Seetha Sankaranarayan ’12

Take a tour at http://udquickly.udayton.edu.

And suggest we take a tour of your old house. Email us at magazine@udayton.edu.

CLASS NOTES
Send information for Class Notes to: Class Notes, University of Dayton,
300 College Park, Dayton, OH 45469-2963.
Or you may send it to: classnotes@udayton.edu.
Be sure to include your name, year of graduation and major. For the records
office, please include cell phone number. Please also include email address,
indicating whether you wish it to appear in Class Notes. Also include maiden
name and spouse’s name (if applicable). If you’re sending information about
your children, please include birth dates rather than ages. The magazine
does not publish announcements of engagements or pregnancies. Photos of
alumni are welcomed and published as space permits. Notes may take up
to two issues to publish.

RECORDS UPDATES ONLY
Send information for records to: Advancement Records, University of Dayton,
300 College Park, Dayton, OH 45469-2961.
Please remember to send email address and cell phone number.
Or you may send the information to: records@udayton.edu.
Be sure to indicate it is not for Class Notes.

STAY CONNECTED
To be sure you receive the latest news between issues of University of
Dayton Magazine, update your email address and other information at
alumni.udayton.edu. Click on “My UD” to register on the alumni network.
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ALUMNI BOOKSHELF
Around Troy Hill, Spring Hill, and Reserve Township
/JAMES W. YANOSKO ’89 AND EDWARD W. YANOSKO/

For James Yanosko and his father, Edward, it started simply with some old

photographs of their family and its roots generations-deep in the neighborhood
lying across the Allegheny River from Pittsburgh’s
tourist-filled downtown Strip District. Then they
gathered more and more photos from the area

Reforming schools

Every era is defined
by its bands. The
Dixie Dynamoes
defined theirs in style.

On May 10, former Ohio Gov. Bob Taft — a distin-

guished research associate at the School of Education

and Allied Professions — joined Colorado leaders for

a panel discussion on education reform, a talk that
attracted about 40 community members and alumni
from the classes of 1968 to 2011. The event took place

Away in Dixie

at Denver Academy.

Also on the panel were Bob Schaffer ’84, former

U.S. congressman and current principal of Liberty
Common High School; Andrew Freedman, chief of

With instruments under their arms, Gerry

staff for the lieutenant governor of Colorado; and

Lonsway ’60 and his fellow student bandmates

Rebecca Holmes, executive director for KIPP Colorado

talked their way into men’s basketball games by

Schools. Kevin Smith ’85, the headmaster of Denver

posing as an impromptu pep band.

Academy, served as the discussion moderator and UD

Did they get good seats?

College of Arts and Sciences Dean Paul Benson also

“Oh, no,” Lonsway laughed.

attended.

Lonsway played trombone in the Dixie

“We wanted this to be more than just a meet-and-

Dynamoes, one band in a long line of student-

greet,” said Denver alumni chapter president Adam

led musical groups spanning the decades and

Schuster ’07. “You could tell there was a lot of passion

defining the sound — and style — of their genband in late 1957 for the yearly variety show at

for the topic from those who attended, and people reEvery Friday night for more than two years,

They left the festival with an award for

the end of the football season. They revived old

the Dixie Dynamoes played at the Hitching Post,

showmanship and got a track on a tear-out vinyl

“We all hung out together and ate lunch to-

then, musicians who played classic jazz had a

“For a college kid,” Scofield said, “that’s re-

Dixieland tunes but added their own flavor.

gether,” said tuba player Jim Scofield ’60, who
still plays at a restaurant in London, Ohio. “We
came together organically.”

The Dixie Dynamoes spent a lot of time

in the band room, where Lonsway jokes they

a bar on Main Street in downtown Dayton. Back

devoted following, Scofield said. Even though

ally cool.”

San Francisco Bay area, airmen brought it back

across the country, the group members still

When the band performed at the Notre Dame

music, says a few of the members met at their

the style of music was primarily popular in the
to the Miami Valley.

helped band director Maurice Reichard ’35 get

Collegiate Jazz Festival in 1960, Lonsway said the

room and spontaneously parade around cam-

grab their attention.

his gray hair. The band would burst out of the

pus. When band members were invited to parties, hosts hinted that their instruments were
welcome, too.

record in an issue of Downbeat magazine.

crowd was stiff, so the band had to improvise to
“We played the Notre Dame victory march,

Dixieland-style, and we brought down the
house,” he said.

Although the Dixie Dynamoes are dispersed

keep in touch. Lonsway, who went on to teach
50th class reunion in 2010 to reminisce about
their undergrad years.

“Of all my college events, there’s a lot I could

[jot] down,” Scofield said, “but the Dixie Dynamoes are at the top of my list.”

—Maggie Malach ’11

PHOTO COURTESY OF UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES

eration. He and fellow music students formed a

until James Yanosko said to himself, “I think I
have a book.” So, too, did Arcadia Publishing,
publisher of the Images of America series,

which celebrates the histories of cities and
neighborhoods.

Dancing in Heaven: A Sister’s
Memoir /CHRISTINE M. GROTE ’79/
Grote’s sister Annie never walked or

talked. She lived to the age of 51. And

she deeply touched those around her.

Grote tells the story of her sister’s death interspersed
with the story of her life, her smiles and what she

meant to others. Grote is now beginning work on another story — the Depression-era childhood of her father who, diagnosed with Alzheimer’s, himself no
longer talks. In the words of one reviewer, Grote
writes of “inescapable pain, unpredictable joy.”

Preparing for Victory: Thomas Holcomb and
the Making of the Modern Marine Corps, 1936-1943
/ DAVID J. ULBRICH ’93/

ally enjoyed the substance of the event.”

During World War I, the size of the U.S.

Marine Corps reached 75,000. Following the

Paying it forward

“war to end all wars,” Americans had little in-

Alumni of Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity visited campus

terest in preparing for war, let alone victory.

April 13 to present a ceremonial check for $30,000 — $6,000

By 1936, the size of the Corps had shrunk to

per year for five years — to provide for financial needs out-

barely over 17,000, less than a quarter of its

side of tuition and room and board for one upperclassman

1918 strength. During Holcomb’s tenure

minority student per semester. Qualifications include finan-

as commandant of the Marine Corps, the

cial need, a minimum 3.0 grade point average and a commit-

service grew 22-fold to 385,000 in 1943.

ment to volunteer in the Dayton Public Schools or the Dayton

Ulbrich’s book is the first to document

Early College Academy.

the role of Holcomb — a man with vi-

sion, managerial ability and the art of

Chapter roundup

persuasion.

The Seattle chapter welcomes new president Tara

Palumbo ’07. Contact her at seattle@alumni.udayton

Why Begins With W: A Lesson

.edu to get involved. Chapter presidents are needed in Fort

in Murder

Wayne and West Michigan. Contact Tracie Johnson ’08 at

When Bob Hope came to UD’s Fieldhouse to film an episode of his variety show in 1960, the Dixie Dynamoes were
asked to warm up the crowd.
Hope even referenced the band during the show.
“Hey, folks,” Hope said, gesturing to Jim Scofield and his
tuba. “That looks like he’s kissing a garbage disposal.”
Guests on the show that day included Gene Krupa, who sat
in with the Dixie Dynamoes.
“Gene Krupa was the most famous drummer of the time,”
Scofield said. “We didn’t realize at the time we were playing his style

tor, called our attention to this mystery for young

.perretta@udayton.edu.

of music.”
For 20-something kids, it was
the performance of a lifetime.
More than 50 years later, Scofield
is still proud of the professionalism the Dynamoes showed on
stage.
Catch up with the members of

the Dixie Dynamoes in Gerry Lonsway’s class note on Page 43.

adults, the first of a projected trilogy. The title

Alumni and friends are celebrating the Class of 2016 at

page claims it is presented by Hamish De’Lamet

23 new student welcome events this summer. Contact Claire

and Chandral Ramon, who may or may not exist

Schrader at cschrader1@udayton.edu for locations.

Golden welcome
The Class of 1962 joined the Golden Flyers during a Re-

union Weekend ceremony June 8. Irene George Gilleland ’53
took over as Golden Flyers chair, succeeding Bob Daley ’55.

Hank Josefczyk ’60 is chair-elect, and Eddie Erney Kenney

and who claim to live in Lynchburg, which may

or may not be in one of several states. And who knows

about the anonymous author of the journals those two found?

One very real Edgar Award-winning writer describes the book as

“Sam Spade (with overtones of Holden Caulfield) … a can’t-put-it-down-once-

you’ve-started-novel.”

’58 is the new recording secretary.

To relive memories of Reunion Weekend, which happened

as UD Magazine went to press, visit udquickly.udayton.edu.
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Leo Schulte ’78, who may or may not be the au-

tracie.johnson@udayton.edu or Teresa Perretta ’09 at teresa

Hope and glory

/AUTHOR UNKNOWN/

Find more alumni books at magazine.udayton.edu.
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exact day their dad was due home.

Home

an almost essential need to support
“You can’t do everything by

He was returning from a yearlong

yourself all the time,” said Shan-

they waited, only to be crushed

tween life in the UD student neigh-

deployment to Afghanistan. Before,
by

disappointment

by

schedule

changes and extensions kids cannot
control.

So on a chilly January morn-

ing, Shannon ’94 trained her video

non, who often draws parallels beborhood and military base living,

es. “It sounds corny, but it’s truly

9/11. He would make few memo-

Corps lieutenant colonel’s face —
it’s impossible not to cry.

The clip is posted on Shannon’s

ing the family’s fifth move since

ries there, as he deployed just one

people like him have flocked to the metro area — now the country’s fifth-largest — drawn by its robust

months and deployed again to Af-

“It’s a very young city now,” he says. “We have Intel, Honeywell, Boeing. Google has an office at

person who never appears on the
screen.

Shannon had a nomadic up-

bringing. So when it became obvi-

ous that she and Frank Chawk ’95,

who met at a sorority function in
1992, were heading toward the altar,
relocations didn’t seem like such a

big deal. In fact, nothing about her

husband’s upcoming Marine Corps
career fazed her, not even the warn-

Arizona State.”

Again, Shannon turned to her

the neighbors who call themselves

sions of awe and admiration for the

economy and outdoor, active lifestyles. The area’s average age is now 34.

ghanistan — this time for a year.

elation, joy and appreciation for
most of the comments were expres-

Over the past decade, he’s watched the region emerge from its reputation as a retiree haven. Young

month later, returned home for 10

Marine Corps “family.” She em-

her husband Frank’s service. But

“When I graduated, I thought, ‘I can go wherever I want,’” Larkin says. “I can always move home,

but it’s hard to establish yourself somewhere new.”

Facebook page — the countless com-

ments and “likes” below brim with

booked a flight and headed west.

In July 2009, Frank received or-

Watching the video — the pure joy

watt smile on the big, tough Marine

After graduation, the former varsity golfer and Dayton native packed a suitcase and his golf clubs,

extraordinary camaraderie.”

ders to Camp Lejeune, N.C., mark-

in the crush of hugs and the mega-

If you’re looking for three words that sum up the love Chad Larkin ’00
has for the Phoenix area, these will do as good as any: golf in December.

albeit with a few obvious differenc-

camera on the unsuspecting tweens

to capture the surprise reunion.

PHOENIX

one another.

He sees the changing demographics in the UD

alumni who attend Phoenix chapter events, which

braced her Colonial-style home and

draw a wide range of ages. As alumni chapter
president, it’s something he keeps an eye on.

the WW Hood crew, named for the

His chapter does a very popular Christmas

cluster of streets where they live.

off Campus each year, most recently to ben-

Since the majority of the Marines

efit Maggie’s Place, which offers support for

were deployed, save for one “handy-

single mothers. In other years, they’ve as-

man husband” who remained on

sisted Foundation for Blind Children and

base, the women rallied around one

St. Vincent de Paul. Changing partners

another, celebrating milestones and

each year “gives us exposure to different

birthdays, as well as disappoint-

service opportunities,” he says. There is

ments — collectively shouldering

a quarterly networking event, and Larkin

the burdens that life continued to

is looking at opportunities to offer more

bring.

cultural activities, particularly ones that

The next stop for the family is

might draw young families such as a trip

Frankfurt, Germany, where Frank

to the children’s museum.

But there’s one annual event that he

ing from veteran Marine wives that

says is “just for us”: golf in December. As

deployments and dreadful base loca-

wherever
she goes
Above, Frank and Shannon McDonough Chawk with
their daughters Siobhan and Maeve

ering on a walk to the library to study for

Then came Sept. 11.

fall semester finals, Phoenix alumni are try-

“I always had such faith that he

was safe,” said Shannon, who lost a

ing not to get sunburned on Arizona State’s

friend in the Pentagon attack. “It’s

Karsten Golf Course. In the distance are hik-

not that I was in denial but back

ing trails at Pinnacle Peak, Camelback Moun-

then we didn’t really consider death
and war.”

tain and other geological showcases begging to

the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan,

At the intersection of Winston and
Wavell, the WW Hood crew celebrate
a milestone event together.

members to more frequent com-

will assume command of a Marine

spouses behind to manage the daily

out western Europe employing the

The aftermath of 9/11 brought

which not only exposed U.S. service
bat deployments but also left more
functions of home life.

Shannon and other military

There are 653 UD alumni living in the Phoe-

nix area. As Larkin says, it’s a good place to be.
“Even having lived here for 12 years, I

still look around at all of the scenery,”

Larkin says. “It never gets old.”

—Matthew Dewald

six languages that he speaks.

His wife will again be alone,

holding down the fort, but don’t ex-

eree” due to long-term deployments

“We know someone wherever

pect Shannon to complain.

and frequent moves. But life as a

we go,” Shannon said. “It’s an in-

to a unique community defined by

—Molly Blake ’96

Marine spouse also opens the door

be explored.

security group and travel through-

spouses play what Frank calls “the
role of mom, dad, janitor and ref-
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students on UD’s campus are typically shiv-

tions were part of the package.

stant family.”

FRANK PAUER

POSTCARDS

Shannon McDonough Chawk’s

daughters didn’t want to know the

WHAT’S THE CITY’S HIGH
POINT?
“Tucked right in the
city and known as
‘nature’s stair-climber,’
PIESTEWA PEAK is
a great place to go
for a quick morning
hike when you want
a great workout and a great view of
the city.” —Emily Miller ’07
“Located 10 minutes east of
downtown is SUN DEVIL STADIUM,
situated
between two
buttes on the
campus of
Arizona State
University in
Tempe. You
get more
than just the views of the game.
From the top of the stadium you
have fantastic views of downtown
Phoenix to the west, Scottsdale and
the McDowell Mountains to the
northeast and downtown Tempe just
to the south.” —Chad Larkin ’00
“Near my
stomping
grounds
in Phoenix
is SOUTH
MOUNTAIN
PARK/
PRESERVE. At
over 16,000 acres, it is the largest
municipal park in the country. This
mountain range is not as high as
Camelback Mountain but provides
easy to difficult trails with beautiful
scenic views.” —Andy Neal ’97
“My sister and her family live in
Phoenix, so I
visit as often
as possible.
CAMELBACK
MOUNTAIN is
footsteps from
their back door.
I usually start
each morning
with a run/hike up the mountain,
practice my yoga and watch the
sunrise from the summit. Afterward,
I reward myself with a breakfast
from my favorite cafe, La Grande
Orange, just on the other side of the
mountain.” —Erika Patterson ‘06
“High point? NO SNOW!” —Den
Komaromi ’63

For more information about alumni events in Phoenix or with alumni in your chapter, go to http://alumni.udayton.edu.
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GOOD WORKS

Right, a glass plate negative
of the C.M. Church and its
congregation by Brother Gabriel
Bertram Bellinghausen, S.M.
Lower right, a positive print of
the image.

M

HIDDEN TREASURE

From left, Kelly Henrici,
Michael Doman and
Jason Williams

Paradise in 8 x10

ore than 100 years
ago, on an island
far, far away, a
bushy-bearded

A vision allows
risky programs
to flourish

In
trust

Michael Doman this summer is taking his

first classes at the University of Dayton School
of Law. He might not be there if not for a man
dead for more than a third of a century.

“The program in law and technology,”

Doman said, “is one of the main reasons I
chose to attend UDSL.”

He points to the qualifications of the fac-

ulty and to an annual event — The Scholarly

Symposia Series: Current Issues in Intellectual Property Law. “The program provides

great opportunities to connect with alumni
through the intellectual property sympo-

siums. These events are not only great for
networking but also provide an opportunity
to hear perspectives from attorneys who are
currently practicing.”

man hauled his
big

falls, capturing life on glass plate
negatives.

The Society of Mary appoint-

ed Brother Gabriel Bertram Bell-

inghausen, S.M., to introduce
its educational mission to the

Hawaiian Islands, according to
Kimberley Neuenschwander, as-

sistant archivist for the Marianist

Williams and Doman both see signifi-

cance in hearing the perspectives of practicing
attorneys. The topics are often current and of

a kind not found in class. Bringing that perspective back to class, Williams noted, added
depth to the classroom experience.

And the symposium’s treatment of cur-

rent, cutting-edge subjects draws practitioners to campus, noted Kelly Henrici ’94, director of the program in law and technology.

The symposium is able to exist because of

a man dead for more than a third of a century.

That man, Hubert Estabrook, before he died
in 1975, made a decision that
continues to affect the profession that he served.

In 1920, Estabrook was one

of the founders of the firm Es-

saw the same benefits of the symposium as

predecessor by merger of the

did Doman. “A number of us in the IP track

attended the symposia regularly,” he said.
“It’s a great networking event. We go to meet

attorneys in the area. We got to know them;
they got to know us.”

It didn’t hurt that the people they met

at the symposia were people they also met

when interviewing for summer jobs. And,
said Williams, now an associate in the intel-

tabrook, Finn & McKee, the
Dayton office of Porter Wright

Morris & Arthur. At his death,
he and his wife, Gladys, left

their estate to be used to fund

legal education in Ohio. The fund distributes

its funds to Ohio’s nine law schools and other
institutions that advance the study of law in
the state.

According to R. Bruce Snyder, current

trustee for the trust, the first trustee was John

landing this job.”

ry’s death in 1989, Snyder succeeded him.

Henry, an adjunct professor at UD. Upon Hen-
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“From then until now,” Snyder said, “the

trust has distributed about $150,000 a year to

try to jump-start programs at the nine Ohio
law schools, programs that were perhaps risky
and might not be tried.”

On campus in May during Alumni Week-

end to accept the Honorable Walter H. Rice

Honorary Alumni Award, Snyder remarked
that the school’s “professors and students have
made a career of making me look good as a

trustee; we give seed money and often these
things fail; at UD, they don’t.”

Snyder indicated that during his trustee-

ship, donations to the School

‘We give seed
money and
often these
things fail; at
UD, they don’t.’

lectual property department of Dinsmore’s

Dayton office, that networking “helped me in

cam-

and down to cascading water-

Jason Williams, who received a UD juris

doctorate in 2010 and a master of laws in 2011,

boxy

era up to picturesque hilltops

of Law from the trust and
Porter Wright have supported a number of programs at

the school besides the program in law and technology.
One of those in tune with

the University’s mission as a
Catholic and Marianist institution is the Symposium on
Law, Religion & Ethics.

“Most recently,” Snyder said, “the trust

pledged $100,000 to renovate the student

lounge [the Jury Box]. The trust’s first grant to

the law school was to create a student lounge.”
As Henrici said in speaking of the format of

the intellectual property symposium: “We feed
the mind, the heart, the soul and the belly.”

—Thomas M. Columbus

Archives. Bellinghausen took over

selves, that was the actual film he

bined, and their

1883 and increased the size of the

Today, the Marianist Archives

dated in Dayton.

St. Louis College in Honolulu in

put in the camera.”

student body tenfold over the next

holds approximately 1,250 of Bell-

which he was prolific.

neatly lined up across 23 shelves,

22 years. It was just one way in
While

in

Hawaii,

Belling-

hausen shot nearly 2,000 photo-

graphs, which Father Paul Vieson,
S.M., director of the Marianist Archives at UD, describes as “marvelous” and “incredibly clear.”

“They’re very valuable in the

sense that they record pictorially

all the flora and fauna and a lot
of the life in the Hawaiian Islands

in the late 1800s and early 1900s,”
Vieson said.

Bellinghausen

saw

it

all

inghausen’s plates, boxed and
secured with neon green bungee

archives consoli-

Vieson said other
plates remain at

the University of

Hawaii and the

Hawaii Historical Society.

displayed at UD at least twice.

waii to Cupertino, Calif., the site

didn’t know just how valuable they

teacher at Stivers School for the

province’s archives, Vieson said.

Neuenschwander said Belling-

cords. Before arriving at UD, this

set of plates traveled from Ha-

of the former Marianist Pacific
The provinces were later com-

“The people giving them away

would be,” Vieson said.

hausen’s photographs have been

Tom Patterson, adjunct visual arts

Arts in Dayton, scanned the plates
several years ago and printed a selection of them for the exhibitions.

The scans were also sent
to Chaminade Universi-

ty, right next to what is
now known as St. Louis
School.

“These photos are

through the 8-by-10-inch glass

valuable for us [the Mar-

Marianist order lined up in heavy

give us pictures of the

sheets — panoramic views of the
black robes outside St. Louis Col-

lege, stark shots of bunches of ripe

fruits, portraits of the Hawaiian
monarchy, collages of St. Louis
College’s track and field stars,

crisp views of Honolulu’s architecture and more.

But in his day, capturing these

images was no simple feat.

“It was a big set-up to take the

pictures,” said archivist Jennifer
Gerth. “The [glass] plates them-

ianists]

because

they

schools we had,” Vieson
said. “They’re also valu-

able because there are
pictures of the brothers

and priests who were
there — Marianists and

other missionary groups

as well — which you
otherwise

might

not

get. They really are a
treasure.”

— Seetha Sankaranarayan ’12
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PERCEPTIONS

Kabul normal

‘Set Back’

Snowglobe

By Bob Saum ’84

I

f the first 24 hours were anything to go by,

the next three years will not be boring. But,
I wasn’t looking for boring.

By Noah Falck ’00

It’s almost exciting to witness the first time.

Their world is shaken upside down

At the town hall only orphans gather.

To keep my curiosity

And when I look closer

I want to yell absurd things through the thick

I figure I should reacquaint

I realize that it’s not the birds

I try to put myself in their miniature snow

dangling from a tree, or even the roar

Each one with perfectly parted brown hair.

The arrival into Kabul is a beautiful

flight — the barren plains leading to the stark

oval glass.

brown mountains and finally the snow-capped

peaks surrounding the valley in which Kabul

Things like: “Your future is non-transferable”

sits. The massive destruction from the wars of

or “I will leave you by the window

the 1990s is still evident. Much has changed in

to bring out the sunburn in all of you.”

the four years since I was last in Kabul. The ini-

tial impression is of more physical development

But instead I pick up the globe

(roads, buildings), but the biggest visual change

and give it a sturdy shake. The snow particles

is the security — guards, roadblocks, concrete

But as months pass, so does the interest.

myself with those inside the tiny globe.

shooting across the sky or the children’s kites

boots

of an airplane keeping their attention upward.

imagine how they must live —

outside frozen, necks constantly craned like a
flowerbed

of tulips, awaiting any sudden jolt.

ing Weight, BatCat Press, 2012.

residential compounds have 20-foot high, 4-foot

thick security walls, and many have another

Erma

the security walls (so-called “sniper fencing,”

By Teri Rizvi ’90

15 feet of green opaque fencing rising above

blast, paused and wondered: Was it construc-

F

our security team confirmed it was necessary to

member from this spring’s gathering of 350

in our guest house (my temporary residence), so

My eyes closed, I listened to Suzette Marti-

or three days, we laughed.

which blocks the view into the compound).

My first day in Kabul was pleasant and un-

OK, we howled. So much so that we

dubbed UD’s biennial Erma Bombeck

eventful — a good first day by Kabul standards.

Writers’ Workshop the “Woodstock of

The next day around 6:15 a.m. I heard a loud

Humor.”

But it’s not just the sound of laughter I re-

tion noise or the real thing? Text messages from

stay indoors and take cover. We have a safe room
the four of us staying in the guest house and the
utes until we were notified that the incident

—Julie Van Leeuwen Lonneman ’76
www.julielonneman.blogspot.com/

was not close to us.

The attack was a car bomb and incursion

cise. A trained hypnotherapist and author, she

urged us to tap deep into our subconscious, to

With 20-plus years in international devel-

mation Decade (the 10 years after the 2014 tran-

and I worry about getting this video assignment

opment focusing primarily on accountability

istan. Twenty years ago I was working for Mercy

rhetoric with results. I understand that real

“Kabul normal” is what drew me to Afghan-

Corps (a nonprofit organization) in Quetta,

Pakistan, with Afghan refugees. I never forgot

Afghanistan and its people. A circuitous career

path led me through Africa, the Middle East,
India, Washington, D.C., and finally to Afghanistan.

Daily life is now a struggle for the vast ma-

jority of the Afghan population. Achieving
progress on tackling the complex development
issues — human and economic — is made even

more of a challenge with the realities of the security situation. I hope to help the government

and transparency, I know it is difficult to match

sition during which the Afghan elections and
substantial withdrawal of the international

right.

Erma Fiste Bombeck ’49 sits in front of me

troops take place).

and delivers an 84-second anecdote about how

easily, especially in a post-conflict country like

ment in health services, active community en-

sor, first told her she had a gift for writing. She

the government in addressing fiscal challeng-

rural villages, opportunities to leverage natural

progress on poverty alleviation does not come

Afghanistan. While the World Bank supports
es, in designing and implementing health and

education programs, and in making a reality of
inclusive economic growth opportunities, my
role will be to listen to the government, understand its needs and lead our team in identifying

the best international experiences and adapting
them to the unique needs of Afghanistan.

As the next three years unfold, I will work
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Results already being achieved (improve-

gagement in developing 30,000 of the poorest
resources into wider and inclusive growth) can

provide the foundation for this transformation.
And the opportunity to be a part of this is why
I am here.

Saum was recently appointed as the World Bank

country director for Afghanistan and Bhutan. He moved
to Kabul, Afghanistan, May 1 for a three-year assignment.

Her words, filled with warmth and humil-

ing with the Bombeck family and a group of
Workshop, a labor of love

that we run on a shoestring.
This year’s workshop

Jill Fales, a columnist for

(“Kabul normal”), albeit with restricted movements around the city.

ing captured the foibles of family life in a way

he didn’t mean it.”

I flashed back to Jan. 15, 1988, to a quick

trustees’ meeting. I am early in my UD career,

Marianist Brother Tom Price, her English professpeaks directly from the heart to the videographer as though we are all dear friends. No notes.
No hesitation. No pretense.

Her words still give me a chill.

out any slick marketing.
the Orange County Register, sat

patiently by her computer
and waited for online reg-

istration to open. “It was
like getting concert tickets

to the Rolling Stones,” said

the first-time workshop attendee.

Writers know this workshop is different

than any other in the country. It’s part love letter, part family reunion, part pep talk.

Authors, mommy bloggers and humorists

all make the pilgrimage to Erma’s alma mater to

comments on them,” she recalls. “And he saw

and encouragement from other writers. They

me one day outside the cafeteria and he said

three words to me, that’s all, just three words
that were to sustain me for the rest of my life,

ways felt like our next-door neighbor. Her writthat made us laugh at ourselves. “My idea of

housework,” she once wrote, “is to sweep the
room with a glance.”

We’ve tried to bottle Erma’s spirit.

“I don’t know of any other writers’ confer-

To those who grew up with
Erma’s columns hanging
on their refrigerator doors,
Erma always felt like our
next-door neighbor. Her
writing captured the foibles
of family life in a way that
made us laugh at ourselves.
“My idea of housework,”
she once wrote, “is to sweep
the room with a glance.”

“So I must tell you, you sort of slide things

under the door and wait until the great critic

To those who grew up with Erma’s columns

knees for the rest of his life repenting for this if

a man of the cloth. I mean he’d have to be on his

sold out in eight days, with-

break during the University of Dayton board of

lively novels like Big Stone Gap.

hanging on their refrigerator doors, Erma al-

use our mind like a “3-D coloring book” to create

closely with the government and development

terically funny Adriana Trigiani, who’s created

won’t believe him. And then I thought, no, he’s

alumni, I launched the Erma Bombeck Writers’

find solutions to these development challenges.

partners on making a success of the Transfor-

I can’t suppress a laugh when she quips, “I

nez Standring’s gentle, melodic voice guiding a

Once security colleagues confirmed it was OK to

That is why I am here in Kabul.

write.’”

ity, spoke to this young writer. Years later, work-

our own Instagram out of a long-ago memory.

on a United Nations residential compound at

I think. He looked at me and said, ‘You can

writers from around the nation.

group of writers through a creative-writing exer-

cook went into the safe room for about 20 min-

move about, the workday was back to normal

prints

have smudged all across their horizon.

“Snowglobe” is from his first book, Snowmen Los-

streets, and walls and more walls. Office and

the edge of town, several miles from our office.

It is the dirty, laminated impression my finger-

Falck’s poetry has appeared in a number of journals.

fall in a 20th century kind of way.

barricades, military vehicles patrolling the

and sometimes side to side.

ence where the famous and
the unknown sit side by side
in

mutual

respect. That’s

Erma,” observed Tracy Becker-

man, a nationally syndicated
humor columnist and author
from New Jersey who found

the confidence to write after
attending her first Bombeck

workshop in 2006. Today,
she’s on the workshop’s faculty.

“When I came to my first

conference, I had one column

in one small-town newspaper. The support of
this writing community is incredible,” she said.

Writers leave the workshop renewed and in-

spired, ready to find their own voice.

“People may tell you you’re the next Erma

honor her legacy, laugh and soak in advice, tips

Bombeck. No, you’re not,” author and stand-up

mingle with the Bombeck family and celebrity

Power of Erma” session. “Do it your way. Listen

writers like this year’s Alan Zweibel, one of the
original Saturday Night Live writers, and the hys-

comic Nancy Berk cautioned writers in her “The
to the voices that matter.”
Just like Erma did.
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PARTING WORDS

Awe-filled stories

I

’m not a fan of boxing — watching hits
that barely dent muscled flesh threatens
to shatter my eye sockets — but I am a fan

shot put to sailing, and my dog will be bored.

Before Gaffney met Ali — and before Cassius

of the boxer. Michael Gaffney’s story of

Clay took the name Muhammad — Ali won the

mad and Me,” Page 28] intrigued me be-

1996, the former boxer, ravaged by Parkinson’s, set

his year with Muhammad Ali [“Muhamcause of the intimate lens the photogra-

pher had into Ali’s life; I also must admit

I glow each time a Flyer does something of wonder
and worth. But the photographs

A
S
’
T
I
.
T
F
I
G

fastest human alive. I will devour everything from

light heavyweight boxing gold in Rome in 1960. In
the Olympic torch afire in Atlanta. As I watched

through my living room TV, I could see that his loss
of strength had not diminished his spark. I said I am

MICHAEL GAFFNEY ’71

completely overwhelmed me. In
Gaffney’s book, I can see the physi-

cal transformation Ali undertook
to rid his body of any softness that

contributed to his title loss against

Leon Spinks. I see calves famous
for conveying deft footwork, arms
triggered for the assault. Gaffney

Maybe it was a scholarship you received,
a service trip you took or an endowed
chair or professor who changed your life.
As students, we all benefited from the
generosity of alumni.

captured Ali’s mischievous smile,

behind which I see cheek muscles
that could crush a can.

By those images, I am both

awed and envious.

It’s the same feeling I get when

I watch the Dayton Contemporary

Dance Co., which begins another
year as UD’s community artist in

They provided us with the opportunities
that made the University of Dayton our
home. Now it’s our turn.

residence. That bodies can be so
graceful and powerful seems im-

plausible. In the darkened theater,
I squeeze my husband’s arm as a

man who seems twice my size leaps in interpreta-

envious of exhibitions of strength. But I am equal-

each muscle moving precisely thanks to training

— says about obstacles overcome, goals attained and

tion of an ostrich or airman or pusher or preacher,
and talent.

I do not look like a boxer. I do not move like a

dancer. I occasionally run because I know I should

ly amazed by what that strength — or lack thereof

limitations accepted. The muscles are not the story;
the man is.

What I crave more than anything is a good story,

(and because my dog is bored). I poke at my soft

to feel close to people tough as nails or mushy as soft-

love to watch others move.

images or interactions — a sliver of that enigma called

spots and order the Peanut Buster Parfait. And I
This summer will be a cornucopia for spectators

who believe bodies are finely engineered temples.

By making a donation to the University, we
strengthen our community. We influence
our national ranking. We will put UD
back in the Top 100 universities. And —
most importantly — we share the UD
experience. That’s a true gift.

serve. When they are made real — through words,
humanity is revealed. And I am once again awed.

The University of
Dayton is currently
ranked 101st in the
nation.
And as a UD graduate, your
decision to give — to remain
active in our community —
makes a difference in how we
are ranked.
Show your Flyer pride and help
place UD among the Top 100
universities. You can give online
or call 1-888-253-2383 today.

udayton.edu/Top100

can sprinter Usain Bolt. I will refuse to breathe for
the five minutes before — and the 9-point-wow seconds during — Bolt’s race to again prove he’s the
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—Michelle Tedford ’94
Editor

CHRISTINE BATES ’12

Among my favorites at the Olympics will be Jamai-
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TIME LAPSE

The cost of constructing Alumni Hall in 1924 was about $350,000,
which, in today’s terms, would be about $4.7 million. This summer,
campus is seeing about $30 million worth of construction, nearly
half of which is the beginning of multiyear projects to modernize
the Science Center and Roesch Library. And in August, 400 students
will be moving into the $25 million residential complex at Brown
and Caldwell streets.
Photos: Above, courtesy of University archives; right, Larry Burgess
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